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TOYS- A Great Tool for Learning!
Galilee Boat with Apostles Play Set Ages 3+ 8453
This set with Playmobil-type figures include all 12
Apostles along with Jesus and their boat. You can
use these figures to act out the Gospels! Use them
to make the Last Supper, crucifixion or the Resurrection scenes. Also a great toy for the little ones
while the older ones are doing their Bible studies!
Nativity Play Set
Ages 3+
8454
Set includes a “Birth of Baby Jesus” mini-storybook,
and 17 PVC pieces-Joseph, Mary, Jesus in manger, 3
Kings, 2 Angels, 2 Shepherds, male camel, male donkey, male sheep, female sheep, stable, tree, and a
bale of hay- approximately 3” tall.

Learn History with DVDs
Old Testament
Abraham
Jeremiah
Esther

19006
19194
19036
New Testament

Visual Bible: Matthew
15119
Visual Bible: Acts of the Apostles 15117
Visual Bible: Gospel of John
15118
Jesus of Nazareth
19076
Mary of Nazareth
19090
Joseph of Nazareth
19080
The Robe
19161
The Fourth Wise Man
19147
Paul the Apostle
19109
St. John in Exile
19132
Barabbas
19014
Ben Hur
19182
Saint Peter
19119
A.D.
19005
Middle Ages
Constantine and the Cross
Saint Patrick
Joan of Arc
Becket
A Man for All Seasons
Henry V
Ivanhoe
Les Miserables

19028
19118
19009
19015
19002
19064
19075
19195

1800’s
Amazing Grace
A Christmas Carol
Florence Nightingale
Pride and Prejudice

19008
19000
19045
19113
1900’s

Inn of the Sixth Happiness- China
Fiddler on the Roof-Russia
The Fighting Sullivans WWI
Anne of Green Gables
The Continuation (WWII)
The Hiding Place WWII
Nine Days that Changed the World

19151
19042
19143
19011
19150
19203

Games- A Great Tool for Learning!
Noah’s Ark Card Game Ages 3 & up.
8462
Based on the Old Maid card game, this game has oversized cards and helps reinforce Bible stories.
Scattergories Catholic Version Ages 8 & up. 8458
How many Bible categories can you match before time
runs out? Roll the letter die to determine the key
letter for that round and beat the timer!
Bible Charades Ages 10 and up.
8460
Teams of players race around the game board by correctly guessing charades of clues in one of 6 categories.
Ungame Ages 5- Adult.
8465
Non-competitive, with questions that initiate personal
reflection and sharing; everyone is a winner! Box contains game board, 6 game pieces, two decks of cards,
dice and instructions. One deck of cards contains
questions based on the Catholic faith.
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Homeschooling Resources + Language Arts for K-3
Children’s Golden Bible
14186
A perfect gift for the holidays, first communions,
and daily readings, this book is beautifully illustrated in full color and written in a simple yet poetic style. Covering both the Old and New Testaments,
it retells all of the major Biblical stories, from
the Creation and Moses leading God's people out of
Egypt to the birth of Jesus, His many miracles, and
His resurrection. Hardcover. 512 pages.

Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening 14746
Frost’s well-known poem takes on new life in this
first picture-book adaptation. The silent beauty of
a snowy night shines through Jeffers’s artwork, making this an ideal introduction of poetry to younger
readers.

Reading
Arch Books

Designing Your Own Classical Curriculum
18060
This curriculum by Laura Berquist is based on the
time tested philosophy of the classic trivium: grammar, logic and rhetoric. Simply and concisely written, this book lays out a classical curriculum to use
at home including an explanation of the philosophy,
extensive reading lists, curriculum and daily schedules, for each grade K-12! 265 pages. (PB)

These Concordia Press books are Bible stories with
delightful illustrations.

Birth of Jesus
His Name is John
Baby Jesus is Born
Christmas Message
Shepherds Christmas
Three Presents for Baby Jesus
Star of Wonder
Baby Jesus Visits the Temple
Jesus and the Family Trip

Homeschooling the Teen Years 14381
This much-needed book will help parents navigate
their way through the high school years. Filled with
encouragement, helpful book lists and input from many
families who have successfully homeschooled. (PB)

11284
11043
11519
11544
11561
11499
11044
11304

Public Life Of Jesus
A Landscape with Dragons
18114
Michael O’Brien, a celebrated Canadian author who
homeschooled his own six children, examines contemporary children’s literature and finds much of it spiritually and morally wanting.
His analysis, written
before the Harry Potter books, anticipates many of
the problems Harry Potter critics point to. He describes his own coming to terms with the effect that
it has had on his family and on most families in
Western society. His analysis of the degeneration of
books, films, and videos for the young is incisive
and detailed, yet he suggests a number of remedies,
including several tools of discernment for parents
and teachers in assessing the moral and spiritual
content of this insidious revolution. This completely
revised, much expanded edition also includes a very
substantial recommended reading list of over 1,000
books for kindergarten through high school.

Jesus’ First Miracle
A Meal for Many
Down Through the Roof
Get Up Lazarus
Jesus and the Woman at the Well
Jesus Calms the Storm
Jesus Walks on Water
Jesus My Good Shepherd
Great Catch of Fish
Lost Coin
Parable of the Talents
Seeds that Grew and Grew
Story of the Good Samaritan
Thankful Leper
Twelve Who Followed Jesus
Zaccheus
Jesus Shows His Glory

11303
11000
11105
11253
11305
11306
11312
11309
11528
11539
11542
11543
11547
11548
11570
11572
11311

Holy Week and Early Church

Poetry
The Week that Led to Easter
Jesus Enter Jerusalem
Barabbas Goes Free
The Day Jesus Died
Easter Victory
Story of the Empty Tomb
Jesus Returns to Heaven
Philip and the Ethiopian
Stephen Stands Strong
Timothy Joins Paul
Shipwrecked Paul

The Harp and Laurel Wreath
18205
Poetry for the Classical Curriculum
All of the poetry recommended in Designing Your Own
Classical Curriculum is available in this one volume,
but can be used independently. It contains a wide
selection of poetry for every age level as well as
dictation selections. It shows the beauty and adventure of literature.
A Child’s Garden of Verses
14000
Robert Louis Stevenson’s book will help fill children’s imaginations with beautiful images and lyrics
which will stay with them forever. Memorization will
come naturally when repetition is so lovely and entertaining.

11552
11307
11045
11520
11521
11546
11310
11381
11500
11563
11497

Writing Road to Reading
15161
The Spalding Method is a total language arts approach that has been used for nearly fifty years to
teach many students to spell, write and read. This
method helps train the right and left sides of the
brain as children see, hear, read and write. (PB)

Favorite Poems: Old and New
14293
This enchanting, child-captivating book includes poems by Robert Louis Stevenson, Walter de la Mare,
Andrew Lang, Emily Dickinson, Elizabeth Barrett
Browning, the Bible, Victor Hugo, Robert Frost and
many more. Over 700 poems organized by theme to make
it easy to include in your unit studies. Hardcover.

Teach Your Child to Read in 100 Easy Lessons
14770
Many families have used this method and loved it.
After 100 lessons of about twenty minutes a day,
your child should be reading at a second grade level.
This is a non-consumable book containing lessons plans and the child’s reading material, and
many of the books can be found at your local library. (PB)

Sing-Song, A Nursery Rhyme Book
14726
These timeless verses by Christian Rossetti are reproduced here with original Victorian illustrations.
120 poems with illustrations.
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Language Arts for Grades Kindergarten to Three
First Start Reading
(set of 3 + teacher’s guide)
22064
Covers consonants, short vowels, 45 common words and
manuscript printing, with coloring pictures and drawing
pages for every letter.
A balanced, age-appropriate
approach to phonics and reading and a serious focus on
correct pencil grip and letter formation also using a
more traditional vowel-consonant method combined with
word families. Great for kindergarten!

Horton Hears a Who
14390
Horton, the lovable elephant tries to protect creatures on a speck of dust.
Beautiful Stories from Shakespeare
14104
Twenty tales and a brief biography is all told in a
manner that is enjoyable to children.
The Little Match Girl
14944
The story of the nineteenth-century Danish girl,
shedding new light on the invisibility of the poor
among the prosperous circumstances as familiar in Han
Christian Andersen’s day as it is in our own.

Storytime Treasures
Study guide, 5 stories and teacher’s key
This guide teaches a variety of language skills in the
context of books.
Vocabulary, spelling, composition,
capitalization, punctuation, and more.
Great program
for grade 1!
Storytime guide + 5 stories
22127
Study Guide only
22129
Study Guide with Teacher’s Key
22130
Novels suggested by Storytime Treasures:
Little Bear
Little Bear’s Visit
Caps for Sale
Blueberries for Sal
Make Way for Ducklings
More Storytime Treasures
More Storytime Guide with 7 novels
More Storytime Student Study Guide

Audio Stories on CDS
Jim Weiss “tells” in his own words classical literature, using easy-to-understand, vivid language which
may occasionally be enhanced with explanations.
Great for car rides as well as in the home!

14484
14485
14161
14132
14501

22169
22170

Novels suggested by More Story time Treasures:
Billy and Blaze
14117
Blaze and the Forest Fire
14123
The Story about Ping
15029
Stone Soup
15207
The Little House
15208
Miss Rumphius
14533

22139
14858
22106
15205
22131
14038
14101
14102
14116
22109
15026
22126

Grade 3
Farmer Boy Student Guide
Farmer Boy Teacher Guide
Farmer Boy novel
Charlotte’s Web Student Guide
Charlotte’s Web Teacher Guide
Charlotte’s Web novel
The Moffats Student Guide
The Moffats Teacher Guide
The Moffats novel
Homer Price Student Guide
Homer Price Teacher Guide
Homer Price novel

22049
22050
15202
22012
22013
14180
22147
22148
15209
22084
22085
15203

2128
2138
2123

Ages 5 & up
The Prince & the Pauper
Fairytale Favourites in Story & Song
Best Loved Stories in Song and Dance
Tales from the Old Testament
Rip Van Winkle/Gulliver’s Travels
Tell Me a Story!
Sherlock Holmes for Children
Treasure Island
Mystery! Mystery!
Adventures of Tom Sawyer
American Tall Tales

2132
2047
2021
2125
2104
2128
2113
2135
2088
2004
2011

Classical Phonics
22020
This book consists of phonetically arranged word
lists for students to practice their growing word
recognition skills. It can be used as a supplement to
any phonics program and covers nearly all English
phonograms and sounds taught through second grade.

Memoria Press Literature Guides
These study guides train students to become active
readers.
They focus on vocabulary, spelling, comprehension, and composition skills. They also include enrichment activities such as map work, research, drawing
and much more!
Grade 2
The Courage of Sarah Noble Student Guide
The Courage of Sarah Noble novel
Little House in Big Woods Student Guide
Little House in Big Woods
novel
Tales from Beatrix Potter Student Guide
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny
The Tale of Johnny Town Mouse
The Tale of Peter Rabbit
The Tale of Tom Kitten
Mr. Popper’s Penguins Student Guide
Mr. Popper’s Penguins novel
2nd Grade Literature Teacher Key

Pre-school
Tell Me a Story
Uncle Wiggly’s Storybook
Sweet Dreams

Plaid Phonics
These books give a solid phonics background and a
good review of the basics before going on to new material. Full colour.
Phonics Level A Workbook
Phonics Level B Workbook
Phonics Level C Workbook

4220
4221
4222

Spelling
Sequential Spelling
Each of the 7 levels has 180 daily tests of 25 words.
This approach uses its daily tests as a learning device and not as a method of evaluation. It adds to
this by using immediate student self-correction and
careful sequencing of the patterns. Note that levels
in Sequential Spelling do not correspond with grade
levels. Students comfortable with a grade two level
reading and spelling level should be able to do Level
1 of Sequential Spelling. Student Response book is
sold separately for these levels
Level 1 - Student and Teacher Book
11628
Level 2 - Student and Teacher Book
11629
Level 3 - Student and Teacher Book
11630
Student Response Book Workbook
11635
Not absolutely essential, this book is a great convenience for the above series and works with all 7
levels. Each day has room for the 25 words listed.
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Language Arts for Grades K-3
Spelling
Soaring with Spelling
This spelling program includes 8 separate grades
(levels) that excel in teaching spelling and vocabulary.
A complete set includes the Student Workbook
and the Answer Key. They may also be purchased separately.
Grade 1 Set
4538
Grade 1 Answer key only
4539
Grade 1 Workbook only
4540
Grade 2 Set
4541
Grade 2 Answer Key only
4542
Grade 2 Workbook only
4543
Grade 3 Set
4544
Grade 3 Answer Key only
4545
Grade 3 Workbook only
4546

Grade 2 Complete Set
4566
This level covers introduction to sentences, different types of sentences, organizing your thoughts for
writing, main topics, details and detail sentences,
choppy sentences, rambling and run-on sentences, creative writing, and how to writing, among other
things.
Grade 3 Complete Set
4567
This level covers introduction to sentences, different types of sentences, organizing your thoughts for
writing, main topics, details and detail sentences,
choppy sentences, rambling and run-on sentences, creative writing, and how to writing, personal narrative, descriptive writing, compare and contrast writing, and biography writing.

Spelling Workout
Students learn spelling skills based on phonics
through unique, cross-curricular reading passages,
practice, and high-interest writing activities, flexible lessons, and fun riddles and puzzles.
Spelling Workout
Grade 1 Level A
4230
Teacher’s Edition
Grade 1 Level A
4231
Spelling Workout
Grade 2 Level B
4232
Teacher’s Edition
Grade 2 Level B
4233
Spelling Workout
Grade 3 Level C
4234
Teacher’s Edition
Grade 3 Level C
4235

Complete Writer; Writing with Ease
This alternative plan for teaching writing combines
the best elements of old-fashioned writing instruction with innovative new educational methods.
Designed for elementary-aged writers and for older students who still struggle. It builds a sturdy foundation of basic skills for grades 1-4 (or levels 1-4)
for the older student who needs more work) all in the
same book.
Diagnostic tests within the book will
help the parent to determine where the child needs to
start and which workbook the child will need.

Grammar
Growing with Grammar
This grammar course includes
8 separate grades
(levels) that excel in teaching grammar rules and
grammar usage.
Grades 1 and 2-Complete package includes the Student
Workbook, the Workbook Answer Key, and Student tests.
The learning and exercise portions are combined into
one book for each level. Grade 3 includes a student
manual.
Grade 1 Complete Set
4500
Grade 1 Tests only
4501
Grade 1 Answer Key only
4502
Grade 1 Workbook only
4503
Grade 2 Complete Set
4504
Grade 2 Tests only
4505
Grade 2 Answer Key only
4506
Grade 2 Workbook only
4507
Grade 3 Complete Set
4508
Grade 3 Student Manual only
4509
Grade 3 Tests only
4510
Grade 3 Answer Key only
4511
Grade 3 Workbook only
4512

Instructor Text
Workbook Level 1
Workbook Level 2
Workbook Level 3

11074
11075
11076
11077

Helpful Aids
Scholastic Children's Thesaurus
4420
More than 500 alphabetical head-word entries and
2,500 synonyms have been specifically designed to
best help beginning writers. Each headword has been
carefully selected and includes the part of speech,
definition, and example sentences.
Scholastic Children’s Dictionary
4419
The most current computer, scientific and cultural
terms, easy-to-understand definitions, a pronunciation system created with real kids in mind, word histories, language notes, spelling hints, and synonym
tips help kids improve critical skills while teaching
them interesting facts about the language they use
every day.

Mind Benders
These best-selling books develop logic, reading comprehension, and mental organization skills vital to
achieving high grades and top test scores in all subjects as well as real-life, problem-solving skills.
Each story will be analyzed, identifying logical associations between people, places and things.
There
are step-by-step instructions and detailed answers.
Book 1 PreK-K
11278
Book 2 Grades 1-2
11279

Handwriting
Copy Books
These copy books are three-in-one wonders that include memory passages, copy book exercises and drawing pages. Teaching penmanship, basic grammar,
spelling, literature, accuracy, attention to detail
and memory.
Scripture is selected from the King
James Bible (chosen for its poetic verse) and classic
children’s poems such as those by Robert Louis Stevenson.

Creative Writing
Winning with Writing
This writing program assumes a 36 week school year
with one lesions being completed each week.
Within
each lesson there are 5 defined days with tasks to be
performed each day.

Copy Book I
Copy Book II
Copy Book III
Copybook Cursive

Grade 1 Complete Set
4565
This level covers introduction to sentences, different types of sentences, organizing your thoughts for
writing, main topics, details and detail sentences,
among other things.

22024
22025
22026
22028

Handwriting Paper Gr. K Ream 7264
Zaner-Bloser lined paper for extra penmanship practice. 3/4-inch rule, red baseline, broken midline.
10.5 x 8 inches.500 pages.
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Language Arts & Unit Studies for Grades K-3
Farming Animals

Handwriting without Tears
This series works well because it uses research based
materials to develop skills and teach correct letter
formation.
Teacher guides make it easy for parents
and teachers with step-by-step instructions. French
editions are also available.
Get Set for School Student Workbook
Letters and Numbers for Me Student Book
Letters and Numbers for Me Teacher’s
Des Letters et des Chiffres pour Moi
My Printing Book Student Book Gr. 1
My Printing Book Teacher’s Book Gr. 1
Mon Livre d’ecrire
Gr. 1
Printing Power Student Book Gr. 2
Printing Power Teacher’s Guide Gr. 2
Le Pouvoir de’ecrire Gr. 2
Cursive Handwriting Student Book Gr. 3
Cursive Handwriting Teacher’s Book Gr. 3
L’Ecriture Cursive
Gr. 3
Aids in teaching Handwriting
Capital Letter Cards for Wooden Pieces
Cursive Alphabet Desk Strips
Print Alphabet Desk Strips
Wood Pieces Set for Capital Letters

Milk Makers (GG)
Ice Cream (GG)
Chicks and Chickens (GG)
Farming (GG)
Honey Makers
(GG)
Pigs
(GG)
Rabbits, Rabbits, & More Rabbits (GG)
Ducks (GG)
Horses (GG)
Cat Ultimate Sticker Book
Dog Ultimate Sticker Book
Farm Ultimate Sticker Book
Horse Ultimate Sticker Book
North American Bird Ultimate Sticker Book

2308
2309
2310
2318
2311
2312
2321
2314
2315
2319
2303
2306
2320

Literature Unit
Saturday Appaloosa
(3 yrs & up)
15196
Crystal meets a neighbour’s horse that she loves. One
day she and her grandmama rescue it.

2301
2302
2313
2316

3 Billy Goats Gruff
(4-7 yrs)
15080
A charming folktale about 3 goats who outwit a troll.
Charlie needs a Coat (4-7 yrs)
14178
A shepherd shears his sheep, cards and spins the
wool, weaves and dyes the cloth, and sews a beautiful
new red cloak.

Draw Write Now!
Each book is 64-pages long and includes 3 unit studies, with a total of 21 step-by-step drawing lessons
in each book. Four short, topic-related sentences are
included with each lesson and may be copied by the
learner in manuscript, cursive, or italic. They can
also be used as a starting point for creative writing,
reports or journaling. Each book also includes factual information on each topic, recommended book lists,
and numerous ideas to spark a learner’s imagination.
The unit studies introduce history, science, social
studies and geography. Recommended for ages 5-9.

Papa Piccolo
(4-8 yrs)
14603
This tomcat, leads a life of adventure and possibilities until two homeless kittens adopt him. Piccolo
shows how to share their strength with those who are
smaller, younger or weaker.
Chanticleer and the Fox (5-8 yrs)
14176
King of the barnyard, Chanticleer the rooster must do
some quick thinking when he is caught by a fox.

Book 1 On the farm, Kids and Critters, Storybook Characters
11106

Billy and Blaze (5-8 yrs)
These books are perennial best-sellers.
The gentle
adventures of Billy and his pony Blaze have been enjoyed for generations. The relationship between the
boy and his pony appeals to all! The illustrations
alone are worth every penny.

Book 2 Christopher Columbus, Autumn Harvest, The
Weather
11107
Book 3 Native Americans, North America, Pilgrims
11108

Billy
Blaze
Blaze
Blaze
Blaze
Blaze
Blaze
Blaze

Book 4 Polar Regions, The Arctic, the Antarctic
11109
Book 5 United States, From Sea to Sea, Moving Forward
(transportation)
11110
Book 6 On Land, Ponds & Rivers, Oceans

11111

& Blaze
and the Forest Fire
and the Lost Quarry
and the Mountain Lion
and the Spotted Gray Pony
and Thunderbolt
Finds a Trail
Shows the Way

14117
14123
14124
14125
14126
14127
14128
14129

The Bravest Dog Ever- The True Story of Balto
(5-8 yrs.)
14821
The true story of a sled dog who led his team over
snow and ice to deliver medicine to a town in Alaska
suffering from an epidemic of diphtheria in 1925.

Book 7 Tropical Forests, Temperate Forests, Forests
Down Under (Australia)
11112
Book 8 Savanna Animals, Grassland Animals, Mountain &
Desert Animals
11113
Draw Write Now! Workbook

14959
14408
14026
14289
14907
14621
14640
14254
14068
14170
14249
14284
14384
14573

Weaving the Rainbow
(6-9 yrs)
15126
A beautiful picture book that shows the process of
how a tapestry comes from the sheep to the loom.

11114

The following books (next column) are great for rounding out a unit study. Most of the nonfiction books
(GG) are by Gail Gibbons, a “master of picture book
nonfiction”. Gail has a special talent for making complex subjects understandable and entertaining for
young readers. These books are all suitable for children 4-8 years. The literature books listed after, are
fiction, but add to the enjoyment of learning!

Old Bird
(6-9 yrs.)
15193
The true story of an old horse who shows her owners
that old does not mean useless!
Canadian
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Unit Studies for Science - Farming for Grades K-3
Every Autumn Comes the Bear (4-7 yrs) 14273
Every autumn a bear shows up behind the farm and goes
through a series of routines to prepare for the long
winter’s nap.

Farming- Crops
From Seed to Plant (GG)
Corn
(GG)
The Vegetables We Eat (GG)
Pumpkin Book
(GG)
Seasons of Arnold’s Apple Tree (GG)
Jack’s Garden

14314
14224
15053
14991
14710
14426

Space
Galaxies! Galaxies!
Sun Up, Sun Down
The Moon Book
The Planets

Literature Unit

(GG)
(GG)
(GG)
(GG)

14067
14135
14143
14144

Animals and Types of land in Other Countries

Winter on the Farm (3-6 yrs)
15157
An adapted version of a story in “Farmer Boy.”

Coral Reefs
(GG)
14028
Deserts
(GG)
14034
Marshes and Swamps
(GG)
14106
Nature’s Green Umbrella: Tropical Rain Forests
(GG)
14111
Tell Me Tree: All about Trees for Kids
(GG)
14138
Penguins
(GG)
14113
Polar Bears
(GG)
14114
Sea Turtles
(GG)
14130
Whales
(GG)
14159

Uncle John’s Farm
(4-6 yrs)
14023
Written in rhythmic free verse, this is the whimsical
tale of a little girl’s busy day on her uncle’s farm.
Canadian
Blueberries for Sal
(4-7 yrs)
14132
The adventures of a girl, a baby bear and their mothers as they all go to enjoy berries.
Johnny Appleseed
(5-8 yrs)
14436
The real life story of John Chapman whose distribution
of appleseeds and trees made him a legend and left a
legacy still enjoyed today.

Eyewitness DVDs
Let’s explore the wonders of these animals through
startling macro photography and 3D graphics and reveal the true importance of these amazing creatures.
Butterfly and Moth
2024
Mammal
2070
Plant
2099
Ocean
2090
Pond and River
2100
Fish
2049
Rocks and Minerals
2105
Shark
2111
Skeleton
2114

Mr. Hiroshi’s Garden (5-8 yrs)
15192
Set during World War II, this sad but beautiful tale
tells of the friendship of Mary and Mr. Hiroshi, the
next-door neighbour, for whom she tends his garden
while he is interned with other Japanese-Canadians.
Canadian
Maple Moon
(6-9 yrs)
14505
A native boy is able to help his people through a hard
winter by finding a new source of nourishment. Canadian

Add Canadian Resources
Gardening for Children
These books are filled with facts for young children
about the animals that call Canada home.

Good Growing (6 years & up)
4425
A help to budding gardeners comes with a selection of
ready-to-plant sees and a Super Sprouter, to encourage
seeds to sprout within a few days. Activities can be
done year-round, in all types of climates, inside our
outside.

Canada’s
Canada’s
Canada’s
Canada’s
Canada’s
Canada’s
Canada’s
Canada’s
Canada’s
Canada’s

Roots, Shoots, Buckets & Boots (6-9 yrs)14678
12 easy-to-implement ideas for gardens that parents
and children can enjoy together.

Weather
Hurricanes
(GG)
It’s Snowing!
(GG)
Reasons for Seasons (GG)
Weather Forecasting
GG)
Weather Words and What They Mean
(GG)
Snow and Ice-Canadian Winter Weather
Sun & Storms-Canadian Summer Weather

14072
14074
14148
14153

Arctic Animals
Birds
Bugs
Coastal Animals
Mountain Animals
Prairie Animals
Wetland Animals
Woodland Animals
Rocks and Minerals
Natural Wonders

4400
4401
4402
4403
4424
4405
4401
4407
4406
4404

Literature Unit
Tippy Canoe and Canada Too
15563
There are two porcupines, named Salt and Pepper, who
make you laugh and think! Life at the Campbell’s summer cabin is peaceful and tranquil- well some of the
time. Share the joys, adventures and hilarious mischief these little pincushions and other forest creatures create at the author's island home.

14154
4421
4422

Literature Unit

Free As the Wind
14311
In the 1960s, it was decided the horses would be removed from the Sable Island and many of them slaughtered for dog food. School children across the country wrote Canada's then Prime Minister, John Diefenbaker, pleading with him to restore the horses to the
island, to save them from certain death. This fictional account follows young Lucas Beauregard, as he
plots to save Gem, one of the horses of Sable Island.

Snowy Day
(4-7 yrs)
15020
This story has become a favourite of millions, as it
reveals a child’s wonder at a new world, and the hope
of capturing and keeping that wonder forever.
Umbrella
(4-7 yrs)
15104
Momo can hardly wait for a rainy day so she can wear
the rubber boots and use the umbrella she received for
her birthday.
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Unit Studies- Social Studies for Grades K-3
Holidays and Traditions

Other Countries

St. Patrick’s Day
(GG)
140689
Valentine’s Day is…
(GG)
14011
Easter (GG)
14061
Saint Nicholas: The Real Story of the Christmas Legend
14014
In Flanders Fields (Remembrance Day)
14411

Cultural Resource Guides
Each book explores the history, language, holidays,
festivals, costumes, legends, foods, creative arts,
lifestyles, and games of the country. Gr, K-6.
Africa
Australia
Brazil
Canada
China
Egypt
England
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
India
Italy
Japan
Korea
Mexico
Poland
Russia
Spain
Sweden
Turkey

Literature Unit:
A Northern Nativity (ages 3 & up)
14035
Artist William Kurelek created this book on the theme
that Christ came to all people everywhere and that
the Christ child is born to the different races, and
in different places. Canadian
Saint Francis and the Nativity (5-8 yrs)
16411
The story of Saint Francis and the first Christmas
pageant.
Friendly Beasts (4-7 yrs)
14312
In this Old English carol, the stable animals tell of
the gifts they have given to the newborn baby Jesus.
The Legend of the Poinsettia (5-8 yrs)
14937
In Mexico, the “flower of the Holy Night” blooms at
Christmastime, the gift of an unselfish little girl
to the Christ Child.
The Night of Las Posadas (5-8 yrs)
14965
Sister Angie organizes a celebration to reenact the
night Jesus was born. But will a snowstorm ruin it?

2800
2808
2810
2811
2812
2815
2817
2820
2822
2823
2827
2825
2828
2829
2830
2842
2848
2849
2852
2853
2863

Antarctica Usborne Beginners (4-8 yrs) 1
4082
An expository text rather than a narrative one, this
book is filled with wonderful colour photos with
simple explanations. Written simply for even the
struggling reader. Hardcover.

Patrick, Patron Saint of Ireland(5-8 yrs)
14610
The story of his noble birth, being kidnapped and
sold into slavery in Ireland, and his ministry there.

Antarctica: New True Book (7 & up)
14083
A nice compact book of facts and photos including a
map and timeline. Learn about the animals, environment, explorers from Amundsen and Robert Scott to
modern day explorers.
In the back are additional
resources, websites, statistics, glossary and an
index.

The Very First Christmas (6-10 yrs)
15055
This book answers the real questions that children
ask about the nativity, through Christopher’s questions to his mother.
The Very First Easter (4-8 yrs)
15056
Christopher hears the real story of the first Easter
with all its joys and sorrows.

Australia and Oceania: New True Book (7 & up) 14096
A nice compact book of facts and photos including a
map and timeline. Learn about the animals, environment, and famous people. In the back are additional
resources, websites, statistics, glossary and an
index.

The Easter Story (5-8 years)
14878
The story of Jesus’ death and resurrection as seen
through the eyes of a young donkey. HC
Christmas Story Wall Story
8620
A banner that explains the story of the nativity to
be hung in your home or classroom.

How a House is Built
14393
Describes how the surveyors, heavy machine operators, carpentry crew, plumbers, and other workers
build a house.

The First Valentine DVD
19145
Tess learns a new meaning of Valentine’s day when she
reads a story about the third-century saint named
Valentine and his friends.

Houses of Snow, Skin and Bones
Describes the construction materials
used by the Inuit to build their homes.

The Last Straw
14934
Hoshmakaka, a proud, old camel, is chosen to carry
the wise men's gifts to the new baby king in Bethlehem. On the way Hoshmakaka meets others who also have
gifts for the new king. The proud camel agrees to
carry each item, even when it seems that his burden
will be too great. Then a small child pleads with him
to carry the proverbial last straw. Will this final
gift bring the mighty camel to his knees?

and

14392
methods

Wonderful Houses Around the World
15160
Two-page photographic spreads capture families outside their homes, with detailed cutaway illustrations to reveal the inside of the home and family
members engaged in typical daily activities. Captions explain where each house is located, the environmental conditions that affect house design, how
the family lives in the home, and their possessions.

Animated DVDs
Each of these DVDs are approximately 30 minutes in length.
They really help us understand what the holidays are really about!
Easter Story DVD
11263
Nicholas, the Boy Who Became Santa
He is Risen! DVD
19062
Passion Trilogy
Mystery of the Three Kings DVD
19102
Patrick, Brave Shepherd of the Emerald Isle
The King is Born DVD
11268
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Unit Studies- Social Studies for Grades K-3
How to Build an Igloo and Other Snow Shelters
(ONLY WITH PARENTAL HELP!!!!)
14396
How are the ice blocks of igloos so perfectly formed
and fitted to be able to withstand the weight of a
polar bear? Is the fresh snow outside good for making
a slab shelter? What are drift caves, spruce traps,
snow block walls, and bivy bag shelters?

Community- Family
A Dance at Grandpa’s (3-6 yrs)
14231
Laura Ingalls Wilder and her family attend a wintertime party at her grandparents’ home in the big
woods.
Storm in the Night
(4-7 yrs)
14747
During a thunderstorm that causes the electricity to
go off, Grandfather tells Thomas and his cat, about
his experience as a boy on a similar night which
helps Thomas to relax.

Literature Unit check other themes for more ideas.
Children Around the World (4-7 yrs)
14184
This informational picture book uses kids’ own words
to explore the commonality and diversity of children
around the world.

Tiger’s New Cowboy Boots (4-8 yrs)
15178
Finally, Tiger has real cowboy boots for the annual
cattle drive up at Uncle Roy’s ranch.
As the only
city boy on the trail, he wants to make a good impression and the trail can be rough!

A Sled Dog for Moshi (4-7 yrs)
14042
The young Inuit child Moshi wants a pet dog. Her father explains that their dogs are not pets, but working dogs. Moshi and her friend discover the truth.
Canadian

Grandfather’s Journey(5-8 yrs)
14341
Through compelling reminiscences of his grandfather’s
life in America and Japan, the author gives us a
poignant account of his family’s unique crosscultural experience.

The Story About Ping (4-7 yrs.)
15029
The well-loved story about the spirited duck in the
Yangtze River.

The Sugaring-off Party (5-8 yrs)
15198
A French-Canadian grandmother reminisces about her
first sugaring-off party, complete with music, dancing, and lots of food.

My Visit to the Zoo
(5-8 yrs)
14557
A pictorial visit to a modern day zoo to see how animals really live.

Kids and Grandparents Activity Book
(6-9 yrs)
14454
Children will enjoy learning the games their grandparents played, and grandparents will enjoy the gifts
they receive from their grandchildren. Together they
can research the family tree, make a birdfeeder,
plant a garden or create their own memory book.

How to make an Apple Pie and See the World
(5-8 yrs)
14399
When a little baker discovers the market is closed,
she travels the world to find the freshest ingredients for her apple pie.
The Glorious Flight: Across the Channel with Louis
Bleriot
(6-9 yrs)
14893
This book recounts the persistence of a Frenchman,
Louis, to build a flying machine to cross the English
Channel.

The Strongest Man This Side of Cremona
(5-8 yrs.)
15197
Matthew’s dad is very strong, and can lift Matthew
over fences and deal with cows. But when a tornado
comes, and their farm is destroyed, Matthew finds
that the love he and his father share is the strongest of all. Canadian

Tales from Cultures Far and Near Audio CD
(5yrs. & up)
2124
Jim Weiss recreates some of the best-loved stories.
“A
Guest
who
Ran”
(Native
America),
“Two
Monks”
(Japan),
“The
Three
Friends
of
Manuel” (Spain), “Courting the Wind” (West Africa),
“The Secret Weapon” (China), and “Dujuha: Two Stories” (Arabia)

I Loved You Before You were Born
(3 yrs & up)
16121
The love of a grandmother for her grandchild.
Going to Town
(3-6 yrs)
14336
Join pioneer Laura Ingalls Wilder and her family as
they travel into town, visit the general store, and
have a lakeside picnic.

Read Aloud Books
These are advanced for the primary reader, but very
enjoyable and of high interest to read to your children.

Community Workers
The Post Office Book: Mail and How It Moves (USA)
(GG)
14147
Emergency!
(GG)
14046
Fire! Fire!
(GG)
14061
Quilting Bee
(GG)
14638
Check It Out! The Book about Libraries
(GG)
14023
Literature unit

Cottage at Bantry Bay
18036
Father, Mother, Michael, Brigid and twins Francie and
Liam share a warm and mirthful existence in their
cottage in an Ireland that once was; a wonderfully
timeless story in its celebration of family love and
hope.
Francie on the Run
18077
Young Francie O'Sullivan has had a successful operation, but longs to return to his beloved family in
County Cork. He heads out around the Emerald Isle, a
journey full of adventure!

Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel
14529
Mike and his outdated steam shovel Mary-Ann work to
get the job done before sundown.
White Snow, Bright Snow (4-8 yrs)
15147
When the first flakes fell from the grey sky, the
postman, farmer, policeman and his wife scurried
about doing all the practical things grownups do when
snow comes. But the children laughed and danced, and
caught the lacy snowflakes on their tongues.

Pegeen
18149
Young Pegeen was one of the many friends made by
Francie in his trip around Ireland. Two such personalities in one small cottage on Bantry Bay add up to
a lively and unforgettable Irish tale.
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Canadian Resources
Canada Map Books
Learn how to read the various types of maps, map symbols, latitude and longitude, climate, and directions
using maps of Canada!
My First Map Book K-2
1525
Mon Premier Cahier de Cartes
1524*
Canada Map Book Book 1 Gr. 2-3
1500
Le Canada par les Cartes 1
1529*

Transportation
Bicycle Book
Trains
Planes
Ships

(GG)
(GG)

14011
14150
14627
14721

Literature Unit
Choo Choo: The Story of a Little Engine who Ran Away
14187
The adventures of a beautiful little locomotive who
decided to run away from her humdrum duties.

French Resources
Handwriting

Chestnut
14183
A steadfast horse’s whose faithfulness saves the day
is brought to life through beautiful paintings that
perfectly recreate the bustle of early-20th-century
city life.

Des Letters et des Chiffres pour Moi(K)
Mon Livre d’ecrire
(Gr.1)
Le Pouvoir de’ecrire
(Gr.2)
L’Ecriture Cursive
(Gr.3)
Championnat en Cursive (Gr.4)

The Four Lane Comes to Grenville
2410
How They Built the Veteran’s Memorial Highway
Written by a homeschooling friend of ours, when he
was a young lad, this book chronicles the building of
a four lane highway that connects #401 to Ottawa, our
nation’s capital.
Canadian

2318
2321
2319
2320
2317

Ecoutez, Parlez!
Ecoutez, Parlez! Learning French for any age!
These simple techniques have been proven, are fun and
effective, easy to learn, and very colourful. Each
text comes with a CD. Optional workbooks are also
available. Students can reinforce new words and concepts every day with written exercises. Individualized progress.

The Spirit of Canada
15024
Canada’s Story in Legends, Fiction, Poems, and Songs
This book celebrates our country, people, places, and
events that have made it unique. More than 100 selections are brought together with some 150 original illustrations. Arranged both chronologically and thematically, the pieces deal from the first contact,
pioneering in the west, exploration in the north, the
great depression, and the Centennial. Hardcover.

Ecoutez, Parlez! Book/CD 1
Beginner I
18400
Introduction to basic French, enhancing repetition
and pronunciation. Book 1 contains 5 units teaching
simple phrases, conversation and vocabulary. Topics
include: greetings; fruit and shopping; family members; farm animals & school.
Student Workbook 1
18404

Learn about famous Canadians in these books which include full colour art, colour illustrations and many
photographs. Ages 7-10.
Canadian Artists
4408
Canadian Explorers
4409
Canadian Greats
4411
Canadian Heroes
4412
Canadian Inventors
4413
Canadian Leaders
4414
Canadian Pioneers
4415

Ecoutez, Parlez! Book/CD 2 Beginner II
18401
Continuation of basic French conversation.
It contains 5 units teaching simple phrases, conversation
and vocabulary. Topics include: vegetables & meals;
days, months & dates; parts of the human body; the
weather & seasons; meals: breakfast & lunch.
Student Workbook 2
18405
Ecoutez, Parlez! Book/CD 3 Intermediate I 18402
Continuing from beginner books. It contains 5 units
teaching simple phrases, conversation and vocabulary.
Topics include: seasonal sports; wild animals; community services & activities; setting the table; clothing.
Student Workbook 3
18406

Canada My Country
1600
A great 27-lesson unit study about Canada, to learn
all about the maps, geography, symbols, structure of
government, freedoms and outstanding citizens of Canada.
Our Community
1526
This activity book is full of drawings to emphasize
the social and physical needs of a community.

Ecoutez,Parlez! Book/CD 4 Intermediate II 18403
Continues from Intermediate I. It contains 5 units
teaching simple phrases, conversation and vocabulary.
Topics include: marine animals; rooms in a house;
countries & continents; transportation; zoo animals.
Student Workbook 4
18407

I Can Make A Difference
1507
The qualities of a responsible person as well as appropriate social behaviours and the rules and responsibilities are the focus of this Grade 1 book.

Quick Study Travel CDs
Introducing fast and easy phrases for travel in English, French, Spanish, Italian or German.
Take it
with you wherever you go. Each CD contains a booklet
with translations in the 5 languages, so anyone from
any of the 4 other language groups can follow along
with the same CD, learning the same language. It’s
so easy kids can use it too!

Pioneer Life
Gr. 3 & up.
1527
Detailed drawings of daily life in three pioneer societies: New France, Upper Canada, and Western Canada. Includes settling the land, farming methods and
tools, homes, food production, and travel.
Let’s Explore Canada
1523
An Introduction to the provinces and three territories including physical regions, population, ruralurban changes and northern communities.
Includes a
simplified and brightly-coloured display map of Canada. Gr. 3-5.
Explorons le Canada
1506*

Quick
Quick
Quick
Quick
Quick
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Other Languages & Art
Spanish

The Great Canadian ArtPak is also available in three
different parts.

Escucha y Hablemos! Learning Spanish for any age!
These simple techniques have been proven, are fun and
effective, easy to learn, and very colourful. Each
text comes with a CD. Optional workbooks are also
available. Students can reinforce new words and concepts every day with written exercises. Individualized progress.

The Group of Seven ArtPak
18303
Focuses on the Group of Seven and includes biographies of all the group members as well as 4 gallery
-quality art postcards. A wonderful introduction to
the masters of the Canadian landscape!
Early Canadiana ArtPak
18300
Take a look at some of the earliest glimpses of Canada through the eyes of pioneer artists. This ArtPak
includes biographies of 10 Canadian artists as well
as 4 gallery-quality postcards. Enjoy learning history and art together!

Escucha y Hablemos! Book/CD 1 Beginner I
18408
Introduction to basic Spanish, enhancing repetition
and pronunciation. Book 1 contains 5 units teaching
simple phrases, conversation and vocabulary. Topics
include: greetings; fruit and shopping; family members; farm animals & school.
Student Workbook 1
18412

Famous Canadian Painters ArtPak
18301
Join your child on an introduction to five of Canada's greatest painters, including Tom Thomson and
Emily Carr.
This ArtPak includes four galleryquality postcards.

Escucha y Hablemos! Book/CD 2 Beginner II
18409
Continuation of basic Spanish conversation.
It contains 5 units teaching simple phrases, conversation
and vocabulary.
Topics include: vegetables & meals;
days, months & dates; parts of the human body; the
weather & seasons; meals: breakfast & lunch.
Student Workbook 2
18413

Art Biographies
A Prairie Boy’s Winter
14037
A Prairie Boy’s Summer
14036
Artist William Kurelek recalls his childhood days
growing up in the Depression years. Summers and winters were not a vacations- they were hard work!

Escucha y Hablemos! Book/CD 3 Intermediate I 18410
Continuing from beginner books. It contains 5 units
teaching simple phrases, conversation and vocabulary.
Topics include: seasonal sports; wild animals; community services & activities; setting the table; clothing.
Student Workbook 3
18414

Emily Carr and her Dogs
14265
This book combines 25 stories about dogs with 16
playful drawings by Emily Carr. She brings the affectionate and loyal nature of her dogs to life, which
make sit a good book for any age.

Escucha y Hablemos! Book/CD 4 Intermediate II 18411
Continues from Intermediate I. It contains 5 units
teaching simple phrases, conversation and vocabulary.
Topics include: marine animals; rooms in a house;
countries & continents; transportation; zoo animals.
Student Workbook 4
18415

The Canadians: Emily Carr
14829
Biography of the famous Canadian artist and writer.
Canadian Artists
4408
5 biographies include Cornelius Kriefghoff, Tom
Thomson, Emily Carr, Alex Colville and Kenojuak Ashevak.

Latin
Prima Latina
Ideal first Latin book and precursor to Latina Christiana I. Each of the 25 lessons consists of a new
grammar skill, five vocabulary words that correspond
with the grammar lesson, a practical Latin phrase,
and one line of a prayer that is learned in totality
by the end of the chapter.
The text includes five
review lessons, five tests, answer key, and teacher
instructions. Note that the flashcards here include
all of the words in Prima Latina.
Prima Latina Teacher Manual
22114
Prima Latina Student Book
22113
Prima Latina DVD
22110
Prima Latina Flash Cards
22111
Prima Latina Pronunciation CD
22112

Math Novels
Sometimes a fresh perspective on math can help explain the concepts better!
Sir Cumference and the First Round Table
14728
Sir Cumference, Lady Di of Ameter, and their son Radius use geometry and problem-solving techniques to
help King Arthur.
Sir Cumference and the Dragon of Pi
14727
When Sir Cumference turns into a dragon, Lady Di of
Ameter helps him hide, while Radius searches for the
magic number that is the same for all circles.

Art
The Great Canadian ArtPak
18302
Canadian Art appreciation, art activities and more.
Use with grades K-12. Spiral bound, 74 pages and discussion questions, 12 gallery quality art postcards
and labels. Choose a one-year or three-year option. A
comprehensive teacher manual is included containing:
A) Biographies of over 25 Canadian artists
B) Discussion questions for studying each one’s artwork
C) Internet links to view hundreds of gallery works
D) Directed art activities to teach colour theory,
perspective, and other art techniques
E) Lap book layouts to match the artists studied
F) Etiquette and recording sheets for art gallery
visits

Sir Cumference and Great Knights of Angleland 14729
With only a circular medallion, a mysterious poem,
and his own wits to guide him, Radius must find and
rescue a missing king.
Sir Cumference and the Sword in the Cone
14731
Sir Cumference and his family race to help their
friend Vertex, find the Sword Edgecalibur.
Sir Cumference and the Isle of Immeter
14730
Young Per must unlock the secrets of the island of
Per.
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Math for Grades K-3
Singapore Math
Singapore Math refers to the Primary Math series that
was developed in Singapore and caught the attention of
the world when students scored on top in the Trends in
International and Science Studies held in 1995, 1999,
and 2003. It has been adapted to the U.S. Edition. It
is a thorough and challenging math program with mathematical thinking emphasized.

Kindergarten
Essential Math Kindergarten A
13022
Essential Math Kindergarten B
13023
Reinforces concepts and essential skills relevant for
this age, enhances their understanding of the things
around them, and motivates them to explore and learn
more. There are useful ideas at the bottom of each
page for parents and teachers to introduce the concepts concretely before doing the workbook page, and
for extending the concept after doing the page. Each
front and back page can constitute a day’s lesson.
Earlybird Kindergarten Math Standard Edition
A comprehensive, activity-based program designed to
provide kindergarten students with a strong foundation
in mathematics.
Math at Home activities in tear-out
sheets provide opportunities for meaningful family involvement in the students' learning process. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions for parents are provided in
the teaching notes.
Kindergarten Text A
13014
Kindergarten Text B
13015
Kindergarten Workbook A
13012
Kindergarten Workbook B
13013

Grades 1-3
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math

Text 1A US Edition
Text 1B US Edition
Text 2A US Edition
Text 2B US Edition
Text 3A US Edition
Text 3B US Edition
Workbook 1A US Edition
Workbook 1B US Edition
Workbook 2A US Edition
Workbook 2B US Edition
Workbook 3A US Edition
Workbook 3B US Edition

13152
13153
13154
13155
13156
13157
13164
13165
13166
13167
13168
13169

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Math
Math
Math
Math

Home
Home
Home
Home

Instructor’s
Instructor’s
Instructor’s
Instructor’s

Guide
Guide
Guide
Guide

2A
2B
3A
3B

13130
13131
13132
13133

INTENSIVE PRACTICE is a series of 12 books written to
provide challenging supplementary material for Singapore's Primary Mathematics, U.S. Edition.
Primary Math Intensive Practice 1A
13140
Primary Math Intensive Practice 1B
13141
Primary Math Intensive Practice 2A
13142
Primary Math Intensive Practice 2B
13143
Primary Math Intensive Practice 3A
13144
Primary Math Intensive Practice 3B
13145
CHALLENGING WORD PROBLEMS series provides not only
ample practice of graded exercises for students of
mixed abilities but also offers better math students
with challenging questions. Supplements and complements Singapore's Primary Mathematics textbooks, both
U.S. and Standard editions. Answers in the back.
Challenging Word Problems Grade 1
13000
Challenging Word Problems Grade 2
13001
Challenging Word Problems Grade 3
13002
The STANDARDS EDITION is based on the US edition, but
is newer and has a slightly different presentation.
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math

Textbook
Textbook
Textbook
Textbook
Textbook
Textbook

1A
1B
2A
2B
3A
3B

Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards

Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed

13200
13201
13202
13203
13204
13205

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math

Workbook
Workbook
Workbook
Workbook
Workbook
Workbook

1A
1B
2A
2B
3A
3B

Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards

Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed

13212
13213
13214
13215
13216
13217

STANDARDS
STANDARDS
STANDARDS
STANDARDS
STANDARDS
STANDARDS
Check for

Home Instructor’s Guide 1A
Home Instructor’s Guide 1B
Home Instructor’s Guide 2A
Home Instructor’s Guide 2B
Home Instructor’s Guide 3A
Home Instructor’s Guide 3B
Tests Books on www.bluemantle.ca!

13118
13119
13120
13121
13122
13123

Saxon Math
ANSWER KEY.
Primary Math Answer Key Booklet 1A-3B

13070

EXTRA PRACTICE exercises generally provide problems of
a similar style and level of difficulty as the course
material covered in the Primary Mathematics U.S. Edition series. The exercises are short and specific, so
instructors may assign only those topics in which the
students needs more practice.
Extra Practice for Primary Math US 1
13024
Extra Practice for Primary Math US 2
13025
Extra Practice for Primary Math US 3
13026
HOME INSTRUCTOR’S Guides contains notes to the instructor, answers to the textbook learning tasks,
practices, and reviews, answers and solutions to the
workbook exercises and reviews, and optional activities, games and discussions to use in presenting the
concepts. The pages in the appendix may be reproduced
for individual use.
Primary Math Home Instructor's Guide 1A 13128
Primary Math Home Instructor's Guide 1B 13129
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A favourite of Homeschoolers, Saxon favours an incremental approach with lots of review. It is designed
for homeschoolers.
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math

K
K
1
1
2
2
3
3

Extra
Grade
Grade
Grade

Complete Package
Teacher’s Manual
Complete Package
Teacher’s Manual
Complete Package
Teacher’s Manual
Complete Package
Teacher’s Manual

Workbooks
1
11444
2
11445
3
11446

11477
11478
11441
11442
11445
11446
11449
11450

Extra Meeting Books
Kindergarten
11479
Grade 1
11443
Grade 2
11444
Grade 3
11451

Saxon Manipulative Kit
11480
450 objects and counting games for “hands-on” learning, with a storage container, used in all Saxon math
K-3 programs. Instructions for usage included.
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Science & Heroes for Gr. K-3
Recycle! A Handbook for Kids
14659
Bright pen-and-wash illustrations show children collecting and separating recyclable paper, glass, cans
and plastic for deposit points or pickup. Gail Gibbons urges elimination of non-biodegradable polystyrene products, which release dangerous CFCs when
burned, and shows a sanitary landfill and recycling
plants where materials are crushed, melted, and reformed into useful products.

Singapore Science
Child’s Play Science
13006
This is designed to help pre-schoolers learn about the
world around them. Each segment teachers science concepts in simple sentences illustrated in clear drawings, enabling the child to learn through interesting
activities like colouring, drawing and matching.
There are no teacher's guides for this series. There
are short instructions at the bottom of the page for
parents and teachers.

Keep the Scene Green!
14449
Appropriate for ages 6-10, activities such as word
searches, secret codes, spot-the-differences, mazes
and other puzzles that present facts about the environment in simple upbeat terms. Solutions.

Earlybird Start-Up Science 1, 2, 3 and 4
13017
A series of four books specially designed for 7-8 year
-olds. It opens the door to the challenging world of
scientific discovery and aims at introducing young
learners to scientific concepts. Simple explanations
of concepts are charmingly illustrated and reinforced
in the interesting activities and experiments that
follow.

Heroes DVDs
Daughter of the King ~ Knights of the Blue Mantle
This unit is to encourage our children to develop
the qualities and virtues necessary to serve the
King into today’s world. Here are some examples of
men and women who used their gifts and talents for
others.

Seasons and Living Things
No preparation is required to use the pages of this
worksheet. Activities include colouring, cutting,
pasting, sequencing, matching, drawing, games and puzzles. The books below are for grade 1–3.
Seasons and Living Things
2850
Plants and Animals
2847
The Earth, Sun and Stars
2854
Heat, Light and Sound
2824

BOOKS
Saint George and the Dragon (ages 6-9)
14686
The Red Cross Knight slays the dragon that has been
terrorizing the land for many years.
Stone Fox
(ages 7-9)
14745
Little Willy's grandfather is sick, and it's up to
Willy to save their farm from tax collectors. Their
only hope is the prize money from the National Dogsled Race. Other people want to win the race, too,
including Stone Fox, who has never lost a race. Can
Willy and his dog win the race to save the farm -and Grandfather -- before it's too late?

God’s Creation Series
This is a very attractive science program in the style
of Abeka for the primary grades. Review questions are
included. Teacher manuals contain day-by-day lesson
plans and answer keys. Books in this series are beautifully done. Full-colour.
Kindergarten
The World God Made Text
The World God Made Teacher Manual

11556
11555

Grade 1
Our Father’s World
Our Father’s World Teacher Manual
Test Packet

11379
11377
11378

Grade 2
God’s Wonderful Works Text
God's Wonderful Works Teacher
Test Packet

11256
11257
11255

Stone Fox study guide

5826

The Making of A Knight Gr. K-4.
14950
Readers follow young Sir James to knighthood in this
informative picture book. He begins his journey at
age seven as a page, working his way up to squire
and, after proving himself brave in battle, a
knight. Children step into the world of the 1400s,
complete with kings, queens, ladies, castles, and
silken pennants flying. As the boy learns about
serving the king, chivalry, weapons, and suiting up
for battle, youngsters are treated to asides that
add details on life in the Middle Ages.

Grade 3
Exploring God’s Creation Text
11205
Exploring God’s Creation Test book 11206
Exploring God’s Creation Teacher
11208

God’s Mighty Warrior
16100
With this new devotional (Christian) Bible in storybook format, boys can learn how to be strong, honourable, courageous, and true. Selections of Bible
text from the International Children's Bible are
combined with delightful articles to help a budding
warrior earn his armour. Hardcover - ages 4 to 7.

Developing Critical Thinking through Science
(Gr.1-3)
11103
Standards-based, hands-on, minds-on activities that
help students learn basic physical science principles
and the scientific method of investigation. Each activity is a 10- to 30-minute guided experiment in
which students are prompted to verbalize their step-by
-step observations, predictions, and conclusions. Reproducible pictures or charts are included when needed. Most materials can be found in the home.

God’s Little Princess - Devotional Bible
16099
Virtues to create beauty -- such as compassion,
sharing, and truth -- are highlighted in fun and
engaging ways. This Bible storybook will help little
girls learn about their destiny as a daughter of
their King. This product has International Children's Version scripture. Hardcover- ages 4-7.

Stewardship Unit
A Little Princess Gr. 4-6
14029
This is the beloved story of Sara Crewe who falls
into hard times, is ill-treated at her own boarding
school, and is finally rescued and transformed from
rags to riches by a rich Indian gentleman.

To encourage children to take good care of the resources that God has given us. These books are not
meant to encourage us to worship nature in any way,
but to respect the precious gifts of land, water, air,
and natural resources.
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Heroes & Kids Book Series
The Squire and the Scroll (ages 6-9) 15026
Learn, with the young squire, what it means to face
the dangers of temptation and what it takes to guard
our hearts from all that is impure. With audio CD.

Kids Books Series
These books are very good for unit studies in any of
the grades. Ages 8 & up.

Life Lessons from the Squire and the Scroll
(Can be personalized for any age)
14479
Biblical teachings on purity, relationships and God’s
plan for marriage. Includes a Squire Ceremony Guide.

Kids Book of Canada
15180
Colourful maps of the provinces and territories showing major cities, rivers, mountains and points of
interest; the provincial and territorial coat of
arms, flowers, birds and trees; details of famous
Canadians and important events, plus a time line to
guide you through each province's and territory's
history; current information on Canada's growing industries and evolving environmental challenges and
updated references to the Aboriginal Peoples.

The Princess and the Kiss; God’s Gift of Purity
14986
The Princess and the Kiss is a beautiful tale of a
wise, young princess who learns about the preciousness
of her own purity. Written by a mother for her own two
daughters, this book is the perfect tool for teaching
young girls about what it means to be pure in an impure world. When various suitors vie for the princess'
attention she never loses track of what is truly important. With audio CD.

Kids Book of Aboriginal Peoples in Canada
14918
Canada's aboriginal peoples have shaped this country
in countless ways. Their story is central to the nation's identity — indeed, the word "Canada" is derived from the Huron-Haudenosaunee word "kanata,"
which means "our village." This book is a balanced,
in-depth look at the cultures, struggles and triumphs
of Canada's first peoples.

Life Lessons from the Princess and the Kiss 14478
This easy-to-use deovtional companion to The Princess
and the Kiss Storybook covers biblical teaching on
purity, relationships, and God's plans for marriage.
Includes Princess Ceremony Guide. Can be personalized
for any age.

Kids Book of Canadian History
14920
Discover the people, places and events that have
shaped our country. Featuring fact boxes, miniprofiles, maps, a timeline and more, this book include: the potlatch ceremonies of the west coast Aboriginal people; the building of the Canadian Pacific
Railway; the battle of Vimy Ridge in World War I;
the role of Canadian women in World War II;
and the establishment of Nunavut.

The Princess and the Kiss: Three Gifts of Christmas
16359
A good king and queen, hoping to teach their ungrateful daughter the true meaning of Christmas, decree
that no one is to bring presents to the royal family
and, instead, they give the princess only three gifts,
each as precious as she, herself. With audio CD.

Animated Hero Classics Interactive DVDs

Kids Book of The Far North
14922
The Far North is home to many plants, animals and
people who have developed remarkable ways of adapting
to one of the harshest climates on Earth. Read the
region's fascinating history, modern life and fragile
ecosystem with facts, stories, legends, illustrations, timelines and maps.

Each of these has an entertaining, historically accurate movie, adventure quiz with 3 skill levels, and
helps for teachers and parents to teach moral principles.
Abraham Lincoln-honesty & wisdom
11258
Alexander Graham Bell- innovation & determination
11259
Beethoven-dedication & diligence
11260
Ben Franklin- persistence & creativity
11261
Christopher Columbus-persistence & courage
11262
Harriett Tubman-courage, sacrifice & compassion
11264
Helen Keller-dedication & patience
11265
Joan of Arc-integrity & courage
11266
Leonardo da Vinci- using talents
11269
Louis Pasteur-sacrifice, hard work & diligence
11270
Maccabees- courage & integrity
11271
Marco Polo- honesty & courage
11272
Marie Curie-passionate resolve & determination
11273
Pocahontas-raw courage
11274
Thomas Edison-courage to invent
11276
Wright Brothers-persistence & passionate ambition
11277

Kids Book of Canada at War
14919
From the earliest recorded battles on Canadian soil
to Canada's overseas peacekeeping missions today,
kids will meet heroic Canadians, learn about the
technology of war and read chilling first-person accounts from soldiers on the battlefields. Hardcover.
The Kids Book of Canada’s Railway:
How the CPR was Built
15184
This book introduces children to the building of Canada’s national railroad. Soft cover.
The Kids Book of Canadian Immigration
14921
Featuring stories of ethnic groups, mini-profiles,
maps, archival documents and first-person accounts,
this richly illustrated book is a comprehensive look
at our fascinating immigration history. Hardcover.
Archaeologists Dig for Clues (5 yrs. & up) 14087
Archaeologists on a dig work very much like detectives at a crime scene. This information-packed Let's
-Read-and-Find-Out Science book explains what scientists are looking for, how they find it, and what
their finds reveal.

Other DVDs
These DVDs are approximately 30 minutes long.
The Story of Saint Perpetua-courage & loyalty 8402
Ruth-faithfulness to God
11276
David & Goliath-courage & faith
19032
Good Samaritan-compassion & charity
19148
Ben Hur-love, redemption, forgiveness & faith 19019

Archaeology for Kids Ages 10 & up.
14088
25 projects such as making a surface survey of a
site, building a screen for sifting dirt and debris
at a dig, tracking soil age by color, and counting
tree rings to date a find.
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Literature for Grades 4-6
Poetry

Canadian Novels

Favorite Poems: Old and New
14923
Over 700 poems organized by theme which makes it easy
to include in your unit studies. Hardcover.

Everything on a Waffle
14274
11-year-old Primrose, who lives in a small fishing
village in British Columbia tells about her experiences and all she learns about human nature and the
unpredictability of life after her parents are lost
at sea.

Ten Tales from Shakespeare by Charles and Mary Lamb
(11 yrs. & up)
14774
Many of Shakespeare’s greatest tales are retold in
prose. This allows children to gain an understanding
of the characters and the plot before reading the
original, Includes: The Tempest, A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, The Merchant of Venice, King Lear, Macbeth,
The Taming of the Shrew, Prince of Denmark, Romeo and
Juliet, Hamlet, Othello and many others. 346 pages.

The Incredible Journey
14914
A brave young Labrador retriever, a roguish bull
terrier and an indomitable Siamese cat set out
through the Canadian wilderness, risking starvation, exposure and wild animal attack, to make
their way home to the family they love.

The Harp and Laurel Wreath;
18205
Poetry for the Classical Curriculum
All of the poetry recommended in Designing Your Own
Curriculum is available in this one volume. It contains a wide selection of poetry for every age level
as well as dictation selections.

Owls in the Family
14602
Farley Mowat’s tale of the adventures of two owls
who shake up an entire neighborhood and turn a
house topsy-turvy. Full colour.
Mitchells: Five For Victory
18218
The five Mitchell children are based on the author’s own family. Daddy has just gone off to World
War II. One of his final words to his daughter Joan
is, “No dogs!” The children form a club to do their
part for the war-effort - first and foremost helping Mother, of course.

Joyful Noise: Poems for Two Voices
14443
These simple, beautiful poems are written, “to be
read aloud by two readers at once, one taking the
left-hand part, the other taking the right-hand part.
The two parts meshing as in a musical duet.” All of
the poems insects and the plentiful and captivating
illustrations are a bonus (such as the butterfly tapping tambourine on the cover.)44 pages. Ages 8-12

Canadian Summer
18029
The large and growing Mitchell family, transferring
their location to Montreal settle, for a remote,
rickety summer house near a lake. Meanwhile we meet
some delightful French Canadians and taste the special qualities of rural Quebec in the late 1940's.
Illustrated by the author.

Audio CDs read by Jim Weiss
Add these new CDs

to your audio collection!

Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea
2137
Giants! A Colossal Collection of Tales and Tunes
2051
King Arthur and His Knights
2066
Spooky Classics for Children
2116
The Jungle Book
2130
The Three Musketeers
2134

Friendly Gables
18102
The Mitchells are settled in their new home,
Friendly Gables, and twins have just been added to
the family. With Mother recovering from the births
and with other changes in the household, the children must come to terms with themselves in new
ways.
Anne Of Green Gables
14081
Precocious, talkative Anne comes from an orphanage
to live on a Canadian farm, where the lively 11year-old transforms her guardians’ placid world
with her fanciful chatter and innocent mischief.
Anne’s goodwill, intelligence, and joie de vivre
ultimately endear her to her friends and neighbours
as well as readers everywhere.

The story of a creative genius is portrayed in each
DVD through a relationship with a young person.

The Artists’ Series
Monet
Homer
Goya
Degas
Cassatt
Rembrandt

2075
2061
2054
2042
2034
2102

Tim Horton: From Stanley Cups to Coffee Cups 14062
From his childhood in the hard-scrabble Ontario
north, to the rinks of St. Michael’s College School
in Toronto, to the NHL and entrepreneurial success,
Tim Horton worked played hard his entire life. The
tough defenseman with the bullet-hard slap shot
helped the Leafs to win four Stanley Cups. Before
his tragic and untimely death in a car accident at
the age of 44, he also established a chain of donut
shops that has become an enduring Canadian icon.
Tim Horton’s story of hard work and perseverance
will inspire hockey players and donut fans alike.

The Composers’ Series
Strauss
Handel
Bach
Liszt
Rossini
Bizet

2121
2058
2016
2068
2108
2023

The Inventors’ Series
Einstein
Edison
Marie Curie
Newton
Leonardo

The Dog Who Wouldn't Be
14869
Farley Mowat's best-loved book tells of his boyhood
on the Canadian prairies with his unusual dog who
climbed trees and ladders, rode as a passenger in
an open car wearing goggles, and
hunted with
skills that bordered on sheer genius. The two were
unusual, growing up a raw, untamed wilderness.

2046
2044
2038
2089
2067
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Literature for Grades 4-6
Aesop’s Fables
14057
These simple, human nature stories end with a proverb
that teaches a moral, although the tone of this collection is full of wit and practical wisdom. Your
child can identify with the characters to learn appropriate codes of behavior and good conduct. The fables
also provide excellent texts for plays or puppet
shows. (PB)
The Whipping Boy
15068
Jemmy, once a poor boy living on the streets, now
bears the punishment when Prince Brat misbehaves, for
it is forbidden to spank the heir to the throne. They
find themselves taken hostage after running away, and
are left with no choice but to trust each other.
Where the Red Fern Grows
15146
In the dark hills of Cherokee country, Billy trained
his two hunting dogs to be the best in the valley. A
story of love, glory and sadness.
Twenty-One Balloons
15102
Professor William Waterman Sherman intends to fly
across the Pacific Ocean. But through a twist of fate,
he lands on Krakatoa, and discovers a world of unimaginable wealth, eccentric inhabitants, and incredible
balloon inventions.
A Penny for a Hundred
18005
In 1944 during the Maine potato harvest, German POWs
are brought in to help. Clare and her family are not
sure of the strangers, but these men aren’t so very
different from American soldiers. For Christmas, Clare
is determined to recreate at least one holiday tradition for Peter, a POW who has befriended her. (PB)
Alvin’s Secret Code
18012
Two twelve-year-olds happen across a peculiar paper
in code, and a tangled adventure begins. They
find
themselves engrossed in mastering the basics of cryptography, a highly useful art for solving and keeping
secrets when threatening criminals show up.
Alvin Fernald, Mayor for a Day
18010
When Riverton’s mayor offers to turn over the government of the town to the 5th grade class for a day,
Alvin and his “staff” find mystery and intrigue!
Alvin Fernald, Foreign Trader
18011
Alvin, his friend Shoie, and
sister Daphne take off
for a whirlwind tour of Europe, and are given lessons
in international trade. Mystery, ingenuity, and bicycles hilariously collide in this
book by the former
editor of Popular Mechanics Magazine, Clifford B.
Hicks.
Secret Agents Four by Donald Sobol
18182
We meet Ken Mullins and his three buddies Orv, Horseshoes and Bo, who form a detective squad. Now the fun
begins with vintage cars, a World War I De Havilland
airplane, island escapades, a sinister weapon and a
constantly twisting plot!
Happy Times in Noisy Village
18084
Lisa lives on Middle Farm with her parents and two
brothers. Britta and Anna live at the North Farm, and
Olaf and Kerstin live at the South Farm. Because of
the escapades of the three families, the farmhouses
are honestly and happily named. 128 pages.
The Yearling
15075
Young Jody adopts an orphaned fawn he calls Flag and
makes it a part of his family and his best friend. But
life in the Florida backwoods is harsh and Jody must
finally part with his dear animal friend.
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Small War of Sergeant Donkey
18186
Here, in the last months of World War II in Italy, a
handler introduces Chico to a small courageous animal
the boy names Sergeant Donkey. Drawn into friendship
and then into unexpected danger, Chico must demonstrate his own simple courage. This short book has a
depth of truth about people of different ages and
nationalities who still share a common love of the
land and of human dignity. 104 pages.
Chronicles of Narnia
14191
The complete text of all seven books by C.S. Lewis.
Each chapter contains an original illustration pulled
from the original 1950s editions. It includes: The
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe; Prince Caspian; The
Voyage of the Dawn-Treader; The Silver Chair; The
Horse and His Boy; The Magician’s Nephew; and The
Last Battle.
The Matchlock Gun
14954
In 1756, New York State was still a British colony,
and the French and the Indians were constant threats
to Edward and his family. Edward’s father had shown
him how to use the huge matchlock gun, but would Edward be able to handle it if trouble actually came?
Happy Little Family
18083
First book of the Fairchild Family series
Something is always happening in the Fairchild house
in Kentucky, winter or summer. Bonnie who is finally
four years old, feels she must keep up with the others. Set in the early 1900’s.
Schoolhouse in the Woods
18180
Second book of the Fairchild Family series
Join Bonnie on her first day in a woodland setting in
the Kentucky hills in the early 1900’s. Bonnie’s siblings, classmates and teachers add to the liveliness
of an eventful season. 129 pages.
Up and Down the River
18247
Third book in the Fairchild Family series.
Bonnie and Debbie Fairchild enjoy a summer season in
the lovely hills of Kentucky of the early 1900's as
their desire to get rich causes them to respond to a
sure-thing magazine advertisement. 160 pages.
Schoolroom in the Parlor
18181
Fourth book in the “Fairchild Family” series.
After Christmas, the snows are too high, and later,
the thawing rivers too full, for the children and
their neighbors to get to the schoolhouse. Learn, how
they homeschooled in the early 1900’s. 150 pages.
The Lark in the Morn
18213
Twelve-year-old Kit Haverard is the only daughter of
an absent-minded, scholarly Quaker father. Ever since
the death of his wife, Laura has given herself to
maintaining an ordered life for her uncle, conscientiously
caring
for
his
children,
but
also
“protecting” him from the day to day affairs of the
household. This is the first of two novels about Kit
Haverard’s emerging vocation, richly set in the fascinating English Quaker world of the mid-twentieth
century—with its silent meetings, committees and mission work, diligent cultivation of knowledge and the
arts, and seeking of the light within.
The Lark on the Wing
18214
This sequel to “Lark in the Morn” continues the adventures of “that dratted little Quaker” as she
spreads her wings and lets her heart, mind and voice
take flight.
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Literature for Grades 4-6
Catholic Collection

The Sally Chronicles

Big John’s Secret
18026
In the days of the reign of King John of England, John
understands that injustice has been done his family
and that he is being prepared to reclaim his name and
family honor. John’s unusual size and strength earn
him a place as page to an earl organizing the 5th Crusade. While in the Holy Land, John encounters Francis
of Assisi, who had come to the Holy Land just at this
time to preach the Gospel to the Saracens.

Away Goes Sally
18018
Sally belongs to a household full of aunts and uncles, all headed by her Uncle Joseph and ruled over
by his sister Nannie.
Each family member flavours
this picture of Early New England. Miss Coatsworth's
acclaimed lyrics between the chapters contribute to
the rhythm of wind, weather and memorable episodes
on the way to an unknown land.

The Year of the Black Pony
18240
The Fellows family has joined numerous others striving
to make a go of homesteading in the Oregon high desert. But the venture has been disastrous from the
start. 12-year-old Chris, who cannot seem to please
his father no matter what he does, eases his own misery by stealing time away from work to watch a neighbor’s scarcely broken black pony. A
tale of the
struggles and triumphs of homesteading in the Oregon
high desert country in the early 1900’s.
The Red Falcons of the Tremoine
18222
15-year-old Leo is an orphan being raised in an abbey
in the days of King Richard the Lionhearted. Abbot Michael alone knows Leo’s story and family line and unexpectedly, when the heir to the house of Wardlock is
killed in the Crusades, he sets in motion events in
which Leo will need every scrap of wisdom and endurance gained in the years at the abbey. This tale of
suffering and courage shows a boy who must first see
it transformed by the power of love and forgiveness.
Downright Dencey
18061
Set just before the War of 1812, this is a tale of
friendship. Dencey matures from a little girl who, in
unquakerly violence of temper, throws a rock that
wounds the town outcast. She becomes a young woman
ready to bear her part in life with grace and courage.
Sun Slower, Sun Faster
18193
After World War II, Cecilia and her cousin, Rickie,
are thrown into a series of adventures with their eccentric and interesting tutor, Dominic. They find
themselves in another time and each time they experience another chapter of the Church's history and
teachings. Illustrated by Edward Ardizzone. (PB)

Latsch Valley Series
First Farm in the Valley: Anna's Story 18071
In the mid 1800’s, Anna’s family had come from Poland
to live in a tiny sod house in Western Wisconsin and
establish the very first farm in the entire Latsch
Valley. Now the growing family lives in a real house,
with neighbors on every side. Sometimes she dreams of
going back to the Poland, but increasingly she realizes that life in Latsch Valley, with its rich cultural
rhythm of work, play and religious faith, holds everything she could possibly want.
Winding Valley Farm-Annie’s Story
18253
Life for six-year-old Annie Dorawa on Winding Valley
Farm—just down the road from the Pellowskis’ “first
farm in the valley”—is busy and happy. Then one day,
Annie hears her father speak about not planting that
year, but instead moving into town. Is it really possible that they might leave their beautiful farm? Despite the discovery that life is not always easy or as
she’d like it to be, Annie begins to realize what warm
security is to be found in a hardworking family rooted
in faith and love.
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Five Bushel Farm
18072
The lives of the Titcombs are ruled by foolish Mrs.
Titcomb's dreams. She has dreamt that Captain Patterson, the father of their young boarder Andrew has
drowned and that they are to leave the only place
Captain Patterson would know to look for his son.
Though the ship is four months overdue, Andrew cannot believe that his father is dead. He tries to
leave what clues he can. Complete with poems and
young Sally's irrepressible spirit.
Fair American
18066
When Sally sails, with Andrew and her Aunt Debbie,
to France on the Fair American, she is unexpectedly
drawn into the sorrows of a land at war with itself.
Pierre, son of an aristocrat killed in the French
Revolution, makes these difficulties suddenly and
dangerously personal to Sally and to those sailing
on the Fair American.
The White Horse
18235
This fourth book exposes Sally to a different way of
life than the protected one she has always known.
Will she and the people she encounters in the Sultan’s palace ever be quite the same again?
The Wonderful Day
18239
A day in which Sally, Andrew and the family will
race courageously against danger and face many troubles—yet with all this…a wonderful day!
Family Under the Bridge
14280
Old Armand, a Parisian hobo, enjoyed his solitary,
carefree life until he found that three homeless
children and their working mother had claimed his
shelter under the bridge.
Wheel on the School
15136
Storks are known to be the harbingers of good luck
but their village no longer has any. Six school
children work to bring the storks back to their little Dutch village.
The White Stag
15148
This re-telling of the Hungarian national epic not
only casts the Attila as long-vilified but also the
father of the Hungarian nation. Kate Seredy drew on
oral traditions and folklore for this gripping novella about the Huns' and Magyars' fifth-century
migration from Asia to Central Europe.

Books with Study Guides
Twenty-One Balloons
15102
Professor William Waterman Sherman intends to fly
across the Pacific Ocean. But through a twist of
fate, he lands on Krakatoa, and discovers a world of
unimaginable wealth, eccentric inhabitants, and incredible balloon inventions.
Twenty-One Balloons Study Guide:Up and Away

5843
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Latin for Grades 4-6
Books with Study Guides
Heidi
14364
Tale of a cheerful orphan sent to live with her hermitlike grandfather high in the Swiss Alps. There, she
transforms the lives of Peter, a goatherd; Peter's
blind grandmother; Clara, a well-to-do but sickly girl;
and even the old Alm-Uncle, Heidi's surly grandfather.
Heidi Student Study Guide
22068
Heidi Teacher Guide
22069
Lassie Come Home
14465
The enduring story of a young boy and his devoted companion, a beautiful and very resourceful collie.
Lassie Student Study Guide
22089
Lassie Teacher Guide
22090
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe 14942
Step through a wardrobe door into the land of Narnia -enslaved by the power of the White Witch. When almost
all hope is lost, the return of the Great Lion, Aslan,
signals a great change ... and a great sacrifice.
Wardrobe Student Study Guide
22145
Wardrobe Teacher Guide
22146
King Arthur and His Knights of the Round Table 2066
This collection of Arthurian tales endeavours to make
each adventure--"The Quest for the Round Table", "The
First Quest of Sir Lancelot", "How the Holy Grail Came
to Camelot", and so forth--part of a fixed pattern that
effectively presents the whole story, as it does in Le
Morte D'Arthur, but in a way less intimidating to young
readers.
King Arthur Student Study Guide
22087
King Arthur Teacher Guide
22088
The Adventures of Robin Hood
14028
Robin Hood defies authority as he steals from the rich
and gives to the poor, in this tale of adventure.
Robin Hood Student Study Guide
22116
Robin Hood Teacher Guide
22117
Adam of the Road
14049
Eleven-year-old Adam travels the open roads of thirteenth-century England searching for his missing father, a minstrel, and his stolen red spaniel, Nick.
Adam of the Road Student Study Guide 22000
Adam of the Road Teacher Guide
22001
Anne of Green Gables Canadian
14081
Precocious, talkative Anne comes from an orphanage to
live on a Canadian farm, where she transforms her
guardians’ placid world with her fanciful chatter and
innocent mischief.
Anne of Green Gables Study Guide
22002
Anne of Green Gables Teacher Guide
22003
Treasure Island
15093
Tale of a treasure map, a perilous sea journey across
the Spanish Main, a mutiny led by the infamous Long
John Silver and a lethal scramble for buried treasure
as seen through the eyes of cabin boy Jim Hawkins.
Treasure Island Study Guide
22166
Treasure Island Teacher Guide
22167
The Bronze Bow
14822
A Newbury medal winner. Set in Palestine, a boy’s hatred of Roman soldiers occupying Israel changes after
he meets Jesus. This novel is a help in understanding
the political situation of the times.
The Bronze Bow Study Guide
22137
The Bronze Bow
22138

The Hobbit
14905
An introduction to J.R.R. Tolkien’s enchanting world
of Middle-earth, home of elves, wizards, dwarves,
goblins, dragons, and a host of other creatures.
The Hobbit Study Guide
22140
The Hobbit Teacher Guide
22141
James Herriot's Treasury for Children 14428
Everyone’s favourite vet tells stories about
animals he has met in his work.

the

Horses, Horses, Horses
by Marguerite Henry
Five O’Clock Charlie
14301
Charlie's 28 and most people consider that a little
old for a horse. When his rheumatism isn't acting
up, he's as frisky as any young colt. Unfortunately,
Mr. Spinks, Charlie's owner, doesn't quite agree,
and makes Charlie take a permanent vacation. Charlie discovers there is something he can do. Maybe
retirement isn't so boring after all!?!
Misty of Chincoteague
14534
The Phantom was the wildest pony on Assateague Island. Paul and Maureen Beebe wanted desperately to
own her. How they came to do so is chronicled in
this delightful book.
King of the Wind by Marguerite Henry
14459
A Newbury Medal winner, this book tells the story of
the Godolphin-Arabian, the
ancestor of the famous
racehorse, Man O’War.
Justin Morgan Had A Horse
14448
Joel Gross knows that little Bub is a special colt,
even though he’s a runt. When school teacher Justin
Morgan asks Joel to break the colt in, Joel is
thrilled!
Mustang:Wild Spirit of the West
14548
This is the story of Wild Horse Annie, Mrs. Annie
Johnston, who fought tirelessly to protect the wild
mustangs of the Western U.S.
Brighty of the Grand Canyon
14145
A heartwarming story of a shaggy little burro and an
old prospector
who lived in the Grand Canyon of
Arizona.

Other Marguerite Henry books
Born to Trot (Standardbred racing)
Black Gold

14139
14119

(Thoroughbred racing in the early 20th Century)

Misty’s Twilight
Stormy, Misty’s Foal

14535
14748

Black Beauty
15201
Black Beauty is a handsome, sweet-tempered colt with
a strong spirit, and a kind master. But when his
owners are forced to sell him, he goes from a life
of comfort and kindness to one of hard labour and
cruelty. But Black Beauty has an unbreakable spirit
and will, and is determined to survive...
Horses of the World Playing Cards
14389
These decks feature full-color illustrations created
exclusively for this special series, with a different picture on each card face.
Check our website www.bluemantle.ca for
Black Stallion titles: Walter Farley’s classic tale
about a young boy and his wild black stallion!
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Language Arts for Grades 4-6
Plaid Phonics
These books give a solid phonics back-ground and a
good review of the basics before going on to new material. Full colour. Works well with Spelling Workout.
Phonics Level D
Grade 4
4227
Phonics Level E
Grade 5
4228
Phonics Level F
Grade 6
4229

Mind Benders
These best-selling books develop logic, reading comprehension, and mental organization skills vital to
achieving high grades and top test scores in all subjects as well as real-life, problem-solving skills.
Each story will be analyzed, identifying logical associations between people, places and things. There
are step-by-step instructions and detailed answers.
Book 3 Gr. 4-6
11280

Soaring with Spelling
This spelling program includes 8 separate grades
(levels) that excel in teaching spelling and vocabulary.
A complete set includes the Student Workbook
and the Answer Key. They may also be purchased separately.
Grade 4 Set
4547
Grade 4 Answer key only
4548
Grade 4 Workbook only
4549
Grade 5 Set
4550
Grade 5 Answer Key only
4551
Grade 5 Workbook only
4552
Grade 6 Set
4553
Grade 6 Answer Key only
4554
Grade 6 Workbook only
4555

Creative Writing
Winning with Writing
This writing program assumes a 36 week school year
with one lesions being completed each week.
Within
each lesson there are 5 defined days with tasks to be
performed each day.
Grade 4 Complete Set
4568
This level covers direct, indirect quotations, dialogue, the writing process, creative writing, how-to
writing, personal narrative, descriptive writing, and
persuasive writing, among other things. This contains
two books, one for each semester.

Sequential Spelling
Each of the 7 levels has 180 daily tests of 25 words.
This approach uses its daily tests as a learning device and not as a method of evaluation.
It adds to
this by using immediate student self-correction and
careful sequencing of the patterns. Note that levels
in Sequential Spelling do not correspond with grade
levels. Student Response book sold separately for level 4. No teacher guide available for levels 5 and 6.
Level 4 - Student and Teacher Book
11631
Level 5 - Student Wkbk and Response Book
11632
Level 6 - Student Wkbk and Response Book
11633

Grade 5 Complete Set
4569
This level covers direct, indirect quotations, dialogue, the writing process, creative writing, personal narrative, descriptive writing, persuasive writing, informational writing, compare and contrast
writing, and explanatory writing, among other things.
This contains two books, one for each semester.
Grade 6 Complete Set
4570
This level covers direct, indirect quotations, divided quotations, dialogue, the writing process, thesis
statements,
transitional
sentences,
documenting
sources, bibliography, creative writing, personal
narrative, descriptive writing, persuasive writing,
informational essay, biographical essay, cause and
effect essay, and research report, among other
things. Contains two books, one for each semester.

Student Response Book Workbook
11635
Not absolutely essential, this book is a great convenience for the above series and works with all 7 levels. Each day has room for the 25 words listed.
Spelling Workout
Each lesson consists of a list of words and four pages
of activities such as crossword puzzles and fill-inthe-blanks which reinforce the list words.
Student Workbook Gr.4
4236
Student Workbook Gr.5
4238
Student Workbook Gr.6
4240
Teacher’s Manual Gr.4
4237
Teacher’s Manual Gr.5
4239
Teacher’s Manual Gr.6
4241

Complete Writer; Writing with Ease
This alternative plan for teaching writing combines
the best elements of old-fashioned writing instruction with innovative new educational methods.
Designed for elementary-aged writers and for older students who still struggle. It builds a sturdy foundation of basic skills for grades 1-4 (or for the older
student who needs more work) all in the same book.
Diagnostic tests within the book will help the parent
to determine where the child needs to start and which
workbook the child will need.

Grammar
Growing with Grammar
This grammar course includes 8 separate grades
(levels) that excel in teaching grammar rules and
grammar usage. Complete package includes the Student
Workbook, Student manual, the Workbook Answer Key, and
Student tests.
Grade 4 Complete Set
4513
Grade 4 Student Manual only
4514
Grade 4 Tests only
4515
Grade 4 Answer Key only
4516
Grade 4 Workbook only
4517
Grade 5 Complete Set
4518
Grade 5 Student Manual only
4519
Grade 5 Tests only
4520
Grade 5 Answer Key only
4521
Grade 5 Workbook only
4522
Grade 6 Complete Set
4523
Grade 6 Student Manual only
4524
Grade 6 Tests only
4525
Grade 6 Answer Key only
4526
Grade 6 Workbook only
4527

Instructor Text
Workbook Level 4

11074
11078

Handwriting
Handwriting without Tears
This series works well because it uses
researchbased materials to develop skills and teach correct
letter formation. Teacher’s guides make it easy for
parents and teachers with step-by-step instructions.
Also very economical! New edition.
Cursive Success
2305
Cursive Success - Teacher’s Guide
2306
Mon Livre d’Ecriure
2321
Can-Do Cursive
For older children still learning cursive.
Cursive Handwriting for Left-Handed Students
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Diagramming and Math for Grades 4-6
The First Whole Book of Diagrams
10533
The author of this books says “..to learn the English
language without a systematic study of syntax is rather like learning to read without phonics.”
It is
not meant to be the only grammar source so with it,
there should be a text to cover the basics of grammar.
The book is divided into 16 chapters covering subject
and verbs, articles, adjectives, conjunctions, intransitives, etc.
The teacher’s manual included in the
text gives instruction and answers to exercises for
each chapter. Spiral bound.
Diagramming
A very worthwhile workbook that can help children be
more interested in understanding the structure of language. “For those students who learn best through
physical manipulation, diagramming may well be the
easiest way to understand syntax. Diagramming develops student’s ability to see within sentences the
structural relationships that they might otherwise
miss.” Useful for grades 6 to 8.
Word Text (with family copyright)
10511

Mathematics
Exploring the World of Mathematics
11558
Tracing the history of mathematics principles and theory, this book includes stories and tips showing math
to be practical for everyday use. Lots of fun activities illustrating mathematical principles. Chapter
tests (answers included in back). Over 150 illustrations and diagrams.

U.S. EDITION: This Primary Math series was developed
in Singapore and caught the attention of the world
when students scored on top in the Trends in International and Science Studies held in 1995, 1999, and
2003. It has been adapted to the U.S. It is a thorough
and challenging math program with mathematical thinking emphasized.
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math

Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

4A
4B
5A
5B
6A
6B

US
US
US
US
US
US

Edition
Edition
Edition
Edition
Edition
Edition

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math

Workbook
Workbook
Workbook
Workbook
Workbook
Workbook

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home

Instructor’s
Instructor’s
Instructor’s
Instructor’s
Instructor’s
Instructor’s

4A
4B
5A
5B
6A
6B

US
US
US
US
US
US

13158
13159
13160
13161
13162
13163

Edition
Edition
Edition
Edition
Edition
Edition

Guide
Guide
Guide
Guide
Guide
Guide

4A
4B
5A
5B
6A
6B

13170
13171
13172
13173
13174
13175
13134
13135
13136
13137
13138
13139

Primary Math Answer Key Booklet 4A-6B

13071

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

13146
13147
13148
13149
13150
13151

Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math

Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive
Intensive

Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice
Practice

4A
4B
5A
5B
6A
6B

Extra Practice for Primary Math US 4
Extra Practice for Primary Math US 5
Extra Practice for Primary Math US 6

The STANDARDS EDITION is based on the US edition, but
is newer and has a slightly different presentation.
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math

Textbook
Textbook
Textbook
Textbook
Textbook
Textbook

4A
4B
5A
5B
6A
6B

Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards

Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed

13206
13207
13208
13209
13210
13211

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math

Workbook
Workbook
Workbook
Workbook
Workbook
Workbook

4A
4B
5A
5B
6A
6B

Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards
Standards

Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed

13218
13219
13220
13221
13222
13223

STANDARDS
STANDARDS
STANDARDS
STANDARDS

Home
Home
Home
Home

Instructor’s
Instructor’s
Instructor’s
Instructor’s

Guide
Guide
Guide
Guide

4A
4B
5A
5B

13124
13125
13126
13127

Check for EXTRA PRACTICE, TESTS Books and other
Standards Edition products on our website.

Singapore Math

Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary
Primary

CHALLENGING WORD PROBLEMS series provides not only
ample practice of graded exercises for students of
mixed abilities but also offers better math students
with challenging questions. Supplements and complements Singapore's Primary Mathematics textbooks, both
U.S. and Standard editions. Answers in the back.
Challenging Word Problems Grade 4
13003
Challenging Word Problems Grade 5
13004
Challenging Word Problems Grade 6
13005

Saxon Math
A favourite of homeschoolers, Saxon favours an incremental approach with lots of review. It is designed
for homeschoolers.
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math
Math

5/4
5/4
5/4
5/4
5/4
6/5
6/5
6/5
6/5
6/5
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6
7/6

Complete Package
Solutions Manual
Student Book
Teacher CD-ROM
Tests and Worksheets
Complete Package
Solutions Manual
Student Book
Teacher CD-ROM
Tests and Worksheets
Complete Package
Solutions Manual
Student Book
Teacher CD-ROM
Tests and Worksheets

11456
11454
11455
11457
11458
11462
11460
11461
11463
11464
11468
11466
11467
11469
11470

Science
Peterson’s Field Guides
By combining the tireless observation of a scientist
with the imaginative skills of an artist and writer,
Roger Tory Peterson created a Identification System
that has been in use for many years.
Pacific Coast Fish
Insects
Atlantic Seashore
Eastern Forests
Geology
Stars and Planets
Guide to the Atmosphere
Rocks and Minerals
Reptiles and Amphibians (East)
Reptiles and Amphibians (West)

13027
13028
13029
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Science and Geography for Grades 4-6
Exploring Series

Stewardship Units

The following 5 books are very well done, from a
Christian publisher and intended for homeschoolers.
They are written at a grade 6 level and would be of
interest to children ages 10-14.

Kids in the Garden
14456
This fully illustrated book features more than 50
projects with full instructions on the materials
needed, companion plants, saving resources, harvesting seasons, seeds, the water cycle and indoor gardens. There is also a section on wildlife, showing
how to encourage animals into your garden, as well
as how to make a mini-pond, birdhouses, pest patrol,
building a wormery, rescuing bees and ladybirds, and
much more

Planet Earth: The Journey of Discovery, From Early
Civilization to Future Exploration
11383
An interesting introduction to many topics including
tides, glaciers, sailing around the world, flight, the
atmosphere and 16 others. Packed with maps and illustrations. Includes questions (and answers) for each
chapter. 160 pages.
The World of Chemistry
11557
From Ancient Metals to High-Speed Computers
Read about the discovery of gases, electricity, the
properties of light, organic chemistry, and atoms. It
also introduces us to the scientists. Includes questions and answers. 160 pages.
The World of Physics
11559
This book explains physics in ordinary speech. He
starts simply and moves toward the complex. Somewhat
historical, this book is intended to be an introductory book for beginning physics students. More difficult
material is found in the sidebars.
The History of Medicine
11285
From the Ancient Physicians of Pharaoh to Genetic Engineering
An overview of the progress of medicine from the times
of the Egyptians and the Greeks through surgery, the
discovery of germs, radiation, and drugs to modern
medicine. Emphasizes the biographies of many scientists and doctors. Includes chapter questions and answers. 160 pages.
The World Around You
11554
Reminds Christians to be stewards of the earth. A celebration of the earth’s environments and the Christian’s obligation to this unique home. 160 pages.
Developing Critical Thinking Through Science 11104
Standards-based, hands-on, minds-on no-cost, easy-touse activities that help students learn basic physical
science principles and the scientific method of investigation. Each activity is a 10- to 30-minute guided
experiment in which students are prompted to verbalize
their step-by-step observations, predictions, and conclusions. Reproducible pictures or charts are included
when needed. Preparation time is short, and most materials can be found around the home. Step-by-step procedures, questions, answer guidelines, and clear illustrations are provided. Practical applications at
the end of each activity relate science concepts to
real-life experiences. Grades 4-8. Book 2.
North American Wildlife
14574
Get an in-depth and fascinating tour of over 2,000
different species. Packed with maps, habitat guides,
quick and easy references and detailed full-color
paintings. With meticulous illustrations and detailed
descriptions of plants and animals found in every corner of the continent, this newly updated and revised
edition is the perfect companion in the field and a
storehouse of information for the armchair naturalist
or student. 2,000 full-color photos.
Trees and Flowers Game
8459
Learn to identify all types of trees and flowers while
playing. Two complete games per set.
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Green Power Earth-Friendly Energy through the Ages
14350
Thirty ready-to-color illustrations chronicle the
past and future of environmentally friendly energy
sources. Ranging from ancient Greek and Roman water
wheels and medieval windmills to modern solar cell
panels, these illustrations depict systems of levers, treadmills, pedals, turbines, and other nonpolluting methods of generating power.
Ecology for Every Kid: Easy
Learning Earth Science Fun

Activities

that Make
14259

Discover Ecology
2813
The activities in this book reinforce basic concepts
in the study of ecology, including the water cycle,
dependence on energy from the sun, photosynthesis,
food chains and webs, and biomes. General background
information, suggested activities, questions for
discussion, and answers are included.
Nature Journal
An archival system of record keeping to be used by
naturalists, hikers, gardeners, and other journalists of all ages. The Nature Journal is a system of
equipment, pages, and instruction intended for the
use and training of record-keeping naturalists of
all ages and levels of experience.
Each kit includes:
one seven-ring binder
one permanent pigment felt tip pen
one page finder/ruler
one 42 page handbook.
Adults’ Journal
2401
The KIDS Journal
With wider lines and space for drawing on each journal page, comes with the illustrated ""Beginners Introduction"". Using the same archival quality paper,
the KIDS kit economizes on special printed forms,
and supplies a mechanical pencil instead of a permanent pigment pen. Quality materials and direct contact with nature never fail to inspire close observation and careful record keeping.
Each KIDS kit includes:
one seven-ring binder
one mechanical pencil
one metric ruler/page finder
one 35 page Beginners Introduction
one 42 page Handbook
Kids’ Journal
2400

Eyewitness DVDs
Let’s explore the wonders of these animals through
startling macro photography and 3D graphics and reveal the true importance of these amazing creatures.
Butterfly and Moth
Pond and River
Rocks and Minerals
Skeleton
Shark

2024
2100
2105
2114
2111

Mammal
Plant
Ocean
Fish

2070
2099
2090
2049
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Science & Geography for Grades 4-6
Apologia Elementary Science

Geography

Uses the classical and Charlotte Mason methodology.
Narration and notebooking are used to encourage
critical thinking, logical ordering, retention, and
record keeping. Each lesson in the books are organized with a narrative, some notebook work, an activity, and a project. Most lab equipment are household items.

Cultural Resource Guides
Each book explores the history, language, holidays,
festivals, costumes, legends, foods, creative arts,
lifestyles, and games of the country. Gr. K-6.
Africa
Australia
Brazil
Canada
China
Egypt
England
France
Germany
Greece
Ireland
India
Italy
Japan
Korea
Mexico
Poland
Russia
Spain
Sweden
Turkey

Astronomy, Young Explorer Series
11156
Gives elementary school students an introduction to
our solar system and the universe that contains it.
Notebooking Journal

11157

Botany, Young Explorer Series
11158
Gives elementary school students an introduction to
God’s incredible world of plants.
Notebooking Journal
11159
Human Anatomy and Physiology, Young Explorer Series
11160
An elementary level Anatomy book that gives glory to
God as children discover what's going on inside
their bodies! Take this in-depth journey into the
anatomy and physiology of your body.
Junior Notebooking Journal
11186
This notebooking journal is much like the original
Anatomy Notebooking Journal, but is designed for
younger students or those with limited writing
skills. All the lines are primary writing lines (a
dashed line between two solid lines), and there are
far fewer than in the original journal.

2800
2808
2810
2811
2812
2815
2817
2820
2822
2823
2827
2825
2828
2829
2830
2842
2848
2849
2852
2853
2864

Canada Map Books
Learn how to read the various types of maps, map symbols, latitude and longitude, climate, and directions
using maps of Canada!
Canada Map
Canada Map
Canada Map
Map Book 5
Map Book 6

Notebooking Journal
(Anatomy)
11161
This journal is uniquely designed to correspond with
every assignment and activity in the course book.
This Notebooking Journal serves as each student's
individual notebook, providing a place for each student to complete every assignment in the book, including the notebook activities, the Personal Person
Project, experiments and much, much more.

Book 2 Gr. 4
Book 3 Gr. 5
Book 4 Gr. 6
Canadian Geography
Canadian History

1501
1502
1503
1504
1505

Upper Level Map Skills
Each book has 16 full-colour transparencies with accompanying blackline maps and reproducible student
pages to provide a relational study of the elevations,
vegetations, climates, products, populations, and peoples of the world.

Zoology 1: Flying Creatures of the Fifth Day 11162
The student will begin exploring the dynamics of
flight and animal classification, understanding why
the design we see in these incredible creatures
points us to our Creator God. The text contains actual experiments on the preferences and habits of
the birds your children see. The study also includes
bats and insects.
Zoology 1 Notebooking Journal
11163

Africa
Asia
Europe
Latin America
The World
United States

2835
2836
2838
2839
2840
2841

Geography, Province to Province
1603
Covers geography, economics, demography, industry,
natural vegetation, and symbols for each province.

Zoology 2: Swimming Creatures of the Fifth Day 11164
This program will take you into the mysteries of the
sea and its inhabitants, from plankton, to snails,
whales, coral reefs, and everything in between. The
student will build his own “Ocean Box”, along with
lots of experiments throughout to learn about the
deep.
Zoology 2 Notebooking Journal
11165

Africa, Land of Hope Ages 8-14
1604
Study the history, the landscape, the wildlife, and
the people of this fascinating continent. Students are
also challenged with issues and solutions. The companion DVD brings visual imagery and real-life photos of:
a family’s African adventure; the life of a child
growing up by Lake Victoria; a Christian school in a
Nairobi slum; children affected by AIDS, and more. 64
pages, 36 lessons, 63 photos, 4 full page maps.

Zoology 3: Crawling Creatures of the Sixth Day 11166
What separates people from apes? How can a Great
Dane be related to a Chihuahua? Is there evidence
that people and dinosaurs lived at the same time?
What should you do if you encounter a bear? How can
you tell if a snake is poisonous?
Zoology 3 Notebooking Journal
11167
To order lab kits that are especially designed for
Apologia Science, we recommend
www.naturesworkshopplus.com!
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Languages for Grades 4-6 & Everyday Skills
French

Super Simple Sewing Ages 4 & up.
16347
Perforated sewing cards get kids started on the insand-outs of sewing. Our custom designed round-point
needle is easy to thread, and pre-cut fabric makes
piecing a breeze for novice sewers. Best of all, snap
-together cord-catchers cinch the string at the beginning and end, so there is no need for knots. With
Super Simple Sewing, kids can sew a ribbon-handled
purse, a puffy heart necklace, a beautiful bracelet,
two greeting cards and a door tag.

Check pages 9-10 for Spanish and French resources.
First Start French
A perfect introduction to French for students at
grade levels 3 through 8 to teach the basics of grammar, help develop a large vocabulary, and assist in
beginning to speak French as well as French culture.
The student manual introduces vocabulary, grammar,
and translation, with practice exercises for every
lesson. The teacher manual includes hints and guidelines to keep you ahead of your student. Quizzes and
answer keys make it easy to check progress. A pronunciation guide and CD are included.
Book One– Student Book
22062
Book One– Teacher’s Book
22063
Book One– Pronunciation Audio CD
22061
Book Two– Student Book
22059
Book Two– Teacher’s Book
22060
Book Two– Pronunciation Audio CD
22057

Stitches and Pins Gr. 4 & up.
10102
Learn to Sew! From plugging in the sewing machine to
creating a pair of pajamas, this book guides the novice seamstress with clear, step-by-step sewing instructions. Fourteen projects, complete with sewing
patterns: pillowcases, potholders, tote bags, doll
blankets, vests, handmade purses. Each sewing project
focuses on mastering specific sewing techniques, and
builds upon skills learned. Apparel patterns are for
girls sizes 8 to 16. Special techniques beyond the
basics - such as bias-tape finished edges, quilting,
and embellishments - are also covered.

Latin
Latina Christiana I
This program is easy enough to include children in
grades 3-4 and easy enough for the parent with no
background in Latin.
Student Book
22095
Teacher Manual
22096
Pronunciation-CD
22094
Flash Cards
22092
DVD
22091
Grammar Charts
22093
Latina Christiana II
Student Book
Teacher Manual
Pronunciation-CD
Flash Cards
DVD
Grammar Charts

Buckles and Bobbins Gr. 4 & up
10100
A beginning sewing course for boys includes Bible
covers, laundry bags, wrench roll-up cases, duffle
bags, bike bags, cargo pants, and ten other projects.
Patterns for all the projects (boys' sizes 8-16), as
well as illustrations and instructions are all included. Buckles & Bobbins explains cutting out patterns, handstitching, quilting, using a sewing machine, and so on. 80 pages, spiral Bound Paperback.
Pins and Needles
Gr. 4 & up
10101
This intermediate sewing book delves into more difficult sewing techniques like waistbands, zippers, and
set-in sleeves and sections on specialty fabrics, and
using the serger. Techniques are introduced and then
followed by projects to apply the new techniques from garment construction to quilting. 30 projects.
All the patterns, Girls sizes 8 to 16 and Misses sizes 8 to 16, are included in a handy packet built into
the back cover of the book.

22102
22103
22101
22099
22098
22100

Everyday Skills
A First Cookbook for Children Ages 9 & up. 16348
Helpful introduction includes a basic list of necessary ingredients and equipment, cooking hints, and
sample menus. Total of 60 recipes: pizza, hamburgers,
salads, cookies, cakes, macaroni and cheese, much
more.

Easy Carpentry Skills for Children Ages 7 & up. 16349
Teaches basic carpentry skills through easy-to-make
projects: bird feeder, sailboat, tie rack, flower
box, and 11 more.
Kids Container Gardening Ages 8 & up.
14455
Organized by season, the book has projects ranging
from "Great Big Garden Bowls for Mom," "Father's Day
Fountains," and other special occasion/holiday containers to sand art terrariums. This helpful guide
also includes a glossary of terms, a listing of
plants used in the book, a list of resources, and
numerous photographs.

Now You’re Cooking! Ten Short Stories with Recipes
16160
Each story involves food or cooking and is followed
by step-by-step kid-friendly recipes. Kitchen safety
tips, general cooking instructions, a recipe index,
and prayers for before and after meals are all included.
The Little House Cookbook Ages 8 & up.
14943
From daily bread to a full-course Christmas dinner,
here are more than 100 recipes introducing the foods
and cooking of Laura Ingalls Wilder's pioneer childhood on a dairy farm. Great for an unit on pioneers!

101 Kid-Friendly Plants
Ages 8 & up.
14004
A comprehensive guide to indoor and outdoor gardening
using nontoxic flowers, vegetables, trees, and houseplants. Sorted by type--plants from seed, bulbs, annuals, perennials, fruiting trees, and sensory plants
--each plant is thoroughly explained and easy to
identify using color photographs. Details such as the
flora's preferred habit and why a particular plant is
good for kids are included along with suggestions for
use in the garden.

Improve Your Survival Skills Ages 10 & up.
16366
Expert advice that combines tips and techniques with
test exercises and practice ideas.
Survival Wisdom and Know-how: Everything You Need to
Know to Thrive in the Wilderness
16346
Jam-packed with information on all aspects of outdoor
life, survival and adventure - orienteering, campfire
cooking, ice climbing and beyond. For all ages.

Storey's Basic Country Skills All ages.
16364
More than 150 experts share their knowledge and experience in this ultimate guide to living more geared
to the seasons, and getting back to basics.
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Music
Music
Classical Kids Series
Get set for a fun-filled musical adventure in this
combination of dramatic story, a little bit of history, and the world’s best-loved classical music.
Each CD is from 41-48 minutes long. DVDs are 54
minutes.
Mr. Bach Comes to Call - DVD
2084
Mr. Bach Comes to Call - CD
2085
Mr. Bach Comes to Call Study Guide
2086
Hallelujah Handel - CD
2056
Hallelujah Handel
Study Guide
2057
Beethoven Lives Upstairs - DVD
2017
Beethoven Lives Upstairs - CD
2018
Beethoven Lives Upstairs Study Guide
2019
Mozart’s Magic Fantasy - CD
2080
Mozart’s Magic Fantasy Study Guide
2081
Mozart’s Magnificent Voyage - CD
2082
Mozart’s Magnificent Voyage Study Guide
2083
Tchaikovsky Discovers America - CD
2126
Tchaikovsky Discovers America Study Guide
2127
Vivaldi’s Ring of Mystery - CD
2139
Vivaldi’s Ring of Mystery Study Guide
2140
Music Masters
These CDs intersperses about 30 minutes narration of
the composer's life with his most important pieces
of music, followed by about 30 minutes of uninterrupted music.
Bach
10064
Beethoven
10065
Berlioz
10066
Brahms
10067
Chopin
10068
Dvorak
10069
Foster and Sousa
10070
Handel
10071
Haydn
10072
Mendelssohn
10073
Mozart
10074
Schubert
10075
Schumann and Grieg
10076
Strauss
10077
Tchaikovsky
10078
Verdi
10079
Vivaldi and Corelli
10080
Wagner
10081
The Orchestra
Excerpts from 27 of the great classics illustrate
the sounds of the instruments and the breadth of
feelings and ideas that can be expressed through
classical music, and at the same time provide tantalizing introductions to those classics. An original
theme and variations provides the leitmotif, integrating the various sections, and also providing
illustrations for the basic musical concepts.
DVD
2095
The Book
2096
Teacher’s Guide
2097
Audio CD
2094

Canada is For Kids
Michael has put together a collection of Canadian
songs that tell stories of the people, places and
moments in history that help define us as Canadians.
Canada is For Kids Vol. 1 CD
2026
Canada is For Kids Vol. 2 CD
2029
Canada is For Kids Vol. 3 CD
2032
Canada is For Kids Vol. 1 Instrumental CD
2027
Canada is For Kids Vol. 2 Instrumental CD
2030
Canada is For Kids Vol. 3 Instrumental CD
2033
Canada is For Kids Vol. 1 Music Book
2028
Canada is For Kids Vol. 2 Music Book
2031
Canada is For Kids Big Canadian Music Book
2025
Canada is For Kids Teaching Kit-CD
2157

Ready-to-Use-Music Activities Kit Gr. K-8.
14657
This kit features 204 reproducible activities to easily
build skills in reading music, singing, composing, music theory, listening, ear training, and instruments of
band and orchestra.

Children’s MusIQ Homeschool
(Ages 4 - 10)
Windows XP/Vista/7 or Mac OSX
The award-winning Children's Music Journey features 18
of the greatest composers/performers of all time who
expertly teach children about their lives, works and
how to read music, play piano with both hands, compose
and improvise. Beautifully animated with a "Disneylike" feel, it incorporates a "teach, practice, apply"
methodology and ensures kids have fun learning by taking part in engaging lessons, activities and games.
Year-by-year lesson plans and frequent assessments are
included so parents can regularly monitor progress.
Home School - Early Learner
Children's Music Journey Volume I
Animated characters and engaging activities introduce
theory and ensure children have a positive and enjoyable music experience.
Volume 1 Software + Lesson Plan
18358
Lesson Plans Only
18351
Software Only
18350
Children's Music Journey Volume II
Five new composer teachers introduce more advanced concepts to increase musical knowledge, composition, piano
playing and improvisation.
Volume 2 Software + Lesson Plan
18359
Lesson Plans Only
18353
Software Only
18352
Children's Music Journey Volume III
Seven new teachers take music learning to a whole new
level with 35 new lessons and 50 new learn-to-play
pieces. At this level, children are playing pieces with
chords in the left hand and melody in the right hand.
Volume 3 Software + Lesson Plan
18360
Lesson Plans Only
18355
Software Only
18354
Keyboards
You will need a keyboard that interacts with a computer. We suggest the M-Audio KeyRig 49e, the best value
and most popular option. It includes profession features like pitch and mod wheels, an assignable volume
slider, octave +/- buttons, and sustain pedal output.
It’s powered with a single USB cable!
MIDI Keyboard KeyRig 49e
18356
MIDI Keyboard KeySTudio 49i
18357
MusIQ HomeSchool Early Learner Curriculum Bundle 18363
The Children’s Music Journey program for ages 4 to 10
Includes software CDs & lesson plans for Vol 1, 2, & 3.
MusIQ HomeSchool Early Learner Curriculum Bundle 18364
The Children’s Music Journey program for ages 4 to 10
Software CDs only for Vol 1, 2, & 3.

Home School - Multi-Level Curriculum
Ages 10+.
Piano Suite Premier
Ear Training Coach Vol I & II
Ear Training Coach Vol III & IV
MusIQ HS Lesson Plan Manual Levels 123
MusIQ HS Lesson Plan Manual Levels 456
MusIQ HS Lesson Plan Manual Levels 789
MusIQ HS Multi-Level Curriculum Bundle

18365
18366
18367
18368
18369
18370
18371

Music Software comes as a CD or Download - Your Choice

See website for more complete information
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Ancient History - Egypt for all Grades
Ancient Egypt
The 5,000-Year-Old Puzzle
14777
In 1924, two years after the discovery of King Tut's
tomb, Will Hunt and his family become part of an
archaeological team led by world-famous Dr. George
Reisner. Based on actual records of Reisner's history-making dig, this original book uses journal entries, funny postcards, and quirky cartoons to pull
readers into an ancient unsolved mystery.

Archaeologists Dig for Clues
14087
In this information-packed Let’s-Read-and-Find-Out
Science book, Kate Duke explains what scientists are
looking for, how they find it, and what their finds
reveal. K-3.
Tut’s Mummy Lost and Found
15100
Beginning with the death of Tutankhamen to archaeologist Howard Carter's discovery of the tomb, this
book has lots of information about ancient Egyptian
life. K-3.

Mummies Made in Egypt
14546
Describes Egyptian gods and goddesses of the dead;
explains the symbols and foundation of the belief in
the afterlife; (and presents) the elaborate rituals
and methods of mummification.

Time Traveler
15111
This is an excellent resource for classroom units
studying knighthood, the Vikings, the Roman Empire,
Egypt. An abundance of information is included for
each topic, and it is presented in a colorful, chartlike format that children will enjoy.

Ancient Egypt Workbook
2803
A book filled with fun activities, games, and projects as well as irresistible full-colour transparencies. Covers the Gift of the Nile, Egyptian writing, papyrus, art of Egypt, medicine I Egypt, Senet,
the decline of Egypt and much more. Gr.4-6.

What’s Your Angle, Pythagoras?
15135
Young Pythagoras can't seem to stay out of trouble.
Every time he tries to help, people get angry. On a
trip to Egypt, his curiosity helps him to discover
the
secret
of
the
right
triangle.
This story is a clever introduction to the Pythagorean Theorum.

Victory on the Walls
18248
This novel dramatizes a turning-point of history, in
445 BC, when Judaism was re-established in the Promised Land, and purified for her unfolding mission as
seen through the eyes of thirteen year old Bani.
Gr. 4-6.

Egyptian Treasures (audio CD) by Jim Weiss
2045
Learn about mummies, ancient pharaohs, archeologists,
and Egyptian myths. Includes several stories: The
Great Myths of Egypt, Osiris and set, The Secret Name
of Ra-Amun, A Rival for the Throne, The Courage of
Isis, The Pyramid Builders, The Mummy’s Tomb.

The Hittite Warrior
18086
When the Canaanites are defeated in a battle, a
young Hittite has the opportunity to come to a peace
with himself, the Hebrew people and their God. This
meticulously researched novel incorporates Biblical
facts with a gripping story, set against the wide
background of ancient Israel, and surrounding nations. Gr. 4-6.

Timeline of Ancient Egypt
2856
This timeline gives a clear, visual account of the
time in from 5000 B.C. until 30 B.C. in full-colour.
6” by 68”. Background information on reverse. Perfect
for grades 2-5.

Cleopatra
14198
Queen of Egypt at the age of eighteen, Cleopatra's
passion was to unite the world under Egyptian rule.
Legendary leaders risked their kingdoms to win her
heart, and her epic life has inspired countless tales throughout history. Gr.4-6.

God King:
18082
A Story in the Days of King Hezekiah
“Young Prince Taharka succeeds to the Egyptian
throne of Kush I 701 B.C.
and must choose between
the mighty Assyrians, promising alliance or Hezekiah, the Jew who trusts in Yahweh.” Gr. 3-6.

Herodotus on the Road to History
18085
Written in the first person, this book details the
investigative journeys of Herodotus—a contemporary
of the Old Testament prophet Malachi—as he takes
ship from Greece and voyages to the limits of his
own ancient world. His persistence, amidst disbelief
and ridicule, in the self-appointed task of recording his discoveries as “histories” (the Greek word
meaning “inquiry”), means that today we can still
follow his expeditions into the wonder and mystery
of the “barbaric” north, Syria, Persia, and Egypt.

Wanderings of Odysseus
Gr. 3-6
15060
Rosemary Sutcliff writes again about the golden age
of Greek mythology in this edition of the Odyssey.
Pyramid
14636
We come to learn the philosophy of life and death in
ancient Egypt, through David MacCauley’s concise text
and excellent black and white illustrations. Gr. 4-6.

Egyptian Cinderella
14879
Rhodopis, a Greek slave in ancient Egypt, is given a
pair of rose-red slippers by her kindly old master.
When a falcon swoops down and soars away with one of
them, she is heartbroken. Little does she know that
the falcon will deliver her slipper to the great
Pharaoh himself, who will search Egypt to find its
owner.

The Golden Goblet by E. J. McGraw
14338
An excellent addition to the study of Egyptian history and as one mother explained, “It seemed to consolidate our ancient Egypt unit study and helped it
to all make sense.” Ages 9-13. 256 pages.
The Cat of Bubastes:A Tale of Ancient Egypt 14850
“Thutmose III’s Egypt, in Moses’ day, was turned upside down when Chebron, accidentally kills the sacred
cat of Bubastes. Will give young readers an insight
into the customs of one of the greatest of ancient
peoples.” Date: 1250 B.C. Paperback.

Riddle of the Rosetta Stone
15003
"Until the Rosetta Stone was finally translated and
the decoding of hieroglyphic writing made possible,
much of Egyptian history was lost. The author has
done a masterful job of distilling information, citing the highlights, and fitting it all together in
an interesting look at a puzzling subject.”

Pharaoh’s Boat
14616
With poetic language and striking illustrations,
Weitzman tells the story of how one of the greatest
boats of ancient Egypt came to be built.
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Ancient Egypt & Greece for all Grades
Tales of Ancient Egypt
14768
By Roger Lancelyn Green
This book tells twenty legends of ancient Egypt. These
would have been the stories which would have entertained the Egyptians. Ages 10-13. 256 pages

Classical Kids; An Activity Guide to Life in Ancient
Greece
14196
Travel back in time to see what life was like in ancient Greece and Rome while having fun with such
hands-on activities as making a star gazer, chiseling a clay tablet, weaving Roman sandals, and making
a Greek mosaic. 100+ line drawings.

Shadow Hawk by Andre Norton
18185
Egypt is under the harsh rules of Hyksos and young
Rahotep, heir to the throne of the Striking Hawk, has
been accused of a crime he didn’t commit. He flees
north to Thebes and takes refuge in the court of Pharaoh Sekenenre III. 256 pages.

The Tale of Troy
15042
A blend of fiction, historical fact and Greek legend, this novel is about Nicostratus, whose mother,
Helen, was carried off by the Prince of Troy. Nicostratus vows to help the Greek army capture Troy.
Ages 9-14. 224 pages.

Mara, Daughter of the Nile by E.J. McGraw
14506
A slave girl gets embroiled in spying on two arch enemies both of whom are vying for the throne of Egypt.
Gr. 7-8 288 pages.

Archimedes and the Door of Science
18015
Meet the Greek mathematician who enriched mathematics and all branches of science. The simple, often
humorous, illustrations and diagrams greatly enhance
the text. Elizabeth Wilson in Books Children Love
says, “Good literary quality and a lively, humorous
style characterize this well told biography. “ Ages
Gr. 4-6

Hatshepsut: The Princess Who Became King
14360
This is the startling tale of a woman's rise to power
within the patriarchal society of ancient Egypt: Hatshepsut was shrewdly conveyed as a masculine ruler in
all public statues and artwork, and donned male dress
and a false beard in person. She ruled Egypt for decades, claiming her rightful place in the history of
this great civilization.

Ancient Greece Workbook
2804
A book filled with fun activities, games, and projects as well as irresistible full-colour transparencies. Covers literature and drama, the first Olympics, Greek philosophers, foundations of modern medicine, the Parthenon, Sparta, Athens, and many more
topics. Ages 8-11.

Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt
14979
The Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt explains how archaeologists have pieced together their discoveries to slowly
reveal the history of Egypt’s people, its pharaohs,
and its golden days. Gr. 6-8.

Children’s Homer by Padric Colum
14853
The retelling of the story of The Illiad and the Odyssey (Trojan war and its aftermath). Reading level
is grades 5-9. This is a very well written book.

Penguin Historical Atlas of Ancient Egypt
14612
From the founding of Memphis around 5000BC, through
the territorial expansion and flourishing trade of the
'age of empire', rivalries are charted through the
successive dynasties, from the strife of the intermediate periods to the golden ages of prosperity and
artistic glory under Akhenaten, Tutankhamun and
Ramesses II.

Famous Men of Greece
22038
A year-long workbook that includes famous quotes, a
drill of key people and places, ten vocabulary
words, 5-10 comprehension questions per lesson,
mapwork, timelines, discussion questions and art
projects. Ages 10-13.
Student Book
22036
Teacher Guide
22037

Ancient Greece
The Trojan Horse: How the Greeks Won the War 15049
How the Greeks tricked the Trojans. Gr.K-3.

The Adventures of Odysseus and The Tale of Troy 14055
Odysseus on his perilous journey to the land of the
Cyclops, confronts Circe, an evil enchantress who
turns Odysseus's men into swine; and experiences a
host of other amazing adventures before he returns to
his faithful wife, Penelope. 17 black-and-white illustrations. Ages 9-12.

Greek Myths (audio CD)
2055
Jim Weiss, master storyteller, does his usual excellent job with retellings of stories such as: King
Midas and the Golden Touch, Adventures of Hercules,
Perseus and Medusa, and Arachne. Character is emphasized over violence. Ages 7-11.
d’Aulaire’s Book of Greek Myths
22032
This book tells the stories of the Greek myths, and
includes lovely water colour paintings. with exaggerated stories of the Greek gods. Softcover. Gr. 2-6.
Student’s Guide
22030
Teacher’s Guide
22031

The Trojan War Gr. 6-8.
15050
For over 3,000 years, the myth of Helen and Paris,
Hector and Achilles, Zeus and Apollo, and beauty and
betrayal has inspired imaginations. Olivia Coolidge
crafts heroes and gods into real, multidimensional
characters, not just the figures of legend.
Student Guide
22149
Teacher’s Guide
22150

Timeline of Ancient Greece
2857
This full-colour timeline, gives a clear visual account of the time from 1450 B.C. until 150 B.C. 6” by
68”. Background information on reverse. Perfect for
Grades 3-6.

The Iliad and the Odyssey Gr. 7+
22142
Western
civilization
begins
with
these
books.
Homer’s great books- Butler translation.
Student Guide
22143
Teacher's Guide
22144

Black Ships Before Troy
14121
Rosemary Sutcliff has written a clear explanation to
all young readers of the Iliad, the famous poem by
Homer, about the Trojan War.
Gr. 3-6.

The Aenid Gr. 8+
14793
Virgil’s epic story of the founding of Rome will come
alive with the help of these guides.
Student Guide
22132
Teacher's Guide
22133

Greek Myths by Olivia Coolidge
14291
The landscape of early Greece and its famous legends
bloom with vigor and are perfectly suited to the adventure-seeking reader. Gr. 4-6.
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Ancient History - Rome for all Grades
The Aenid for Boys and Girls
14794
Relates in vigorous prose the tale of Aeneas, the
legendary ancestor of Romulus, who escaped from the
burning city of Troy and wandered the Mediterranean
for years before settling in Italy. Patterned after
the Iliad and the Odyssey, the Aeneid was composed as
an epic poem by Virgil, to glorify the imperial city
of Rome.

The Roman Colosseum
14673
The Story of the World's Most Famous Stadium and Its
Deadly Games (Wonders of the World) . A description
the building of the Colosseum in ancient Rome, and
how it was used. This was one of the most extraordinary buildings in the ancient world and it remains
an engineering marvel. How it was used is sobering.
Lives of Famous Romans by Olivia Coolidge
1004
These biographies of twelve powerful, and influential men span 450 years of the Roman Empire. It is
focused across a wide range of history with a good
perspective of the ultimate impact of Rome on the
development of Europe. Ages 12-Adult.

Ben-Hur: A Race to Glory Animated DVD
19019
After a long and hard struggle to find his family
after years of unjust imprisonment, Ben Hur must race
the boyhood friend who betrayed him to learn about
the whereabouts of his mother and sister. But only
the healing grace of Christ can make Ben Hur whole
again. Ages 3-10.

The White Isle by Caroline Dale Snedeker
1009
The contrasts between the cultures of early British
Christians with the pagan Roman aristocracy are
highlighted in this novel about a Roman family that
has been sent to Britain in the early days of Christianity. Gr. 7 & up.

How to be a Roman Soldier
14395
Are you ready to do battle for the glory of Caesar?
Have you bought your own armor yet? Will you become a
centurion or a legionary? Are you ready to train from
6 a.m. to midnight? Are you fit to march long distances? Can you swim, run, jump, fence and throw
javelin? Then prepare to swear your oath of loyalty
to the Commander and Emperor.

Gilgamesh the King
14332
A half-god and half-man becomes a cruel tyrant over
the citizens of Uruk. He drives his people to exhaustion and despair so that they cry to the Sun God
for help. In answer, another kind of man, Enkidu, is
sent to earth to live among the animals and learn
kindness from them. He falls in love with Shamhat, a
singer from the temple, and he follows her back to
Uruk. There, Enkidu, the “uncivilized” beast from
the forest, shows the evil Gilgamesh through friendship what it means to be human. Gr. 4-6.

Ancient Rome Timeline
2859
This timeline in full-colour, gives a clear visual
account of the time from 1450 BC until 150 BC. 6” X
68”. Background information on reverse. Perfect for
grades 3-6.
A Triumph for Flavius by Caroline Dale Snedeker 1000
Learn about Roman culture along with Flavius, the son
of a Roman general, and his experiences with drama,
tragedy, hope, compassion and triumph. Gr. 3-5.

The Lantern Bearers by Rosemary Sutcliffe
14929
The last
Roman Auxiliaries are
ready to leave
Britain forever due to an invasion.
But a young
legionnaire named Aquila
chooses to fight to save
his native land. Ages 10 and up. 240 pages. (SC)

Spend the Day in Ancient Rome: Projects and Activi14742
ties that Bring the Past to Life Gr. 4-6
As Rome celebrates its annual Games, you'll spend the
day with a family, just back from their own summer
vacation. Join ten-year-old Marcus for the fabulous
parade and the athletes' contest in the Colosseum.
Enjoy a pantomime at the theater with his twelve-year
-old sister Julia, and watch their father, Senator
Julius, as he speaks in the city's forum. Top the day
off with an exciting chariot race at the circus.

The Eagle of the Ninth by Rosemary Sutcliffe 14875
The story of a young Roman officer who sets out to
discover the truth behind the mysterious disappearance of the Ninth Legion, who marched into the
mists of northern Britain and never came back. Ages
10-15. 304 pages.
The Silver Branch by Rosemary Sutcliffe
15015
The second in a trilogy about the Aquila family in
Roman Britain from the first century through the
fifth. Here Aquila and his cousin, both Roman soldiers, unhatch a plot to overthrow Roman rule in
the late third century. 240 pages. Ages 10 and up.

Famous Men of Rome
22045
There are thirty stories, covering the history of
Rome from its founding under Romulus to the last emperor in the West. There is a Glossary of People and
Places, Improved Images, and maps of Rome, Italy, and
the Roman Empire.
Gr.4-8.
Student Guide
22043
Teacher’s Guide
22044

The Ides of April by Mary Ray
A political intrigue carries a
lus into the very presence of
las, a young Greek slave into
secret sect of Christians. A
tery. 165 pages. Gr.7-9.

Detectives in Togas
14244
In these two delightful history-mysteries, seven boys
in Ancient Rome solve strange crimes...thanks to some
help from their cranky teacher, a little bit of logic, and a lot of amusing misadventure. Gr. 4-6.

18209
young tribune CamilNero and brings Hycontact with the new
unique teenage mys-

Gladiator
14333
“Watkins handles a difficult subject well, stressing
the games as so fixed in the history and politics of
the Roman world that reminders of their long duration can be seen today.”

Ancient Rome Workbook Ages 8-11.
2807
Learn about
master architects and builders, emperors, powerful gods and goddesses, myths, and gladiators of Rome. The history, religion, customs, culture, mythology, art, life, and beliefs of ancient
Rome are explored. Reproducible books.

Between the Forest and the Hills
18024
Many senators and officials in Iscium, are trying to
keep low with the neighbouring barbarians-with the
exception of the crotchety old bishop. But when
young Falx decide to run away to Rome, and instead,
finds a lost barbarian girl, zany, and miraculous
things begin to happen. Gr. 7 and up.

City: Roman Planning and Construction
14194
Text and black and white illustrations show how the
Romans planned and constructed their cities for the
people who lived within them Gr. 4-6.
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New Testament Times
The Silk Route - 7000 Miles of History
15014
Traces the history and purpose of the legendary
trade route between China and Byzantium during the
Tang Dynasty (A.D. 618-906). In the setting of a
mystery, the author traces the theories of philosophers, alchemists, and scientists of all walks and
many nationalities, whose only common trait was
their persistent desire to peer ever deeper into the
nature of things. The reader is introduced to the
principles of theoretical and practical science, to
the history of the scientific method, and even inklings of atomic theory.

Son of Charlemagne
18188
In 781 A.D. King Charles of the Franks is crossing
the Alps with his family, who will one day inherit
his lands. 208 pages (SC) Gr.4-8.

Vikings
Beorn the Proud
18022
“When Viking raiders ravaged the coasts of Ireland,
twelve - year –old Beorn learns Christian humility
from his young captive, Ness, the daughter of an
Irish chieftain.” 184 pages. Gr. 4-6. 800’s AD.
Beowulf the Warrior Gr. 4-6.
18023
Ian Serraillier has retold the story of the hero Beowulf and his three memorable exploit of rescuing of
Hrothgar the Dane from the ravages of monstrous Grendel; the victory over Grendel's strange and horrible
mother; and saving of his own people, from the horrors of a dragon. 500 BC.

Other Ancient Civilizations
Ancient
Ancient
Ancient
Ancient

China Workbook
Maya Workbook
Inca Workbook
Aztec Workbook

2802
2806
2805
2801

Timeline of Ancient Israel
Timeline of Ancient China
Timeline of Ancient Mesopotamia

2858
2855
2862

The Vikings
15057
Meet these daring men and women who first discovered
Canada... Who were they? Where did they travel? What
gods inspired them? Where did they live? How did they
dress? What sports did they play?

VISUAL BIBLE ~ DVDs
Bring the Scriptures to life even more vividly with
superior DVD format. The Matthew video series broke
new ground by offering the first-ever dramatic portrayal of events in the Bible, presented word for
word from the best-selling NIV translation. In the
new DVD technology, multiple viewing options include: watch the full movie, select English or
Spanish, search by 99 events, Bible chapter search
in Matthew, display subtitles, play the soundtrack,
or view biographies of key Bible characters in Matthew. This is my favourite DVD on the life of Jesus. He is portrayed as joyful, gentle, in love
with His people as they are in love with Him.
I
would recommend this series especially for children.
Matthew
15119
Acts of the Apostles
15117
John
15118

The King’s Thane
5810
Set in Northumbria at the time of St. Paulinus (mid7th century) and the conversion of King Edwin, this
story retells the tale of Beowulf. Bjarki, a Viking
descendant of the legendary "Beowulf" comes to King
Edwin's court from Geatland to rid the King's halls
of the Grendel. He takes Beorn, a lame boy, to be his
thane, and Beorn's life is forever changed. Beorn
eventually accepts Christianity, as does his King,
and becomes a monk. As a monk, in his old age, he
writes the story of the original "Beowulf" as he
promised Bjarki he would. In this way Brady accounts
for the long-held scholarly opinion that Beowulf was
written by an English monk . . . and tells a great
story doing so.
D'Aulaires' Book of Norse Myths
14236
Forty intriguing scenes: an Iron-Age village, Glastonbury fishermen, farmers harvesting grain, Celtic
warriors on horseback, St. Patrick driving the snakes
out of Ireland, and much more. Descriptive captions.

Galen and the Gateway to Medicine
18080
Galen was a physician born in 129 A.D. at the
height of the Roman Empire. Galen’s acute diagnoses
of
patients, his botanical wisdom and studies of
physiology were recorded in numerous books and
handed down through the Middle Ages and Renaissance. He developed sports medicine, doctoring
gladiators. 150 pages. Gr. 4-8.

Children of Odin: The Book of Northern Myths 14185
This collection of Norse sagas retold by author Padraic Colum gives us a sense of that magical time
when the world was filled with powers and wonders we
can hardly imagine. Paperback, 288 pages.
Gr. 7-9.

Augustine Came to Kent
18017
In 597 A.D., Pope Gregory sent a select number of
his monks, led by Fr.Augustine, to re-evangelize
England. Young Wolf, born in that land but raised
in Rome, accompanied his father, Wolfstan. The missionaries from Rome do not know if they will be
welcomed, tolerated, or martyred. Events that prove
to be significant in the history of Christianity,
are vividly brought to life. Gr.4-8.

The Story of Rolf and the Viking Bow
18231
Rolf is a character who exemplifies the effect of
Christ's teachings upon the Icelandic people during
their heroic age. Christianity has come to Iceland
though the old customs still linger. Rolf’s father
lights a signal fire on the dangerous point on his
land challenging the accepted custom which places
lucrative salvage at higher value than the saving of
life. However, the life that is saved that night, in
the end, causes his own death and the unjust outlawing of his son Rolf. Rolf's response to this injustice creates a suspenseful, thought provoking tale
difficult to put down.

The Bronze Bow Gr. 4-8.
14822
A Newbury medal winner. Set in Palestine, a boy’s
hatred of Roman soldiers occupying Israel changes
after he meets Jesus. This novel is a help in understanding the political situation of the times.

Heroes in Mythology Audio CD
2060
Jim Weiss spins his tales on this CD. Three of the
world's greatest adventures, each featuring a quest
for wisdom. Theseus and the Minotaur: Prometheus,
Bearer of Fire and Odin and the Norse Men.

Saint Brendan and the Voyage Before Columbus 14683
This book captures Brendan's spirit and legacy and
his incredible adventures as he journeyed to America in the sixth century. Gr. 4-6.
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Middle Ages
Design Your Own Coat of Arms
14243
An Introduction to Heraldry
Clearly drawn examples teach children the rules of
heraldry and encourage them to create their Coasts
of Arms.

Bard of Avon: The Story of William Shakespeare 14100
Using the few facts known about their subject, the
authors manage a full-bodied portrait of a life and
time without resorting to fictionalizing or sloppy
speculation and manage to touch not only upon the
life but also upon important aspects of many of the
major plays.
Gr. 3 & up.

A Medieval Feast Gr. 1-3
14032
The king is coming to visit! The lord and lady of
Camdenton Manor must work quickly to prepare for his
arrival. It will take weeks to ready rooms, set up
tents, and prepare the feast itself. Everyone is
busy hunting and hawking, brewing and churning. This
will be a feast to remember!

William Shakespeare and his Globe Gr. 4-6.
15154
A combination of literature, history, biography, archaeology, and architecture in this richly detailed
and meticulously researched introduction to Shakespeare's world—his life in Elizabethan times, the
theater world, and the Globe, for which he wrote his
plays as well as
the present-day reconstruction of
the Globe theater.

The Making of A Knight Gr. K-4.
14950
Readers follow young Sir James to knighthood in this
informative picture book. He begins his journey at
age seven as a page, working his way up to squire
and, after proving himself brave in battle, a
knight. Children step into the world of the 1400s,
complete with kings, queens, ladies, castles, and
silken pennants flying. As the boy learns about
serving the king, chivalry, weapons, and suiting up
for battle, youngsters are treated to asides that
add
details
on
life
in
the
Middle
Ages.

Medieval Times Gr. 4-6.
Discover how peasants and tradespeople lived in typical medieval villages; life in the manor and the
lifestyle of the nobility and other residents of the
manor, as well as the role of leaders and courtiers.
Students also learn about the importance of religions, particularly Christianity and Islam. The Legacy feature connects ideas and technology from the
past to present day. The Elsewhere feature provides
an overview of life in other parts of the world during medieval times.
Text
1704
Teacher’s Guide
1705

Where Do You Think You’re Going, Christopher Columbus? Gr. K-3
15144
Christopher Columbus hoped to find gold and spices
when he set sail to discover a new route to the Indies, but instead he found parrots, naked natives in
grass huts, and mosquitoes. But that didn't stop him
from
making
more
trips
across
the
sea.
What he never expected was that he'd discover a
whole new world.

Famous Men of the Middle Ages
22048
The Famous Men of the Middle Ages guides students
through the turbulent ‘dark age’ of history and illuminates how the world transitioned from the end of
ancient times to the birth of the modern era. Gr.4-8.
Student Book
22046
Teacher Key
22047

Minstrel in the Tower
14530
In this gripping medieval page-turner, Roger and his
sister Alice are kidnapped and held for ransom in an
ancient tower. To escape and find their uncle, the
children must summon all their courage and imagination. Easy Reader for older children.

Life in A Medieval Castle and Village
14473
A panorama of life in the Middle Ages in 42 realistically detailed drawings ranging from scenes of everyday life in castle, village, monastery and countryside, to dramatic and colorful portrayals of tournaments, castle sieges, banquets, the building of a
cathedral, battles, fairs and more. Colouring book.

The Trumpeter of Krakow
15097
A Newbery Medal winner. History of a medieval Polish
city comes to life. A fascinating and gripping tale
which libraries report, “copy after copy worn to
shreds.” Excellent family read-aloud. Perfect while
studying the Middle Ages. Ages 9-14.

Images of the Middle Ages Activity Book
1509
From the decline of Rome to the beginnings of the
Renaissance, the main topics include the barbarian
invasions, the spread of Christianity, the feudal
system and the growth of towns and trade. The activity pages contain background information for the
teacher.

The Door in the Wall Gr. 4-6.
14872
Robin grew up knowing what is expected of him as the
son of a nobleman: he must become a knight. But Robin's destiny is changed forever when he falls ill
and loses the use of his legs and yet…..

Castle
14169
“With typical zest and wry sense of humor punctuating
his drawings, David Macaulay traces the step-by-step
planning and construction of both castle and town.”

Otto of the Silver Hand Gr. 4-6.
14598
Fantastically illustrated tale of motherless son of
a valiant robber baron of medieval Germany. Written
in 1888.

Cathedral
14173
Text and detailed drawings follow the planning and
construction of a magnificent Gothic cathedral in the
imaginary French town of Chautreaux during the thirteenth century.

The Black Arrow Gr. 4-7.
14804
Robert Louis Stevenson’s famous tale of
a young
Englishman, seeking to avenge the death of his father, who becomes involved in the band of the Black
Arrow and the events of the War of the Roses.

Colour Your Own Book of Kells
14213
Twenty-eight full-page, ready-to-color illustrations
from one of the most beautiful books of the early
Middle Ages depict Celtic spirals and interlacings,
celestial figures, saints, Celtic crosses, and other
finely detailed elements.

Kidnapped Gr. 4-7
14453
Another famous classic from Robert Louis Stevenson.
This is set in a easy-to-read type, and is unabridged.
Historic Sailing Ships—Coloring Book
14369
Thirty-four historic sailing ships from Phoenician
war galley to clipper Cutty Sark, full-page drawings. Captions.

Penguin Atlas of Medieval History
14964
The maps are presented chronologically and provide
supportive detail 144 pages. (PB)
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Middle Ages
King Arthur (audio CD)
2066
Brings tales of the Round Table to life with action and
grandeur, at a level which children can really grasp.
Includes:The Sword in the Stone, King Arthur, Guinevere, Sir Percival Meets a Lady, The Round Table, Sir
Lancelot’s Journey, Sir Bedivere, Merlin’s Magic.

Under Drake's Flag:A Tale of the Spanish Main 15108
During the days when England and Spain struggled for
the supremacy of the sea, some lads sailed with
Drake in the Pacific expedition, and in his great
voyage of circumnavigation They meet with many exciting adventures while making history! Gr.7-8.

The Canterbury Tales
14160
Retold by Geraldine McCaughrean. Thirty of Chaucer’s
tales retold in prose suitable for children. 113 pages.
Ages 10-14.

Master Puppeteer Gr.7-8.
14953
Who is the man called Sabura, the mysterious bandit
who robs the rich and helps the poor? And what is
his connection with Yosida, the harsh and ill- tempered master of feudal Japan's most famous puppet
theatre? Young Jiro, an apprentice to Yosida, is
determined to find out, even at risk to his own
life. Meanwhile, Jiro devotes himself to learning
puppetry. Kinshi, the puppet master's son, tutors
him. As he schemes to help his friend Kinshi and to
find his own parent, Jiro stumbles onto a dangerous
and powerful secret....

Men of Iron Gr. 7 & up.
14523
Life in a medieval castle, knighthood, and chivalry in
the story of young Myles Falworth's fight to restore
his family's rights and good name.
Adam of the Road Ages 10-14.
14049
A Newbury Medal winner. With medieval times as the setting, a minstrel is separated from his father while
searching for the man who stole his dog.
The Red Keep by Allen French
18223
A Story of Burgundy in 1165
Set in the Middle Ages, the Sauval brothers terrorize
their neighbours in an attempt to bring the area under
their control. They raid the Red Keep, in hope of gaining for themselves, but are thwarted by Sir Roger and
young Conan. Ages 10-14.

The White Company Gr. 7-8.
15069
This spirited account of the exploits of a crew of
Saxon archers during the Hundred Years War features
cameo appearances by historical figures such as Edward III and the Black Prince. Flavorful and realistic in its depictions of medieval life, the novel
combines the excitement of a rugged adventure with
the romance of chivalry.

The Old World
Wulf the Saxon
Gr. 7 & up.
15162
This exciting, historically accurate tale of loyalty
and courage in 11th-century Britain recounts a thane's
bravery in service to his Saxon king -- a duty that
culminates at the Battle of Hastings.

The Drovers Road Collection
18062
Family life on a New Zealand sheep station. Three
stories in one book. 450 pages. Ages 11-14.

The Hidden Treasure of Glaston
18208
“Hugh is left in the care of Glastonbury Abbey by his
father who must flee England too swiftly to be burdened
by a crippled son. Hugh finds that life at the abbey is
surprisingly full in this year 1171, in the turbulent
day of King Henry II.” 320 pages. Ages 11-15.

The Switherby Pilgrims Ages 10 and up.
18233
A Tale of the Australian Bush
Miss Arabella Braithewaite of Switherby knows there
is no future for the ten orphans she has gathered
together in these years of England’s grim factorygrowth in the early 1820s. Her plan is to take the
children to Australia to take up a land grant. To
the orphans it becomes a life-giving adventure, even
when serious unexpected threats must be overcome.

If All the Swords in England
18087
“Young Simon, recently orphaned, becomes a scribe in
the following of the exiled Archbishop of Canterbury,
Thomas Becket. The uncertainty of the tumultuous years
leading to the infamous cathedral slaying is heightened
by Simon’s separation from his twin Edmund, who is in
the service of King Henry II.” 200 pages. Ages 10-15.
The Boy Knight
14819
Known for his historical accuracy, G.A. Henty
writes
about events as an English lad goes to the Holy Land as
part of King Richard’s crusading army and experiences
the excitement of battle. Dover. Ages 10-15.
The Adventures of Robin Hood
14788
The legendary story of Robin Hood told in a straightforward and comprehensive way. The story is enriched
with ballads and medieval songs but still very readable. Ages 10-15. 320 pages.
Red Hugh: Prince of Donegal
Ages 10 & up. 18157
“In 1587 Queen Elizabeth planned to bring Ireland under
her iron rule. One thing was stopping her: Warrior
Queen Ineen Duive and her young son, Hugh Roe O’Donnell. Carefree and proud, young Hugh grows up quickly
after he is betrayed to the English.”
The Lost Baron Ages 10-14.
18217
Set in the early Middle Ages at the same time as Robin
Hood and Richard the Lionheart, Sir Anselm’s son Martin gets involved with castle intrigue.
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Jamberoo Road
Ages 12 & up.
18106
Sequel to Switherby Pilgrims. Selina will train in
Sydney to be a milliner; Paul may become a midshipman; Francis loves to farm. But what will satisfy
clever, independent Cassie, who has ambitions to be
a writer? The “Jamberoo Road” leads her inland, to
the discomforts and enticements of being governess
in a wealthy colonial family. Cassie’s story, interwoven with that of all the other orphans’ and their
former farmhand Eben’s, is both an account of personal growth and a vivid journey into early-day Australia.
The Flying Ensign
Gr. 4-6.
18075
Ensign Peter Byrd, a youthful mountaineer from Cumberland on his first military campaign with the
Fighting 95th, proves his mettle as an innovative
thinker and leader. Issues of crucial military importance as well as questions of personal honor center on the nearly impregnable fortress, "El Cuchillo," where they reveal developing strength of character, awakening love, and all-round resourcefulness.
Presenting Miss Jane Austen Ages 10 and up. 18155
May Lamberton Becker enjoyably introduces us to the
18th and early 19th century world Miss Austen lived
in—her family, her friends, her varied settings and
her many keen interests—as we are given insight to
the personal background of all the novels.
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The New World
Sam the Minuteman Gr.K-3.
14695
This story relates what it must have been like for a
young boy to fight in the Battle of Lexington.

The Landing of the Pilgrims Gr. 4 & up.
14928
James Daugherty draws on the Pilgrims' own journals
to give a fresh and moving account of their life and
traditions, their quest for religious freedom, and
the founding of one of our nation's most beloved
holidays: Thanksgiving.

Wagon Wheels
Gr.K-3
15121
The Muldie boys and their father have come a long way
to Kansas. But when Daddy moves on, the three boys
must begin their own journey. They must learn to care
for one another and face the dangers of the wilderness alone.

The Wind Blows Free Ages 11 & up.
18237
In the 1890’s a former storeowner, Mr. Pierce introduces his family to the daunting challenge of life
in a sod hut on the windswept plain. How will his
wife, three daughters and twin sons adapt?

The Drinking Gourd Gr.K-3
14874
The stars of the Big Dipper have led a runaway slave
family to Deacon Fuller's house, a stop on the underground railroad. Will Tommy Fuller be able to hide
the runaways from a search party or will they be discovered and their hope for freedom destroyed?

Nacar the White Deer Gr. 4-6.
18144
A deep friendship springs up between a boy, who had
lost his voice and his mother at the same tragic
moment, and an ailing albino deer sent from China as
a gift to the King of Spain.

Follow the Drinking Gourd Gr. K-3
14304
A couple, their son, and two others make their escape
by following a song about the drinking gourd. Rich
paintings interpret the strong story in a clean,
primitive style enhanced by bold colors.

Lewis and Clark Activity Book Gr.4-6
2831
Charged by President Jefferson in 1804 to gather
information and explore the newly-acquired Louisiana
Territory, Meriwether Lewis and William Clark led a
team up the Missouri River, across the Great Plains
and the Rocky Mountains, and down the Columbia River
to the Pacific Ocean. The activities in this book
provide insight into the geography, natural resources, plant and animal life of the region, as
well as the culture of the various Native American
tribes
they
encountered
along
the
way.

Long Way to a New Land Gr. K-3.
14947
It is 1868, and Carl Erik's family faces starvation
in Sweden. As their hopes fade, they must endure a
journey over land and sea to reach a better life in a
new
country
thousands
of
miles
away.
The Long Way Westward Gr. K-3.
14948
This lively and historically accurate sequel to The
Long Way to a New Land follows the fortunes of Carl
Erik’s family from New York City to the farmlands of
Minnesota.

Bold Journey: West with Lewis and Clark
14133
Drawing on journal entries and grounded in fact,
Charles Bohner's story re-creates the Lewis and
Clark expedition from the experience of Hugh McNeal,
one of the youngest members on the journey. Gr.7-8.

Young Pioneers
Ages 8 & up.
15164
Newlyweds Molly and David are very young when they
pack up their wagon and head west across the plains
in search of a new homestead. Life seems full of
promise: the wheat is high, the dugout is warm and
cozy, and a new baby is born.

Johnny Tremain Gr.7-8.
14437
Johnny, a young apprentice silversmith, is involved
with Otis, Hancock, and John and Samuel Adams in the
events that led to the Boston Tea Party and the Battle of Lexington before the Revolutionary War.

The Oregon Trail
Gr. 4 & up.
14971
Detailed accounts of the hardships experienced while
traveling across mountains and prairies; vibrant portraits of emigrants and Western wildlife; and vivid
descriptions of native life and culture. A classic of
American frontier literature.

The Wide Horizon
18236
When Katie’s grandmother becomes ill, Katie volunteers to take care of the rest of the Pierce family,
so that Mother can go and nurse her mother. There
are many adventures through which Katie gains confidence and heroism in herself. Ages 11 & up.

A Lion to Guard Us
Gr.4-6.
14027
Left on their own in seventeenth-century London,
three impoverished children draw upon all their resources to stay together and make their way to the
Virginia
colony
in
search
of
their
father.

John Treegate’s Musket
18111
It is 1769, ten years since America’s colonial militia had joined with the British regular army and
defeated the French for dominion of Canada. A chain
of events leads to murder, shipwreck, loss of
memory, adoption by a strange and bitter Scotsman,
until finally John is reunited with his father on
the eve of America’s battle for independence.Gr. 7 &
up.

North Star to Freedom:
Story of the Underground Railroad Gr.4-6
14575
Draws on the stories of the Underground railroad’s
courageous passengers.

Peter Treegate's War
18150
In the
American War for Independence, there is a
clash of divided loyalty for 16-year-old Peter as
his father, John Treegate, and his foster father,
the Maclaren of Spey, are each making what seem to
be impossible and irreconcilable demands of Peter.
For Peter there will be capture, imprisonment, and
near escapes, as well as a significant unraveling of
a mystery which began many years before in Scotland
at the 1745 Battle of Culloden.
Gr. 7 & up.

Brave Buffalo Fighter
18027
The Parker family, unused to any kind of pioneering
life, leaves St. Joseph, Missouri, in 1860, as part
of a westward bound wagon train. Each family member
is challenged by the hardships of a difficult journey
in which a jumble of classes and types of people must
learn how to pull together. Ages 10 and up.
Reb and the Redcoats Ages 10 and up.
18156
A British family is entrusted with an American prisoner of war during the Revolutionary War. The children forge a secret friendship with him, calling him
Reb, and themselves Redcoats. Themes of trust and
forgiveness in this interesting tale.

Admiral
A tale
against
ment on
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Richard Byrd: Alone in the Antarctic 14050
of personal courage and dedication, all set
a backdrop of perhaps the harshest environearth. Ages 12 & up.
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Modern Times and Canadian Studies Gr. 4-8.
Famous Men of Modern Times Gr. 4 & up.
Prominent educators, appreciating these truths, have
long recognized the value of biography as a preparation for the study of history and have given it an
important place in their scheme of studies.
Text
22039
Student Book
22040
Teacher’s Manual
22041

Canadian Studies
Canada Map Book 2 Gr. 3-4
1501
Canada Map Book 3 Gr. 4-5
1502
Canada Map Book 4 Gr. 5-6
1503
Canada Map Book 5: Exploring Canada’s Geography 1504
Canada’s physical and cultural geography are explored
through thematic maps to help students interpret,
analyze and compare different kinds of maps.

The Winged Watchman Ages 10-15.
18238
The Verhagen family who live in the old windmill
called the Winged Watchman are a memorable set of individuals whose lives powerfully demonstrate the resilience of those who suffer but do not lose faith.

Canada Map Book 6: Exploring Canada’s History
1505
Maps of the seigneurial pattern of landholding, Loyalist migrations, western exploration and Canada's
territorial growth make this book the perfect companion of Map Book 5.

Hiding Place
Corrie and her sister Betsie were detained in a concentration camp during World War II. Here is the story of a quiet spinster whose life was transformed
with God’s glory.
14368

Courage and Conquest: Gr. 4-8.
1602
Discovering Canadian History
Covers the settlement of Canada to confederation including Nunavut. A reading list of books, appropriate
pages to read, and questions to ponder with research
suggestions for older children, information for a
timeline, and original illustrations that can be photocopied and coloured.

That Girl of Pierre’s
18194
At the end of WWII, Danielle, her grandmother &
brother must
find work rather than give themselves
to the restoration of their neglected vineyard. Eventually they must force an entire village to relinquish old ways, to stand for the right, to face hurts
and find forgiveness. Ages 12 & up.

In Flanders’ Fields Gr. 4-6.
14411
The story of the famous poem by John McCrae. Gr.4 &
up.

Enemy Brothers: A Story of World War II
18064
British airman Dym Ingleford is convinced that the
young German prisoner, Max Eckermann, is his brother
Anthony, who was kidnapped years before. Raised In
the Nazi ideology, Tony has by chance tumbled into
British hands. 304 pages. Ages 10-14.

Where Poppies Grow Gr. 4-6.
A World War I companion.

15145

The Cay
Gr. 6-8.
14851
When the freighter on which they are traveling is
torpedoed by a German submarine during World War II,
an adolescent white boy, blinded by a blow on the
head, and an old black man are stranded on a tiny
Caribbean island where the boy acquires a new kind of
vision, courage, and love from his old companion.

Faces of Government Gr. 4-6.
Clearly examines the role of the federal government
and the interactions between the different levels of
government in Canada. It also describes the electoral
process, the process to become a Canadian citizen,
and participatory citizenship in Canada. The resource
is richly illustrated and easy to read. It includes
an election simulation and many hands-on activities.
Text
1703
Teacher’s Guide
1702

I Remember Korea
14405
Veterans tell their stories of the Koren War to Linda
Granfield.

Hey Mac! This is Serious Business! A Guy Could Get
Killed! By William F. McMurdie.
1002
Here is the autobiography of a young Christian infantryman as he moves from induction to discharge, in
training, in combat, and as an occupation soldier
during WWII. Gr. 7 & up.

Geography, Province to Province
1603
An excellent unit study for middle elementary grades.
Covers geography, economics, demography, industry,
natural vegetation, and symbols for each province.
Includes political and physical maps. A companion
resource which shows these symbols in colour is necessary, i.e. encyclopedia or The Kids Book of Canada.
Workbook pages are included in this book and can be
photocopied.

Land of the Morning Gr. 7 & up.
1003
In the pre-World War II Philippines in a rural Christian mission station of the 1930's, Jean was thrust
abruptly from a carefree childhood into the realities
of WAR - a daybreak escape to the hills, months of
hiding, a betrayal to the Japanese, years of internment, humiliation, privation, and a thrilling rescue
at dawn. Move with her from Santo Tomas and Los Banos
internment camps to eventual freedom.

Explorers of Canada Gr. 4-7
2700
Covers 16 explorers that discovered and mapped Canada
from the 11th century to the present: Explorer portraits and ships; Explorer biographies and travel
route; Northwest Passage includes: Ericsson, Cabot,
Cartier,
Champlain,
Hudson,
Kelsey,
Vérendrey,
Henday, Hearne, Mackenzie, Vancouver, Fraser, Thompson, Franklin, Amundsen, and Larsen.

The Strange Intruder
18232
What begins as a quiet day of fishing, with 16-yearold Sven Klakk enviously watching the men using
fleygs (fowling nets) to catch birds on the cliffs
high above him, ends in a tumult of suspense and terror. A force ten gale; a damaged ship in danger of
smashing up on the rocks of the island most of the
crew call home; a handful of women, old men, and one
16-year-old boy, to rescue the desperately helpless
men… Then, when it seems impossible for things to get
any worse than they already are—they do! Arthur
Catherall, a master of suspense, once again skillfully weaves an authentic tale of courage and suspense.
Ages 10 and up.

The Spirit of Canada
15024
An anthology of Canada's Story in legends, fiction,
poems, and songs which celebrate our country and the
people, places, and events that have made it unique.
Arranged both chronology and thematically, the pieces
deal with subjects as diverse as First Contact, pioneering in the West, exploration in the North, the
Great
Depression,
and
Canada’s
centennial.
(Hardcover)
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Canadian Studies - Nonfiction
Canada's Natives Long Ago
1601
This book describes the region, food, housing and life
style unique to each group of tribes and includes stories, pictures, resource list, project pages, craft
ideas and maps. For grades 4-8. 104 pages.

The Canadians
This is a series of accessible, illustrated biographies written for Grades 5 and up, of men and women who shaped Canadian history. From the days of the
early exploration to the present day, there are many
different walks of life represented.

Discovering Canada Series
Adam Beck
C. D. Howe
Crowfoot
David Thompson
E. Cora Hind
Emily Carr
Emily Murphy
Emily Stowe
Gabriel Dumont
John A. Macdonald
John Ware
Joseph Brant
Laura Secord
Lester B. Pearson
Louis Riel
Louis St. Laurent
Lucy Maud Montgomery
Mr. Dress-Up Ernie Coombs
Nellie McClung
Pierre Elliott Trudeau
Tom Longboat
Wilfred Laurier
W. L. Mackenzie King
Tommy Douglas
Stephen Leacock

This is an excellent series for grades 3-8. It includes short biographies of famous Canadians, native
tribes, battles and wars, maps, activities such as
crafts, games and drama, and covers the time span
from the Vikings to the 1900’s.
Vikings
15057
Introduces readers to the customs and lifestyles of
daring men and women who first crossed the ocean from
Europe to create settlements in the present-day province of Newfoundland about 500 years ago.
Fur Traders
14888
Tells about the customs and lifestyles of the adventurous explorers who discovered the territories of
what is now known as Canada.
New France
14567
Come and find out about the customs and lifestyles of
the brave men and women who became the ancestors of
our French population.
Native Peoples
14560
Learn about the way of life of various Indian tribes
which inhabited Canada before the explorers.
The Defenders
14861
The War of 1812 is chronicled here as you meet the
brave soldiers as they enter the battles between the
British and the French, and also the Americans.

14824
14825
14826
14827
14828
14829
14830
14831
14832
14833
14834
14835
14836
14837
14838
14839
14840
14841
14842
14843
14845
14848
14847
14846
14844

Canada Moves West by Pierre Berton
14159
Back in the days of the pioneers, the Canadian west
was won, with blood, sweat, tears, and sheer determination. Gr. 5 & up.

The Loyal Refugees
14949
This book introduces you to the history of the United
Empire Loyalists. The American revolution created two
new countries, United States of America and Canada.

The Golden Trail by Pierre Berton
14894
A gripping tale of unbelievable hardship and superhuman effort during the 1896 Gold Rush. Gr. 7 & up.

The Rebels
14998
Meet the daring rebels who created political and social changes in the 1800-1900’s.

Exploring the Frozen North by Pierre Berton 14277
Documents the amazing lives of men and women who
mapped the Arctic at great cost to themselves, such
as William Edward Parry, the first white man to attempt exploration of the north; Jane Franklin, who
searched for her lost explorer-husband, and mapped
much of the area in doing so; Elisha Kent Kane, who
sought the legendary “Open Polar Sea”; and Robert
John McClure who raced to the North West Passage,
only to be trapped in ice for two years. Gr. 7 & up.

The Railways.
14997
The emphasis is on the unique trains, events, occupations and personalities of the time. Activities include: building a model locomotive, identifying engines, making a surveyor’s transit, and solving
switching puzzles.
Black Heritage
14120
Canada’s black heritage is filled with important
events and amazing people who helped shape the country’s history and culture.

The Battles of the War of 1812
14102
Berton focuses on the most important battles of the
War of 1812, weaving facts and figures, historical
characters, and battle strategies into an exciting
Canadian history. Famous characters such
as Tecumseh, Isaac Brock, Charles-Michel d’Irumberry de Salaberry, and Laura Secord helped shape Canada’s future. Gr. 7 & up.

The Great War
14900
Discover Canada’s part in the first great worldwide
conflict. They will learn about life in the trenches,
the first tanks, u-boats and convoys, aces and dog
fights, machine guns and cavalry charges, gas warfare,
as well as the drastic changes in women’s roles.

Ryan and Jimmy
14681
Six year old Canadian Ryan Hreljac did chores around
his parents’ house, even after he learned it could
take him years to earn enough money to build a well
in Africa. An newspaper article about Ryan’s wish to
build a well to supply people with safe, clean water. Before long, people started sending money to
help pay for Ryan’s well. This is a true story of
friendship and compassion in which a simple wish to
help others brings focus to the necessities that
unite us all. Ryan has dedicated his whole life thus
far to working for clean water everywhere.

The Mounties
14962
Amazing stories of such larger-than-life figures as
James Macleod, an officer who befriended the powerful
Blackfoot chief, Crowfoot; James Morrow Walsh, who
won the trust of Sitting Bull when he arrived in Canada after the massacre at Little Big Horn; Jerry
Potts, the famous Métis scout and interpreter; and
Sam Steele, the superintendent who kept the peace
during the Klondike Gold Rush. Today, the Mounties
are a much larger force and operate with sophisticated equipment and modern technology.
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Canadian Studies Fiction and Gr. 7-8 Literature.
Shadows on the Rock Gr. 7-8.
14718
Set in seventeenth-century Canada, an evocation of
North American origins highlights the men and women
who struggled to adapt to the new world even as they
clung to the one they left behind.

How to Build Your Own Country
14397
A unique and informative book to inspire kids to
build their own country, complete with a constitution, borders, a national anthem and much more.
Building Canada
Gr. 6-8.
14151
Bonnie Shemie, who studied the houses of North America's native peoples, has created a beautiful and informative volume that defines this country's history
and
geography
through
its
buildings.

Evangeline and Other Poems
Gr. 7 & up.
14272
Longfellow’s epic poem about the Acadian expulsion
and the search of a young woman for her lover.
A Wrinkle in Time
14047
Meg's father mysteriously disappears after experimenting with the fifth dimension of time travel.
Determined to rescue him, Meg and her friends must
outwit the forces of evil on a heart-stopping journey through space and time.
Literature Guide
140 95

Meyers’ Creek Gr. 7-8.
14527
In 1786, the realities that face newly settled United
Empire Loyalist families in Canada are harsh. In the
continuation of the Meyers family saga that began
with the first novel Flight, Mary the central character must come to terms with danger, the survival of
her family, and love.

Canadian West Series
by Janette Oke

Meyers’ Rebellion
Gr. 7-8.
14528
Fifteen-year-old John Meyers is the youngest of the
Meyers boys, with a lot to live up to. So when a routine trip to the Toronto farmers’ market in the fall
of 1837 turns ugly, John doesn't hesitate to jump in.
George is captured, and John won't leave without him.
Before long he finds himself embroiled in a real-life
battle, under the leadership of Little Mac, William
Lyon Mackenzie and himself.

When Calls the Heart
15140
Nothing in her cultured East Coast-upbringing prepared Elizabeth for a teaching position on the Canadian frontier. Determined to do the best job she can
and fighting to survive the harsh land, Elizabeth is
surprised to find her heart softening towards a certain member of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
When Comes the Spring
15141
Elizabeth, the cultured young schoolteacher from the
East, is now preparing to marry Wynn. Can their love
for each other sustain them through a harsh winter,
loneliness, and rigors of life?

With Pipe, Paddle and Song by E. Yates
18245
Guillaume, the son of a French nobleman and a Chippewa Indian woman, is determined to make his own way in
the world. He signs up to journey into the wilds of
Canada to bring back the rich furs that have made new
France prosperous. The author skillfully weaves history and the theme of a young man coming to grips
with two worlds’ conflicting demands. Ages 11-14.

When Breaks the Dawn
15139
Having survived the harshness of their first year in
the far Northwest, Elizabeth and Wynn now face new
challenges. Will their
faith in God carry them
through the crushing disappointments?

Gold Rush Fever
14337
This book is a mixture of fact and fiction. Read
about the adventures of a 13 year-old journalist who
joined the Klondike Gold Rush. Well illustrated in
black and white. 160 pages. Ages 8-12.

When Hope Springs Anew
15142
Elizabeth and Wynn leave Beaver Creek and take over
an even more primitive RCMP outpost. Elizabeth finds
herself totally isolated when the local Indian women
are afraid to even communicate with her. Will the
Delaneys be able to survive the challenges ahead?

Nellie L. by Connie Brummel Crook
14562
The original story of Nellie McClung’s struggle to
make women “persons’ in the eyes of the law.Gr. 7-8.

THE LORD OF THE RINGS Trilogy by Tolkien

Nellie’s Quest by Connie Brummel Crook
14563
In 1896, Nellie McClung, Canada’s pioneer champion of
women’s rights is now a 21-year-old School teacher in
a small town.
Gr. 7 & up.

The Fellowship of the Ring
14884
Elves, dwarves, hobbits, and men are caught in the
spell of an evil ring that corrupts, in this classic
Tolkien bestseller. Maps.

Nellie’s Victory by Connie Brummel Crook
14564
Nellie, as a busy mother, continues to fight for women’s rights. Gr. 7 & up.

The Two Towers
15051
Frodo and his Companions of the Ring have been beset
by danger. Now they continue the journey alone down
the great River Anduin -- alone, that is, save for
the mysterious creeping figure that follows wherever
they go.

Madeleine Takes Command
18128
Based on a true account of colonial French Canada of
the 1690’s. Harassed by Iroquois, the Verchers family’s fort must keep a continual guard. Fourteen year
old Madeleine is left alone with two younger brothers
and a few others when the Indians attack. 208 pages.
Historical fiction at its best. Ages 9-13.

Return of the King
14661
As the Shadow of Mordor grows across the land, the
Companions of the Ring have become involved in separate adventures. Can Frodo and Sam get rid of this
evil ring?

Savage River Gr. 7-8
14699
Fraser's journey on the river named for him is one of
the most remarkable feats in the exploration of western Canada. Although Fraser failed to find the navigable canoe route to the Pacific, so desperately
needed by the North West Company, his exploration
helped to secure for Great Britain - and for Canada the vast territory that became British Columbia.
Free study guide available on www.fitzhenry.ca

The Heart of a Shepherd
14362
When Brother's dad is shipped to Iraq, along with
the rest of his reserve unit, Brother must help his
grandparents keep the ranch going. He is determined
to maintain the ranch just as his father left it, in
the hope that doing so will ensure his father's safe
return. The hardships Brother faces will not only
change the ranch, but also reveal his true calling.
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Language Arts for Grades 7– 12
Drums of Change
14026
Drums of Change turn Running Fawn's life upside down.
Not only is her Blackfoot tribe forced to the Reserve,
but she is sent to the Mission Boarding School, where
she is confused not only by the white people's culture, but also their God.
My Side of the Mountain
14556
Runaway Sam Gribley is surviving in the Catskill Mountains with only a penknife, a ball of cord, $40, and
some flint and steel. Along the way, he learns about
courage, danger, and independence that will change his
life forever.
Wednesday Wars
15127
Chronicles a teenage boy's mishaps and adventures over
the course of the 1967-1968 school year.
Rose in Bloom
14679
Rose has now grown into young womanhood, and grapples
with age-old questions: who are her real friends? whom
can she count on?
Kim by Rudyard Kipling
15199
Nobel Prize-winning author Rudyard Kipling set his final and most famous novel in India, where an Irish orphan becomes the disciple of a Tibetan monk while
learning espionage tactics from the British secret
service.
To Kill a Mockingbird
15087
The unforgettable novel of a childhood in a sleepy
Southern town and the crisis of conscience that rocked
it.
Literature Guide
14102
The Wind in the Willows
15155
Rat, Mole, Toad, and Badger roam the English countryside for a memorable series of adventures. Timeless
tales of friendship amid the natural world.
Student Guide
22151
Teacher’s Guide
22152
Robinson Crusoe
14670
The sole survivor of a shipwreck, Robinson Crusoe is
stranded on an uninhabited island far away from any
shipping routes. With patience and ingenuity, he
transforms his island into a tropical paradise. For
twenty-four years he has no human company, until one
Friday, he rescues a prisoner from a boat of cannibals.
Study Guide
22118
Teacher’s Guide
22119
For a fun addition to Robinson Crusoe, or any of the
pioneering books try…
Leathercraft for Beginners
16350
Complete instructions for 11 useful projects -- bookmarks, coin purses, belts, and more -- feature photographic and illustrated directions, along with the
necessary details for acquiring and using simple materials and tools.
Dorothy Mills wrote some wonderful history books in
the 1920s that Memoria Press is reprinting. She uses
primary sources from some of history’s major writers
such as Herodutus, Aeschylus, Thucydides, Home, and
Cicero. Study guides contain reading notes, vocabulary, comprehension questions, enrichment activities,
maps and tests. Grades 6-9.
Book of the Ancient World Text
Student Guide
Teacher Guide

22011
22007
22008
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Book of the Ancient Greeks Text
Student Guide
Teacher Guide

22006
22004
22005

Latin
First Form Latin
First Form’s grammar-first approach focuses on grammar forms and vocabulary because those are the grammar stage skills suitable for the grammar stage student. However, the First Form Series is for students
of all ages because all beginners, regardless of age,
are in the grammar stage of learning. Syntax (how to
use the grammar) and translation are logic and rhetoric stage skills, respectively, and quickly overwhelm
the student unless they are introduced at a slow,
gentle pace and taught for mastery. First Form is the
ideal text for all beginners, grades 5 & up, or is a
great follow-up to Latina Christiana I at any age.
First Form Latin DVD
Pronunciation CD
Quizzes and Tests
Student Text
Student Workbook
Teacher’s Manual

22051
22052
22053
22054
22055
22056

Second Form Latin
Second Form Latin DVD
Pronunciation CD
Quizzes and Tests
Student Text
Student Workbook
Teacher’s Manual with key

22120
22121
22122
22123
22124
22125

Third Form Latin
Third Form Latin DVD
Flashcards
Quizzes and Tests
Student Text
Student Workbook
Teacher’s Manual with key

22154
22155
22156
22157
22158
22159

Quick Study Travel CDs
Introducing fast and easy phrases for travel in English, French, Spanish, Italian or German.
Take it
with you wherever you go. Each CD contains a booklet
with translations in the 5 languages, so anyone from
any of the 4 other language groups can follow along
with the same CD, learning the same language. It’s
so easy kids can use it too!
Quick
Quick
Quick
Quick
Quick

Study
Study
Study
Study
Study

Travel
Travel
Travel
Travel
Travel

CD-French
CD-English
CD-Spanish
CD-Italian
CD-German

18416
18417
18418
18419
18420

French
First Start French
Teaches the basics of grammar, help develop a large
vocabulary, and assist in beginning to speak French
as well as French culture. The student manual introduces vocabulary, grammar, and translation, with
practice exercises for every lesson. The teacher manual includes hints and guidelines to keep you ahead
of your student. Quizzes and answer keys make it easy
to check progress.
Book One– Student Book
22062
Book One– Teacher’s Book
22063
Book One– Pronunciation Audio CD
22061
Book Two– Student Book
22059
Book Two– Teacher’s Book
22060
Book Two– Pronunciation Audio CD
22057
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Language Arts for Grades 7– 12
Spelling
Spelling Workout
Each lesson consists of a list of words and four pages
of activities such as crossword puzzles and fill-inthe-blanks which reinforce the list words. The Teacher’s Manual is optional but provides lesson plans and
sentences for dictation and answers.
Spelling Workout Student Gr.7
4242
Teacher’s Manual Gr. 7
4243
Spelling Workout Student Gr.8
4244
Teacher’s Manual Gr. 8
4245
Sequential Spelling
Each of the 7 levels has 180 daily tests of 25 words.
This approach uses its daily tests as a learning device and not as a method of evaluation.
It adds to
this by using immediate student self-correction and
careful sequencing of the patterns. Note that the levels in Sequential Spelling do not correspond with
grade levels. No teacher guide available for level 7.
Level 7 - Student Workbook and Response Book 11634
Additional Student Response Book Workbooks
11635
Not absolutely essential, this book is a great convenience for the above series and works with all 7 levels. Each day has room for the 25 words listed.
Soaring with Spelling
This spelling program includes 8 separate grades
(levels) that excel in teaching spelling and vocabulary.
A complete set includes the Student Workbook
and the Answer Key. They may also be purchased separately.
Grade 7 Set
4556
Grade 7 Answer key only
4557
Grade 7 Workbook only
4558
Grade 8 Set
4559
Grade 8 Answer Key only
4560
Grade 8 Workbook only
4561

Creative Writing
Winning with Writing
This writing program assumes a 36 week school year
with one lesson being completed each week.
Within
each lesson there are 5 defined days with tasks to be
performed each day.
Grade 7 Complete Set
4571
This level covers direct, indirect quotations, divided
quotations, dialogue, the writing process, thesis
statements,
transitional
sentences,
documenting
sources, bibliography, creative writing, personal narrative, descriptive writing, persuasive writing, explanatory writing, informational essay, autobiographical essay, cause and effect essay, compare and contrast essay, and research report, among other things.
This contains two books, one for each semester.
Grade 8 Complete Set
4572
This level covers the same as above in more depth.
This level contains two books, one for each semester.
The First Whole Book of Diagrams
10533
The book is divided into 16 chapters covering subject
and verbs, articles, adjectives, conjunctions, intransitives, etc.
The teacher’s manual included in the
text gives instruction and answers to exercises for
each chapter. Spiral bound.
Diagramming
Diagramming develops student’s ability to see within
sentences the structural relationships that they might
otherwise miss.” Useful for grades 6 to 8.
Word Text (with family copyright)
10511
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Growing with Grammar
This grammar course includes
8 separate grades
(levels) that excel in teaching grammar rules and
grammar usage. Complete package includes the Student
Workbook, Student manual, the Workbook Answer Key,
and Student tests.
Grade 7 Complete Set
4528
Grade 7 Student Manual only
4529
Grade 7 Tests only
4530
Grade 7 Answer Key only
4531
Grade 7 Workbook only
4532
Grade 8 Complete Set
4533
Grade 8 Student Manual only
4534
Grade 8 Tests only
4535
Grade 8 Answer Key only
4536
Grade 8 Workbook only
4537
Applications of Grammar
This is a straight-forward program for the upper
grades,
7-12.
Introduces
sentence
diagramming.
Clearly laid out and a very good program.
Student Workbook 1 Gr. 7
11034
Answer Key Book 1 Gr. 7
11032
Test Packet Book 1 Gr. 7
11033
Student Workbook 2 Gr. 8
11037
Answer Key Book 2 Gr. 8
11036
Test Packet Book 2 Gr. 8
11035
Student Workbook 3 Gr. 9
11040
Answer Key Book 3 Gr. 9
11038
Test Packet Book 3 Gr. 9
11039
Student Workbook 4 Gr. 10
11025
Answer Key Book 4 Gr. 10
11023
Test Packet Book 4 Gr. 10
11024
Student Workbook 5 Gr. 11
11028
Answer Key Book 5 Gr. 11
11026
Test Packet Book 5 Gr. 11
11027
Student Workbook 6 Gr. 12
11031
Answer Key Book 6 Gr. 12
11030
Test Packet Book 6 Gr. 12
11029
The Harp and Laurel Wreath
18205
Poetry for the Classical Curriculum
Contains a wide selection of poetry for every age
level as well as dictation selections. It shows the
beauty and adventure of literature.

Logic
The Fallacy Detective
11522
This is an easy book for learning to spot common errors in reasoning. Learn skills you can use right
away. Exercises with answer key. Covers logical fallacies and propaganda techniques. Peanuts, Dilbert,
and Calvin and Hobbes cartoons. Includes “The Fallacy
Detective Game”.
Thinking Toolbox
11560
A book for young adults who want to learn logic and
critical thinking skills. The Thinking Toolbox follows the same style as The Fallacy Detective with
lessons and exercises and an answer key in the back.
Parents and teachers, as well as anybody who wants to
learn logic, will find The Thinking Toolbox easy to
use and practical.
Mind Benders
These best-selling books develop logic, reading comprehension, and mental organization skills vital to
achieving high grades and top test scores in all subjects as well as real-life, problem-solving skills.
There are step-by-step instructions and detailed answers.
Book 4 Gr. 7-8
11281
Book 5 Gr. 9-12
11282
Book 6 Gr. 9-12+
11283
Book 7 Gr. 9-12+
11284
Book 8
11285
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Literature for Grades 9-12
Shane by Jack Schaeffer
14719
Through the eyes of a young boy and his hero, Shane,
who appeared on the horizon and became a friend and
guardian to the Starrett family at a time when homesteaders and cattle rangers battled for territory
and survival.

Silas Marner by George Eliot
14725
“A lonely and embittered country weaver’s life is
drastically changed when he becomes the guardian of
an orphaned child. A masterly portrait of moral and
psychological behavior in Victorian England, widely
hailed for its brevity and perfection of form.”

The Light in the Forest by Conrad Richter
14940
John Butler was raised as an Indian and known as the
True Son, now must struggle to live like the white
man after he is told he must be returned to his real
parents.

Scarlet Pimpernel by Baroness Orczy
14700
This timeless historical adventure recalls the terror following the French Revolution, when mobs
ruled the streets of Paris and hundreds of royals
were condemned to face the guillotine daily. The
only hope of many was a courageous leader who spirited aristocrats across the Channel to England and
safety.

The Old Man and the Sea by Ernest Hemingway 14582
The story of an old Cuban fisherman, down on his
luck, and his
relentless, agonizing battle with a
giant marlin far out in the Gulf Stream. Here Hemingway writes about the classic theme of courage in
the face of defeat, of personal triumph won from
loss.

Jane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte *
14429
The saga of an orphan girl forced to make her way
alone in the world, from Lowood School to Thornfield, the estate of the majestically moody Mr.
Rochester, and beyond.

Ben Hur by Lew Wallace
14107
The moving, personal tale of the prince who became a
slave and then—through a unique twist of fate was
able to fight his way back to the free world as a
champion gladiator and face his enemy in the famous
chariot race during the time of Imperial Rome.

Last of the Mohicans by James Fenimore Cooper 14931
“A massacre at a colonial garrison, the kidnapping
of 2 pioneer sisters by Iroquois tribesmen, the
treachery of a renegade brave, and the ambush of
innocent settlers create an unforgettable picture
of American frontier life. “

An Old-Fashioned Girl by Louisa M. Alcott
14071
Polly Milton never questions the way she is until
she goes to visit her
cousin Fanny who looks too
glamorous to be Polly's age. Will Polly ever learn
to be like the other girls? Sometimes being oldfashioned is right in style.

House of the Seven Gables
14908
“Greedy, piratical Colonel Pyncheon builds his mansion on ill-gotten ground. Years later, a country
cousin and an enigmatic young boarder attempt to
reverse the tide of misfortunes surrounding the
house in Hawthorne's evocative blend of mystery and
romance.” By Nathaniel Hawthorne

Vicar of Wakefield by Oliver Goldsmith
15114
Dr Primrose loses his fortune in a disastrous investment, his idyllic life is shattered and he is
forced to move with his wife and six children to an
impoverished living on the estate of Squire Thornhill. Yet Primrose, though hampered by his unworldliness and pride, is sustained by his unwavering religious faith.

14330
Giant by Edna Ferber *mature subject matter
The chronicles of the life and times of cattleman
Jordan "Bick" Benedict, his naive young society
wife, Leslie, and three generations of land-rich
sons. Gr. 10 & up.
My Antonia by Willa Cather *mature subject matter 14549
Lush descriptions of the rolling Nebraska grasslands interweave with the blossoming of a woman in
the early days of the twentieth century, in an epic
novel that chronicles America's past.

Ramona by Helen Hunt Jackson
14656
One of the great ethical novels of the 19th century,
this novel moves modern readers with its sympathetic
characters and its depiction of the Native American's struggle in the early West.

Richard the Third
Gr. 9-12.
14663
The masterful account of the life of England's King
Richard III has remained the standard biography of
this controversial figure. 4 b/w illustrations.

Pygmalion by George Bernard Shaw
14635
“This brilliantly written play, with its irresistible theme of the emerging butterfly, is one of the
most acclaimed comedies in the English language.” It
is the basis of My Fair Lady.

Joan of Arc
Ages 13– adult.
18110
The life and times of the Young Maiden of France
who was called to witness for God and to defend her
people. Written in a fascinating and historically
accurate way by one of the greatest storytellers
ever.

The Hound of the Baskervilles
14391
A deadly curse in the form of a legendary ferocious
beast continues to claim its victims from the Baskerville family until Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson
intervene.

The Virginian by Owen Wister
15058
“Set in the vast Wyoming territory, this masterpiece helped establish the code of the West and its
stereotypical characters: the genteel but brave,
white-hatted cowboy, the pretty spinster from back
East, and villains beyond redemption. The novel is
also on record for incorporating the first known
‘shootout’ in American literature.”

Red Badge of Courage by Stephen Crane
14999
Amid the nightmarish chaos of a Civil War battle, a
young soldier discovers courage, humility and, perhaps, wisdom.
Around the World in Eighty Days by Jules Verne 14089
“The eccentric English gentleman Phileas Fogg accepts a challenge to circle the globe in no more
than 80 days in the Victorian age. Exotic locales,
seemingly insurmountable obstacles, and comic relief
(chiefly supplied by Fogg's loyal valet, Passepartout) provide a fantastic blend of adventure, entertainment, and suspense.”

A Christmas Carol by Charles Dickens
14008
Ebenezer Scrooge
journeys through Christmases
past, present, and future and is transformed from a
harsh and grasping old miser to a charitable and
compassionate human being.
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Literature for Grades 9-12
Riders of the Purple Sage by Zane Grey
14665
This stirring tale of adventure and romance established
the prototype for western novels. A proud young heroine
stands alone against the villains who rustle and stampede her cattle — until a stranger rides into the territory.
Favorite Father Brown Stories by G. K. Chesterton 14290
Six well-plotted and suspenseful tales
feature the
"The Blue Cross," "The Sins of Prince Saradine," "The
Sign of the Broken Sword," "The Man in the Passage,"
"The Perishing of the Pendragons" and "The Salad of
Colonel Cray."
Prince and the Pauper by Mark Twain
14984
The thrilling adventures of Tom Canty, a poor beggar
boy, and Edward, Prince of Wales, after they exchange
identities. Humor, excitement, and a plot that twists
and turns track the lives of the changelings.
David Copperfield by Charles Dickens
14237
This epic traces young David's progress from his mother's sheltering arms to the miseries of boarding-school
and sweatshop and the rewards of friendship, romance,
and self-discovery in his vocation as a writer.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde by Robert Louis Stevenson
15039
“This intriguing combination of fantasy thriller and
moral allegory depicts the gripping struggle of two
opposing personalities — one essentially good, the other evil — for the soul of one man”.
The Robe
by Lloyd Douglas
15004
Marcellus Gallio, a Roman centurion,
wins Christ's
robe in a dice game, and thinking he's been bewitched
by the robe, he leaves it with his Christian slave, Demetrius. Haunted by his own guilt, he sets out to find
Demetrius and the robe. On his journey he finds faith
in Christ with help of the woman he loves.
Other Classics
Oliver Twist
The Woman in White*
Babbitt *
Captain Blood
The Three Musketeers
Quo Vadis
Jo’s Boys
So Big*
Sir Gawain and Green Knight
Robinson Crusoe
Beowulf: A New Verse Translation
Everlasting Man
A Man for All Seasons
*mature subject matter

14586
15074
14098
14162
15046
14639
14439
14737
14732
14670
14112
14880
14030

Canadian
Terry Fox: His Story
16358
The one-legged runner from Port Coquitlam, British
Columbia, made an indelible impression upon people
across Canada and around the world. An outstanding
athlete with a stubborn and competitive spirit, he
lost his leg to cancer at 19, but said "nobody is
ever going to call me a quitter."
Maria Chapdelaine by Louis Hemon
14509
Large Format for easy reading. A classic French
Canadian novel. A harsh, realistic story of pioneer
life in Quebec, it profoundly influenced subsequent
Canadian authors.
Rilla of Ingleside by Lucy Maud Montgomery
16363
Rilla can't think any further ahead than going to
her very first dance at the Four Winds lighthouse.
But WWI gets in the way! This novel shows the maturity that comes through adversity.
Sunshine Sketches of a Little Town
by Stephen Leacock
16351
Twelve episodes in the everyday life of the community of Mariposa in the early 1900’s.
Study Guides for Teens
Ignatius Critical Editions (ICE) Study Guides are
constructed to achieve a level of critical and literary appreciation befitting the works themselves.
They give introductions and summaries, in-depth
considerations of key critical moments and themes,
plus lists of “points to ponder” while reading.
Finally, they include questions to test the students’ knowledge of the text and ability to go from
that knowledge to wider or higher conclusions about
the works and their relation to reality.
Hamlet by Shakespeare
Arguably Shakespeare's finest and most important
play, Hamlet is also one of the most misunderstood
masterpieces of world literature. "To be or not to
be", may be the question, but the answer has eluded
many generations of critics. What does it mean "to
be"? And is everything as it seems to be?
Novel
18039
Study Guide
18040
King Lear by Shakespeare
King Lear is also one of the most thoughtprovoking. The play turns on the practical ramifications of the words of Christ that we should render unto Caesar that which is Caesar's and unto God
that which is God's.
Novel
18043
Study Guide
18044

Biographies
My Russian Yesterdays by Catherine Doherty
6400
The faith of Old Russia endured through the Revolution
and the Communist era and still endures today. This is
a book of the ordinary Russian people and of the solid,
simple, yet abiding faith which was the joy and inspiration of their life. Is this the sort of example which
will lead us to God’s peace and order in the midst of
our modern, complex, and fear-burdened world?
To the Last Salute by Georg Von Trapp
16345
"The Sound of Music" endeared Georg von Trapp (18801947) and his singing family to the world, and it also
showed how desperately the Nazis wanted Captain von
Trapp for their navy. Trapp's own story of his exploits
as a submarine commander during the WWI is as exciting
as it is instructive, bringing to stirring life a little-known chapter in the naval history of that war.
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Merchant of Venice
One of the most controversial of all Shakespeare's
plays, it is also one of the least understood. Is
it a comedy or a tragedy? Is Shylock simply vicious
and venomous, or is he more sinned against than
sinning? What exactly is the quality of mercy? Is
Portia one of the great Christian heroines of western literature?
Novel
18045
Study Guide
18046
Macbeth
Explore Macbeth as a morality play, a history play
with contemporary relevance, or as a drama that
shows a vision of evil and that grapples with the
problem of free will.
Novel
18274
Study Guide
18275
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Literature for Grades 7-12 & Other Languages
Romeo and Juliet
"Star-crossed" Romeo and Juliet are Shakespeare's most
famous lovers. The tragedy especially resonates with
young adult readers who, like Romeo and Juliet, have
experienced the exhilarating and perilous phenomenon of
being "in love".
Novel
18280
Study Guide
18281
Frankenstein by Mary Shelley
One of the most influential and controversial novels of
the nineteenth century. This critical edition, refutes
the errors and serves as an antidote to the poison that
has contaminated the critical understanding of this
classic gothic novel.
Novel
18037
Study Guide
18038
Great Expectations by Charles Dickens
Humbled, orphaned Pip is apprenticed to the dirty work
of the forge but dares to dream of becoming a gentleman
— and one day he finds himself in possession of "great
expectations."
Novel
18270
Study Guide
18271
Gulliver’s Travels
One of the greatest satirical works ever written.
Through the misadventures of Lemuel Gulliver, his hopelessly “modern” protagonist, Swift exposes many of the
follies of the English Enlightenment, from its worship
of science to its neglect of traditional philosophy and
theology. Swift’s satire on the threats posed by the
Enlightenment and the embryonic spirit of secular fundamentalism makes Gulliver’s Travels priceless reading
for today’s defenders of tradition.
Novel
18272
Study Guide
18273
Huckleberry Finn
As Huck and Jim float down the Mississippi and encounter all manner of people and situations, and as Huck
struggles mightily with his conscience concerning Jim,
the novel strongly invites a moral and religious perspective.
Novel
18041
Study Guide
18042
Mansfield Park
A novel about ordination, and about the family. It
delves into questions of the education and upbringing
of children, of conservative values, of parental authority, of the propriety and place of romantic love,
of the tension between propriety and sophistication,
and of the dangers of undue familiarity outside the
family circle.
Novel
18276
Study Guide
18277
Moby Dick
A sea adventure, a study of evil, and a cast of fascinating characters, including the crazed captain who is
obsessed with hunting down the whale that maimed him Moby Dick is all of this and more.
Novel
18278
Study Guide
18279
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
An undoubted classic of world literature, its profound
Christian morality is all too often missed or willfully
overlooked. Austen saw the follies and foibles of human
nature, and the frictions and fidelities of family
life, with an incisive eye that penetrates to the very
heart of the human condition.
Novel
18047
Study Guide
18048
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Scarlet Letter
Presents a profound meditation on the nature of
sin, repentance, and redemption, and on how such
Christian concepts may be integrated into American
democracy.
Novel
18051
Study Guide
18052
The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde
The tale of a young man who sells his soul to the
devil in return for youthful immortality, only to
discover that the "devil's bargain" is no bargain
at all.
Novel
18049
Study Guide
18050
Wuthering Heights by Emily Bronte
One of the classic novels of nineteenth century
romanticism, it retains its controversial status.
Novel
18055
Study Guide
18056
Uncle Tom’s Cabin
A living, relevant story, passionate in its vivid
depiction of the cruelest forms of injustice and
inhumanity-and the courage it takes to fight
against them.
Novel
18053
Study Guide
18054

Check www.bluemantle.ca for new titles!
City of God
14031
No book except the Bible itself had a greater influence on the Middle Ages than Augustine's The
City of God. And since medieval Europe was the cradle of modern Western society, this work is vital
for understanding our world and how it came into
being.
Student Guide
22018
Teacher Guide
22019
The Divine Comedy
22033
Upon the literary foundation of the West laid by
the hands of Homer and Virgil sits a cathedral.
That cathedral is this book. Dante’s
epic, allegorical poem about his spiritual journey of redemption that take shim through the pit of hell, to the
Beatific Vision of God. Helpful study questions,
reading notes and tests and quizzes.
Student Guide
22034
Teacher Guide
22035

Latin
Henle Latin (softcover)
A high school Latin program used by homeschoolers.
Answer keys included. Using the Latin Grammar with
each year of the Latin program is strongly recommended. Works well after Latina Christiana.
Henle’s 1st Year Henle’s 2nd Year Henle’s 3rd Year Henle’s 4th Year -

Text
Key
Text
Key
Text
Key
Text
Key

Henle’s Latin Grammar
Henle’s Latin Study Guide I-II
Henle’s Latin Study Guide III-IV
Henle I Quiz Packet
Henle II Quiz Packet

22076
22071
22079
22077
22081
22080
22083
22082
22070
22074
22075
22072
22078
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Electives for Grade 9-12 and Mathematics
Home Economics

Traditional Logic
Grades 8-12
“Find out how the nature of anything can be categorized using the “Porphyrian Tree.” Learn the 4 logical
statements, the 4 ways statements can be opposite, the
3 ways they can be equivalent, and the 7 rules of validity. Study famous arguments from history such as
Descartes’ “I think, therefore I am” and so on.
Traditional Logic Book I
Text
22162
Traditional Logic Book II
Text
22165
Traditional Logic Book I
Key
22160
Traditional Logic Book II
Key
22163
Traditional Logic I
DVD
22161
Traditional Logic II
DVD
22164

Feeding the Whole Family:
16362
Includes over 150 simple whole foods recipes with
tips on how to adapt dishes for baby. Index, glossary
and nutritional analysis of recipes included as well
as tips on starting solids, packing lunchboxes and
eating organically.

Singapore Math
New Elementary Mathematics Syllabus D
(In Singapore, the term ""elementary"" refers to
""the basics"" of higher math, i.e., algebra, geometry, trigonometry, etc.)

Material Logic I; A Traditional Approach to Thinking
Skills
A follow-up on course to the Traditional Logic program, or simply an introductory thinking skills course
for high school grades. It covers the 10 Categories,
the Five Predicables, the Four Causes, and the Five
Elements of Classification and Their Use in the Art of
Thinking.
Material Logic I Text
22108
Material Logic I Key
22107

Economics

Textbook
Textbook
Textbook
Textbook
Textbook
Textbook

1
2
3
3
4
4

Workbook
Workbook
Workbook
Workbook

1-7th Grade
2 –8th Grade
3– 9th Grade
4– 10th Grade

Solutions
Solutions
Teacher’s
Teacher’s
Teacher’s
Teacher’s

Whatever Happened to Penny Candy?
11571
Richard Maybury uses historical events from Ancient
Rome to explain economic principles. This clearly
written book covers investment cycles, velocity, business cycles, recessions, inflation, the demand for
money and more.

- 7th Grade
- 8th Grade
A- 9th Grade
B- 9th Grade
A - 10th Grade
A - 10th Grade

Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual

1
2
1
2
3A
3B

13060
13061
13062
13063
13064
13065
13066
13067
13068
13069
13054
13055
13056
13057
13058
13059

The Accounting Game
14778
Presents financial information in a format so simple
and so unlike a common accounting textbook, this book
uses the world of a child's lemonade stand to teach
the basics of managing your finances.

Bluestocking Guide to Economics
11053
Chapter-by-chapter comprehension questions and answers
for the above book. A list of recommended movies and
documentaries that contain good economic history, a
list of web sites with good economic content, and a
final exam. Ages 10 thru 18.

Saxon Math

Economics in One Lesson
14260
A simple, straightforward analysis of economic fallacies that are so prevalent they have almost become a
new orthodoxy.

Includes text, Solutions Manual, and tests. Kits of
others include text, answer key and tests. Also
available for the upper grades are Solutions Manuals
which show you step-by-step how to get the answer
(these are very helpful in grd 8 and 9, an essential
in grd 10, 11, and 12). Extra components are available below if you are teaching more than one child.

Small is Still Beautiful: As if Families Still Mattered
14735
A reflective book, drawing upon E. F. Schumacher's
influential treatise "Small Is Beautiful". Touching
upon many topics, Joseph Pearce provides several
themes: Corporate greed and hording are leaving third
world nations bereft and in a despairing cycle of
debt; both big business and big government are undermining each man's individual rights for fulfillment
and prospering; Given the ramifications of the first
two prospects, greed is swallowing up our natural resources and destroying the earth's soil, while man
continues to poison himself and his environment with
too much pollution and pesticide. Pearce offers several antidotes: allowing small businesses to thrive creates variety and equanimity; Co-Ops are successful and
create a rewarding environment for employees who are
drawn to initiative and a part of the decision making
process; Organic farming is a growing alternative that
keeps soil thriving and people healthy.

Pre-Algebra Complete Pack - Math 8/7 11474
Student Book
11471
Solutions Manual
11473
Algebra 1/2 Complete Package
11424
Solutions Manual
11425
Algebra 1 Complete Package
11419
Solutions Manual
11420
Algebra 2 Complete Package
11429
Solutions Manual
11430
Advanced Math Complete Package
11413
Solutions Manual
11414
Tests and Worksheets (answers in Solutions Manual)
Math 8/7
11476

LifePac Home Economics
8466
Soup to nuts, pattern to finished outfit - it's all
here in our Home Economics course! Knowledge of Christian home life as well as financial freedom and character qualities are emphasized in this extensive program for the future homemaker. Can be used for all
four grades.
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Science for Grades 7-12
Wonders of Creation Series

Exploring Creation with Biology Grade 9
Math prerequisite: Grade 7 math, and should be taken
concurrently with Algebra I course . Includes hardcover test, solutions and tests manual, and answers.
Set
11002
CD-ROM 2nd Edition (full course)
11169
Companion CD-ROM (multimedia only)
11170
Audio CD
11168
Extra Set of Tests
11171
Solutions Manual
11172
Text only
11173

These books have study guides that can be downloaded
from the New Leaf Press website, or purchased from us.
Hardcover.
The Ocean Book
11540
This book explores the ocean, hurricanes, whirlpools,
whales, ships, submarines, coral reefs, and more.
Study Guide for Ocean Book
11541
The Astronomy Book
11515
This book offers a wealth of information about planets, stars, moons, supernovas, and more as well as
dozens of colour photographs and illustrations. 80
pages.
Study Guide for Astronomy
11516

Exploring Creations with Chemistry Grade 10,
Math prerequisite: Algebra I
All experiments use household equipment. Includes
hardcover test, solutions, tests manual, and answers.
Set
11174
CD-ROM (full course)
11176
Companion CD-ROM (multimedia only)
11177
Audio CD
11175
Extra set of tests
11178
Solutions Manual
11179
Text only
11003

The Geology Book
11526
Describes and explains earthquakes, mountains, volcanoes, geysers.80 pages.
Study Guide for Geology Book
11527
The Fossil Book
11524
A guide to how coal, oil, and fossils are formed, and
a great explanation of the four C’s of biblical creation. Learn how to extract, identify, store and display your own fossil collection. 80 pages. Casebound.
Study Guide for Fossil Book
11525

Exploring Creation with Physics Grade 11
Math prerequisite: Algebra II
Covers matter and motion, mechanics, heat, light,
electricity and sound. Includes hardcover text, solutions, tests manual and answers.
Set
11198
CD-ROM 2nd Ed. (full course)
11200
Companion CD-ROM (multimedia only)
11201
Audio CD
11199
Text only
11202
Solutions Manual
11203

The Weather Book
11550
Every aspect of the weather is covered, from condensation to thunderstorms, wind patterns, tornadoes etc.
Study Guide for the Weather Book
11551
The Cave Book
11517
Featured are sections on humans and caves, cave life,
climates and classifications, with emphasis on cave
exploring and cave photography.
Study Guide for the Cave Book
11518

Marine Biology
Prerequisite: First year Biology
A study of marine resources and our relationship with
the sea. This course contains many experiments, some
of which require microscope equipment, while others
require dissection equipment. Contains three types of
laboratory exercises for the student to perform:
Household labs - Only household equipment is used.
These labs should be done by all students.
Set
11188
Marine Biology CD-ROM (full course) 11189
Companion CD-ROM (multimedia only)
11190
Audio CD
11191
Solutions Manual
11192
Text only
11006

Apologia High School Science
by Dr. Jay Wile
Written by a homeschooling father, the material is
geared for the student to understand
and do on his
own. These courses which will prepare students for
university level science. Dr. Wile is dedicated to the
concept of home schooling and is trying to keep as
many students in home school for as long as possible.
Most experiments use household items.

The Human Body: Fearfully and Wonderfully Made .
Advanced biology course. Combined with Exploring Creation With Biology , gives the student the equivalent
of a university biology course, the entire "advanced
placement" (AP) curriculum. It covers both the anatomy and the physiology of the human body’s 11 organ
systems in detail. Please note : the reproductive
system is covered in detail, including frank (not
pornographic) illustrations and descriptions. Prerequisites: one year each of high school biology and
chemistry
Contains three kinds of labs: Microscope
labs - Require a microscope such as the one recommended for Exploring Creation With Biology and special prepared slides. Dissection labs - Requires a
dissection kit. Coloring Book Exercises - These are
very important 'lab' exercises for the student to
perform. A lot to memorize in this course, and the
colouring book will help the student a great deal.
Set
11533
Human Body CD-ROM (full course)
11154
CD-ROM Companion (multimedia only)
11535
Audio CD
11537
Solutions Manual
11536
Text only
11008

Exploring Creation with General Science Grade 7
Covers simple machines, archeology, geology, paleontology, biology, human anatomy, and physiology Include
hardcover text, solutions, and tests manual and answers.Set
11184
CD-ROM (full course)
11181
Companion CD-ROM (multimedia)
11182
Audio CD
11180
Solutions Manual
11183
Text only
11105
Exploring Creation with Physical Science Grade 8
Covers atmosphere, hydrosphere, weather, structure of
the earth, environmentalism, physics of motion, Newton’s laws, gravity, and astrophysics. Includes hardcover text, solutions, and tests manual, and answers.
Set
11193
CD-ROM (full course)
11195
Companion CD-ROM (multimedia only)
11196
Audio CD
11194
Solutions Manual
11197
Text only
11007
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Catholic Textbooks
Catholic Novel Studies

Grade 6
14652
Includes The Children of Fatima, St. Benedict, St.
John Masias, and St. Dominic

These guides with a Catholic perspective use quality
literature, and range from full-length study guides
that can be used for a year’s study, to the discussion
guides that can complement any reading program. Each
contains discussion topics, writing, and art activities. We have attempted to carry as many of the novels
as possible. Some guides have different titles from
the novel.

Grade 7
14653
Includes The Little Flower, The Cure of Ars, St. Louis de Montfort, and St. Hyacinth of Poland
Grade 8
14649
Includes St. Paul the Apostle, St. Francis Solano,
St. Margaret Mary, and Pauline Jaricot

Literature Guides
Gr. 4-8
The Good Master
5834
The Golden Goblet
5812
Hittite Warrior
5819
The Children's Homer
5831
Tirzah
5841
Sword of Clontarf
5828
City of the Golden House
5816
Francis of Assisi
5818
The Tale of Troy
5837
Warrior Scarlet
5844
Word to Caesar
5845
Mara, Daughter of the Nile
5823

Faith and Freedom Readers
These beloved readers have been recently reprinted.
Lovely stories of family life, heroics adventures,
and lives of the saints. Black and white illustrations.
Grade 1
Here We Come
These are Our Friends
This is Our Family

7232
7244
7250

Grade 2
These Are Our Neighbors
This is Our Parish
A Book of Sanctity

7247
7253
7238

Grade 3
This is Our Town
This is Our Valley
The Story Tree

7254
7255
7241

Gr. 4-8
Stone Fox
5826
The Matchlock Gun
5836
Up and Away- The Twenty-One Balloons 5843
The Whipping Boy
5838
A Single Shard
5813
The Bronze Bow
5830
The Door in the Wall
5833
The Master Puppeteer
5835 Gr. 7-8
Sutcliff Series- Eagle of the Ninth, Silver Branch, &
The Lantern Bearers
5817

Grade 4
This is Our Land
A Book of Gladness

7252
7236

Grade 5
These Are Our People
Book of Gratitude

7248
7237

Grade 6
This is Our Heritage
A Book of Valour

7251
7239

Race for Heaven Study Guides
Written with a family's various learning levels in
mind, the RACE study guides succeed as stand-alone
unit studies or as curriculum supplements and can be
used to increase critical thinking and reading comprehension skills, and to incorporate history and geography into your religious study. Research and writing
projects are suggested based upon secular and Catholic
historical events and characters. In addition to the
Windeatt saint biographies, additional required books
include a Bible and a Catholic catechism.
Blessed Marie of New France
14648
St. Rose of Lima
14641
Little Flower
14642
The Miraculous Medal
14643
Pauline Jaricot
14644
St. Francis Solano
14645
St. John Masias
14646
St. Martin de Porres
14647

Grade 7
These are Our Freedoms
A Book of Fortitude

7242
7233

Grade 8
These Are Our Horizons
A Book of Friendliness

7245
7234

Mythology
Perelandra
Till We Have Faces

Gr.9-12
5824
5825
5840

Discussion Guide
Gr. 1-3
The Courage of Sarah Noble
5832

Prose and Poetry of England
7333
Beowulf,
Chaucer,
Shakespeare,
Milton,
Shelley,
Keats, Tennyson, Kipling, Yeats, Eliot, Belloc, &
Chesterton. Gr. 11 or 12.
Prose and Poetry of England Answer key
7334
American Literature Text
7327
An overview of American Literature from the Colonial
period (1492-1775) to 1944. Selections from Capt.
John Smith, St. Isaac Jogues, Benjamin Franklin,
George
Washington,
Ralph
Waldo
Emerson,
Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow, Edgar Allan Poe, Walt Whitman,
Emily Dickinson, Mark Twain, Robert Frost, and TS
Eliot.
America Literature Answer Key
7326

Grades 3 & 4
14650
Includes The Miraculous Medal, Patron Saint of First
Communicants, St. Thomas Aquinas, and
St. Catherine
of Siena

World Literature Gr. 10
7339
Lord Byron, G.K. Chesterton, Samuel Taylor Coleridge,
Joyce Kilmer, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, and Hilaire
Belloc are among the authors in this text. Sections
on the short story, the novel, poems, biography, and
non-fiction. Grade 10. Answer key included in book.

Grade 5
14651
Includes St. Rose of Lima, St. Martin de Porres, King
David and His Songs, and Blessed Marie of New France.
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Catholic Textbooks-Language Arts
The Catholic Spirit
16344
An anthology for discovering faith through literature,
art, film and music. Pope John Paul II stated in his
Letter to the Artists (April 1999) that it is through
the arts that religious truths are made tangible,
“making perceptible...the world of he spirit, of the
invisible, of God.” He “was echoing the insights of
philosophers and theologians throughout the ages who
have always stressed their role in the formation of
minds attuned to the good, the true, and the beautiful.” These stories, poems, works of art, films and
music are organized around the four pillars of the
Catechism. Endorsed by Fr. Benedict Groeschel.

Early Literacy for Young Catholics
7329
Introduces your child to the wonders of God’s creation that we experience in our daily lives through
hundreds of exercises and activities. Colour.
Spelling for Young Catholics
Weekly word lists contain some Catholic words and
also a brief story, usually a saint’s life.
Two
colours. Grades 1-8 available.
Spelling Grade 1
7309
Spelling Grade 2
7310
Spelling Grade 3
7311
Spelling Grade 4
7312
Spelling Grade 5
7313
Spelling Grade 6
7314
Spelling Grade 7
7315
Spelling Grade 8
7316

English for Young Catholics (Seton)
This challenging program covers nouns, pronouns, adjectives, complete sentences, etc. A good Catholic
substitute for Voyages in English.
Illustrated in
black and white.
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English

Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Handwriting for Young Catholics
Based on the Zaner-Bloser method, the child learns
how to print and write using Catholic words and
phrases.
Kindergarten
7270
Grade 1
7259
Grade 2
7260
Grade 3
7261
Grade 4
7262
Grade 5
7263
Better Handwriting
7213
Handwriting Paper Gr. K 500 sheets 7264
Cursive Writing Skills for Left-Handed Students
7328
Vocabulary for Young Catholics
Each lesson begins with a fun story which introduces
fifteen vocabulary words. Activities follow to help
reinforce the new words.
Vocabulary 5
7336
Vocabulary 6
7337

7223
7224
7225
7226
7227
7228
7229
7230

Phonics for Young Catholics
Modeled on the MCP Plaid Phonics but with lots of
Catholic content.
Kindergarten part 1
7281
Kindergarten part 2
7282
Phonics 1 part 1
7330
Phonics 1 part 2
7331
Phonics 2
7332
Phonics Grade 4
7279
Phonics Grade 5
7280

Designing Your Own Classical Curriculum
18060
The curriculum is based on the time tested philosophy of the classic trivium: grammar, logic and rhetoric. Includes an explanation of the philosophy, extensive reading lists, curriculum, and daily schedules, for each grade K through 12! 265 pages.

Reading Comprehension for Young Catholics
Children read one page stories and then answer questions on hat they have read in order to teach them to
pay closer attention to what they read. Stories are
based on Catholic life.
The reading level is quite
demanding. Only grades 3-8 are available. Please order by grade.
Grade 3
7284
Grade 4
7285
Grade 5
7287
Grade 6
7289
Grade 7
7291
Grade 8
7293

The Harp and Laurel Wreath;
18205
Poetry for the Classical Curriculum
Contains a wide selection of poetry for every age
level as well as dictation selections.
Religion for Young Catholics
Seton’s religion course offers a solid traditional
method in teaching the truths of the faith. Illustrated with beautiful stained glass images to help
develop appreciation for Catholic art.
Pre-Kindergarten
7335
Kindergarten Catechism
7269
Religion 1
7295
Religion 2
7296
Religion 3
7297
Religion 4
7298
Religion 5
7299
Religion 6
7230
Religion 7
7231
Religion 8 Witness to the Faith 7338

Thinking Skills for Young Catholics
Children read a passage and using their reasoning
skills, answer questions. Includes stories of saints.
Grade 4
7286
Grade 5
7288
Grade 6
7290
Grade 7
7292
Grade 8
7294
Grammar 9 for Young Catholics
7257
Revised workbook from Seton Press is a complete course
in high school grammar.
Composition for Young Catholics
7220
Emphasis is on understanding structure as a means to
develop students as better thinkers, readers and writers. Paragraph construction and composition skills are
fine tuned. All aspects of Report Writing from choosing the topic to the finished report are covered.

Confirmation Preparation for Young Catholics 7221
Conforms with the Catechism of the Catholic Church,
the Roman Catechism, and the Baltimore Catechism.
Teacher’s Manual
7222

See Catholic catalogue for more catechisms!
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Art / Music/Science/History
Art for Young Catholics
An art teacher told me that this was a thorough course
teaching basic concepts.
Grade 1
7202
Grade 2
7203
Grade 3
7204
Grade 4
7205
Grade 5: The Rosary in Art
7206
Grade 6
7207
Grade 7
7208

Science

Art Through Faith Gr. 8
7209
A beautiful book filled with nearly 200 high-quality
full colour reproductions of Middle ages and the Renaissance art. With each picture is information about
the painting and often the artist. Glossy paper.

Science for Young Catholics
Well-constructed general science books. Each chapter
begins with a description of the chapter aims, outline and activities. Easy-to-do demonstrations using
common household items. Review exercises.
Kindergarten
7306
Science 1
7302
Science 2
7303
Seton recommends Exploring God’s Creation for Gr. 3.
See page 12.
Science 4
7304
Health 5
7265
Health 6
7266
Science 7
7305

Art Masters Enhance Religion
Recognize and appreciate the paintings of the famous
masters who have depicted important happenings in the
Scriptures and to enhance the love of God through art.
Each booklet has information on the artist, painting,
questions on aesthetics (beauty of the art piece) and
art criticism.

Life Science: All Creatures Great and Small 4932
Excellent pre-biology book. Chapters include: cells,
plants, animals, nutrition, digestive system, circulatory system, and nervous system. Includes sections
on the development of the pre-born baby. Answer key
in book. Gr.8
Life Science Catholic Supplement
7349

Primary Grades
5207
Art prints and information focusing on the meaning of
prayer, love of Christ, angels, God, Confession, Holy
Eucharist, besides the Holy seasons of the year.

Mathematics
Mathematics for Young Catholics
Beautifully designed workbook with Catholic imagery
and an outstanding presentation of math concepts and
exercises.
Kindergarten
7275
Grade 1
7271
Grade 2
7272
Grade 3
7273
Grade 4
7274

Intermediate Grades
5200
Art prints and information focusing on the Ten Commandments, Sacraments, Joyful, Sorrowful, Glorious,
and Luminous Mysteries of the Rosary and the Holy Seasons of the Year.
Junior High
5201
Art prints and information concentrating on prayer,
temptation, humility, Baptism, vocations,
justice,
Coronation of Mary, and piety. All the topics help the
child prepare for the Sacrament of Confirmation.

Developed by Seton to use with other math programs.
Catholic Word Problems Level C
7215
Catholic Word Problems Level D
7216
Catholic Word Problems Level E
7217

Old Testament and New Testament
5202
This booklet has information on 23 prints relating to
the Old Testament and 23 prints on the new Testament.
The five by nine inch laminated prints are included in
the packet.

History
Great Saints in World History Gr. 2
7258
Includes chapter questions, color art and an answer
key. Biographies of the patron saints of seventeen
nations, including: St. Anne de Beaupre, St. Stephen
of Hungary, St. Rose of Lima and St. Denis of France.
The well formatted layout provides interesting full
color photos and line art drawings of each saint to
color by Patrick Diemer, and includes color maps.

Music
Seton Music Program
Collections of songs for each grade organized to liturgical season.
Songs of Praise Kindergarten
7308
Catholic Songs for Children
7352
We Sing and Listen
7323
We Sing and Dance
7321
We Sing and Chant
7320
We Sing and Blend
7319
We Sing and Harmonize
7322
We Sing of Our Land
7324
We Sing of Our World
7325

Catholic Faith Comes to the Americas Gr. 3 7318
An introduction to American history through short,
well-written biographies of the early discoverers,
missionaries and founders of America: Columbus, René
de La Salle, Charles Carroll, Mother Seton…and many
more! They followed Christ's call: "Go and teach all
nations." Our children are well served to know the
great work they began in the New World. Answer key
included in back of book on perforated pages for easy
removal. Color and black and white pictures.

Making Music Praying Twice
HS11
Developed by homeschooling parents, the Manual is
written from experience, outlining techniques for families of various ages and sizes. This program allows
you to do real early childhood music education at
home, preparing children for future formal music studies and developing a lifetime love of music and prayer. Full-color, spiral-bound, easy-to-follow, crossindexed, 273-page Parent Manual. Integrate faith into
your child's life more deeply than you ever imagined
with our faith integrated curriculum which follows the
seasons of the Liturgical Year. ages 0-8.

Catholic Faith Comes to the New World Gr. 4 7317
Sail icy northern seas with Vikings and unknown ones
with Columbus. Watch as colonists, searching for new
opportunities and religious freedom, settle in the
New World. Learn about their hardships and triumphs.
Take pride in the Catholic leaders who helped to win
victory for a new nation. The focus of this exciting
workbook is the 300 years from Columbus' discovery to
the Colony's decisive victory over Cornwallis. Filled
with colour pictures and maps captivate imaginations.
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Catholic History
Our Catholic Legacy Volume 1
7278
In this first volume we travel from pre-historic times
to the Age of Discovery. Finally, we are witness as
Christendom is cleaved asunder by the Protestant Revolt and meet the great Catholic saints who emerge at
this moment. Filled with many full color maps, charts,
and descriptive graphics. Answer key in back of book.

A Right to be Merry
16060
This happy book reveals the challenges, cares and
joys of that cloistered life from an "insiders" view.

High School History
Christ the King, Lord of History Gr. 7-12.
8037
A fast-paced readable, and interesting world history
for high school and adult reading. Its many chapters
can be adapted for several years of schooling, although it is primarily meant for Gr. 9-10. 474 pages
Workbook
8038

Our Catholic Legacy Volume 2
7350
Study the Protestant Revolt and its impact on Europe.
From Spain, missionaries go out to the New World to
evangelize. English Catholics were risking their lives
at home where it was against the law to be a Catholic.
Cardinal Richelieu was determined to make France the
strongest nation in Europe. Thirty Years War ended the
ideal of a Catholic Europe. France endured the French
Revolution and its Reign of Terror which created an
opportunity for Napoleon to become ruler of France.
During the 19th century world leaders worked at peace.
However, World War I caused appalling destruction.
Once the Communists consolidated power in the Soviet
Union, they tried for Poland. In 1920, at the Battle
of Warsaw, the Poles defeated the mighty Soviet army.
From 1936-1939, Spanish Catholics fought the Communism
that sought the utter destruction of Catholic Spain.
After the chapters on World War II and the Cold War,
the book concludes with the Middle East and the War on
Terrorism. At the end of each chapter there are fillin-the-blank questions that serve as chapter reviews.
The first two chapters of the book are on-line and can
be downloaded.

Christ and the Americas Gr. 10-12
8035
Includes the Catholic dimension, from early explorers through present day, plus Our Lady of Guadelupe
and conversion of Mexico. Fascinating insights not
found elsewhere.
Workbook
8036
Light to the Nations Vol. 1
18264
This book combines narrative accounts with the necessary facts, dates, short biographies, and concept
definitions needed for a Christian Cultural understanding. Drawing on the work of Catholic historians
of the 20th century-Christopher Dawson, Hilaire Belloc, and Frederick Wilhelmsen– the authors have
crafted a Catholic and accurate account of our Western heritage. Copyright 2008.
Teacher’s Manual
18265
Light to the Nations Vol. 2
18266
The history of the modern era is chronicled in story
form.
It shows how modern ideas, institutions and
cultures have developed from the high centuries of
Christian culture. Drawing on the guidance of Catholic thinkers and the popes (particularly Leo XIII,
Pius XI, Pius XII, John Paul II, and Benedict XVI),
this history present the hope that Christian thought
and work hold for the future. End of chapter reviews,
highlights of dates and events, characters in history
and definitions of key terms aid the student in this
newly released text.
Teacher’s Manual
18267

Our Lady of Kibeho: Our Lady Speaks from the Heart of
Africa
16336
Thirteen years before the bloody 1994 genocide that
swept across Rwanda and left more than a million people dead, the Virgin Mary and Jesus Christ appeared to
eight young people in the remote village of Kibeho.
Through these visionaries, Mary and Jesus warned of
the looming holocaust, which (they assured) could be
averted if Rwandans opened their hearts to God and
embraced His love.
All Ye Lands
Gr. 5 & up.
Covers world history and world culture from the early
civilizations to the mid-1800s.High quality in design,
colour, art, paper and bindings, as well as excellent
material by teachers, authors, editors and artists to
make a readable, up-to-date text.
Teacher’s Manual
has many excellent references, resources and tests.
Text
18009
Teacher’s Manual
18008

Following Christ in the World (Seton)
7256
A senior high school apologetics text covering traditional topics, as well as issues pertinent to the
modern world. Illustrated. Black and white. 141 pages.

Secondary Level Catholic Culture

Learning the Life Issues
778
Toronto Right to Life offers this great pro-life program for Catholic high school grades. There are interesting, up-to-date short articles and essays that
cover a wide range of life issues such as prenatal
development,
truth, pro-life apologetics, abortion/
breast-cancer
link,
abortion,
euthanasia,
human
rights, assisted suicide, stem cell research, in vitro
fertilization, and napro technology. There are questions, activities and research projects as well as
notes to teachers.
The material is consistent with
the Family Life/Religion curriculum standards in Ontario for gr. 9-12. This program can be downloaded off
the website www.rtl-toronto.org or obtained for free
from them. If you should choose to order through us,
please know that $15.00
goes to the Right to Life
Association for printing costs.

Each of the following two
textbooks
by Ave Maria
Press has been found to be in conformity with the
Catechism of the Catholic Church. Each has a Nihil
Obstat and Imprimatur 2006.
Catholic Social Teaching
16343
A text with a wealth of up-to-date information on
moral and ethical issues today. There are prayerful
reflections and references to Catholic Social Teaching, and hands-on applications that encourage you to
make a difference in the world.
Marriage and Holy Orders
16342
This text contains research activities and reading
assignments to promote further knowledge about what
each Christian vocation entails. It covers Single,
Consecrated, Marriage, Religious Life
(active and
contemplative) and the Laity. There are Scripture
readings and prayer reflections to help discern a
particular vocation. There are also service applications that encourage the student to begin to practice
the mission of the Christian vocation.

Under Mary’s Mantle
6423
Underlying Canada's history as a nation from its earliest beginnings giving it spiritual life and sustenance, has been the incomparable influence of the
Mother of God.
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SingaporeMath
Manipulatives

2CM Mathlink Cubes
LER 4285 ~ 13007

O/H Basic rainbow
Fraction Tiles LER0616 ~
13010

Laminated Hundreds Board
13009

Interlocking Base Ten Starter Set
LER6356 ~ 13008

Transparent Color Counters (6 colors)
LER0131 ~ 13011

Place Value Strips-7 Digit #402677 ~
12192

Place Value Strips-4 Digit #402650
13018

Place Value Disks #402648 ~ 13016

SAXON
Manipulatives

SAXON Homeschool Math Manipulatives Kit ~ 11480

